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Summary

Biochemical patterns in living systems are based in several instances on mechani-

cal events, resulting from proteins undergoing large amplitude motions triggered by

chemical signals. Indeed, while performing their function, these proteins undergo

some important conformational changes, which modulate the final outcome. A bet-

ter knowledge of the systems and of the mechanisms regulating these motions is a

key point in understanding the function of the proteins under exam.

In particular, this thesis work is focused on the study of two relevant biological

systems: the investigation on motor system proteins, like class II myosins, involved

in the contractile function, and on a maturation protein involved in the correct

assembly of the active site of a [FeFe]-hydrogenase.

Myosin is one of the three molecular motors that are present in eukaryotic cell genome

and, together with actin, it is responsible for muscle contraction. During the comple-

tion of its function, myosin undergoes large amplitude motions that result in a change

of its biochemical state, causing the powerstroke which is necessary for muscle con-

traction. Point mutations and post-translational modifications of this protein lead

to contractile dysfunctions and the organism can incur in severe diseases and dam-

ages. So far, myosin function and dysfunction have mainly been studied by means

of parameters related to ATP hydrolysis or to mechanical output, without paying

attention to the molecular motion in relation to protein structural alterations. The

investigation of the mechanics of myosin at a molecular level, combined with the

study of mechanical output such as force and shortening velocity, is required in al-

tered systems for the rational design of drugs. This target, in fact, would be difficult

to reach without a deeper understanding of alterations in the structure of the protein

involved in the working of the system.

[FeFe]-hydrogenases are enzymes that catalyze the reversible production of H2 in
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Summary

many bacteria and unicellular eukaryotes and several efforts are underway to under-

stand how their complex active site (the H-cluster) is assembled. This site is charac-

terized by a [4Fe4S]-2Fe cluster and its biosynthesis requires the cooperation of three

conserved maturation proteins: HydE, HydF and HydG. Among them, HydF plays

a central role in the whole maturation process, a double function of scaffold for the

building of the H-cluster and carrier for the delivery of the mature prosthetic group to

the hydrogenase, which is eventually converted in the active holo form. The protein

contains a GTP-binding domain, in which the conformational changes related to the

protein function still have to be defined at a molecular level, but they are certainly

responsible for the interplay between partners in the maturation process. The topic

gained a lot of scientific interest in recent years, as the bio-production of hydrogen

is considered a clean source of energy, but its use is still limited for the high produc-

tion costs. For these reasons, a deeper knowledge of the catalytic site assembly and

functioning is required to improve the capability of hydrogen production.

For the investigation on the conformational changes of both systems, Electron Para-

magnetic Resonance (EPR), coupled with Site-Directed Spin Labeling (SDSL), is the

election technique, as paramagnetic probes are sensitive to the rotational and internal

dynamics in bio-molecules. In particular, Continuous Wave EPR (CW-EPR) enables

to obtain information on the mobility and the dynamics of a nitroxide at a desired

site, together with solvent accessibility, while Double Electron Electron Resonance

(DEER) can be used to measure distances between couples of spins. In this way, pos-

sible conformational changes induced by stimuli in the proteins under investigation

can be detected and models on the protein functionality may be proposed.

In this thesis, EPR techniques have been applied in order to shed light on the molec-

ular changes occurring in the systems upon different stimuli or mutations. To have

a more complete overview on the events occurring in the mentioned proteins, com-

plementary biochemical essays have also been carried out.

Regarding the investigation on myosin, as a main result we were able to optimize

a set-up to perform EPR experiments on muscle fibers, which allowed us to get

insight into the structural modifications occurring in diseased systems; in particular,

hypertrophy, atrophy and oxidation in mice muscles were examined.

In the case of HydF, a detailed investigation on the structural changes promoted by

the GTP-binding domain has been carried out. The results clearly show that the

GTPase domain of HydF behaves as a small GTP switch, like a family of proteins

that are involved in different biochemical pathways and that undergo conformational
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changes upon the binding of the nucleotide.

The work presented in this thesis has been divided into three parts: in the first part,

a general introduction on the importance of molecular motions in biological systems

and an overview of the EPR techniques employed for the investigations will be given,

while in the other two parts, the results obtained on the two systems that have been

object of the present study will be discussed.
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Sommario

Molto spesso modelli biochimici in sistemi viventi sono basati su eventi meccanici, i

quali sono il risultato di moti di grande ampiezza a cui sono soggette diverse proteine

in seguito a stimoli chimici. Nel corso dell’esplicazione delle loro funzioni, infatti,

queste proteine vanno incontro a variazioni conformazionali anche importanti, che

ne regolano il comportamento finale. Un punto chiave per la comprensione della

funzione di tali sistemi, pertanto, risulta essere una conoscenza più profonda degli

stessi e dei meccanismi che regolano i loro moti.

Il particolare, il lavoro contenuto all’interno di questa tesi è focalizzato allo studio

di due sistemi biologici rilevanti: l’indagine su sistemi motore, come la classe della

miosina di tipo II, coinvolta nella contrazione muscolare, e la ricerca riguardante una

proteina di maturazione coinvolta nel corretto assemblaggio del sito attivo di una

[FeFe]-idrogenasi.

La miosina è uno dei tre motori molecolari presenti nel genoma delle cellule eu-

cariotiche e, insieme all’actina, è responsabile della contrazione muscolare. Nel

corso dell’esplicamento della sua funzione, la miosina va incontro a variazioni con-

formazionali che si traducono in una variazione del suo stato biochimico, provo-

cando il motore biologico necessario alla contrazione. Mutazioni puntuali e modifiche

post-traduzionali della miosina portano come conseguenza a disfunzioni contrattili

e l’organismo può andare incontro a serie patologie e gravi danni. Finora, il cor-

retto e l’alterato funzionamento della miosina sono stati principalmente studiati dal

punto di vista di variazioni legate all’attività di idrolisi dell’ATP o al risultato mec-

canico, senza prestare particolare attenzione al dettaglio molecolare in relazione ad

alterazioni strutturali della proteina. Lo studio della meccanica della miosina ad un

livello molecolare, combinata all’indagine di parametri meccanici come produzione

di forza e velocità di accorciamento delle fibre, risulta pertanto necessario in sistemi
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alterati per una progettazione oculata di farmaci per la cura di tali disfunzioni. Tale

obiettivo, infatti, risulterebbe pressochè impossibile da raggiungere in assenza di una

più profonda conoscenza delle alterazioni a livello strutturale della proteina coinvolta

nel funzionamento del sistema.

Le [FeFe]-idrogenasi sono enzimi che catalizzano la produzione reversibile di idroge-

no in molti batteri ed eucarioti unicellulari, e numerosi sforzi vengono attualmente

spesi per comprendere come il complesso sito attivo (denominato cluster H) sia as-

semblato. Il sito è caratterizzato dalla presenza di un cluster [4Fe4S]-2Fe la cui

biosintesi richiede la cooperazione di tre proteine di maturazione conservate: HydE,

HydF e HydG. Tra queste, HydF ha un ruolo centrale nell’intero processo di matu-

razione, possiede infatti un doppio ruolo di scaffold per l’assemblaggio del sito attivo

e di trasportatore del gruppo prostetico maturo all’idrogenasi vera e propria, che

viene così convertita nella forma attiva. La proteina contiene un dominio per il

legame del nucleotide GTP; le variazioni conformazionali di questo dominio, in re-

lazione alla funzione espletata dalla proteina, devono ancora essere chiarite a livello

molecolare, ma sono certamente responsabili dell’interazione tra le diverse proteine

coinvolte nel processo di maturazione. Tale studio ha guadagnato un notevole in-

teresse scientifico nel corso degli ultimi anni, poichè la bioproduzione di idrogeno

è considerata una fonte pulita di energia, limitata tuttavia dagli alti costi di pro-

duzione. Per tali ragioni, una conoscenza più approfondita riguardo l’assemblaggio

ed il funzionamento del sito catalitico è richiesta al fine di migliorare la capacità di

produzione di idrogeno.

La tecnica di risonanza paramagnetica elettronica (EPR), accoppiata a marcatura

sito-specifica con sonde paramagnetiche, risulta essere la tecnica principe per quanto

riguarda l’indagine delle variazioni conformazionali in entrambi i sistemi, dal mo-

mento che queste sonde sono sensibili alla dinamica rotazionale ed interna in molecole

di interesse biologico. In particolare, la tecnica EPR in onda continua permette di

ottenere informazioni circa la dinamica di un nitrossido in un sito di interesse, oltre

che informazioni sull’accessibilità dello stesso al solvente, mentre la tecnica DEER

può essere utilizzata per misurare distanze tra coppie di spin. In questo modo, even-

tuali variazioni conformazionali indotte da diversi stimoli nei sistemi studiati possono

essere studiate e si possono avanzare proposte riguardo un modello di funzionalità

di queste proteine.

In questa tesi, le diverse tecniche EPR sono state applicate in modo da gettare

luce sulle variazioni a livello molecolare che avvengono in questi sistemi in seguito
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all’applicazione di diversi stimoli o mutazioni. Per avere una visione più generale

sugli eventi che avvengono in queste proteine, le indagini sono state affiancate da

test di funzionalità biochimica.

Per quanto concerne lo studio sulla miosina, come risultato principale abbiamo ot-

timizzato un set-up per l’indagine spettroscopica di fibre muscolari, che ci ha per-

messo di approfondire lo studio di sistemi alterati; in particolare, lo studio si è

concentrato su ipertrofia, atrofia ed ossidazione nei muscoli di topo.

Nel caso di HydF, invece, si è svolta un’indagine dettagliata delle variazioni strut-

turali causate dal legame del GTP alla proteina. I risultati mostrano in modo in-

equivocabile che la maturasi in questione si comporta come altre proteine denominate

GTP switches, le quali subiscono importanti variazioni conformazionali, fondamen-

tali per la loro funzionalità, in seguito al legame del nucleotide.

Il lavoro presentato in questa tesi è stato diviso in tre parti: nella prima parte, ver-

ranno date un’introduzione generale sull’importanza di moti molecolari che avven-

gono in sistemi biologici ed una panoramica sulle tecniche EPR utilizzate nello studio;

nelle altre due parti, invece, verranno discussi i risultati ottenuti per i due sistemi

che sono stati oggetto del presente lavoro.
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Introduction
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CHAPTER 1

Molecular Motion in Biology

According to Anfinsen’s dogma [1], also known as the thermodynamic hypothesis,

the native structure of a protein (at least for small globular ones) is only determined

by its amino acid sequence. This postulate was stated in the 1950s by Christian B.

Anfinsen, who was awarded in 1973 with the Nobel Prize in Chemistry for his studies

on the folding of ribonuclease A [2] [3].

The dogma asserts that, at the physiological milieu (temperature, solvent composi-

tion and concentration, pH, ionic strength, etc.) at which folding occurs, the native

structure of a protein constitutes a stable, unique and kinetically accessible minimum

of Gibbs free energy. Within this postulate, stability implies that small changes of

the environment do not affect the favoured configuration, uniqueness means that

there are no other configurations with the same free energy and the accessibility

implies that, during the folding path, no complex changes in the shape are present.

Nevertheless, proteins can not be considered as static objects, but mainly as an

ensemble of conformations; conformational changes leading from one to another can

occur on a large variety of timescales (from ns to s) and lengthscales (tenths of Å to

nm), having a dramatic impact on protein’s function.

In biophysics, the study of protein dynamics is a subject that gained great scientific

interest over the last decades, puzzling scientists from all over the world who struggle

to capture the secret of how proteins can perform their functions.

In nature, an extraordinary number of examples demonstrate that proteins can be
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perfect machines in which conformational changes are the crucial steps that enable

the correct working of the system and the performing of its functions.

As previously mentioned, motion can occur on different lengthscales, ranging from

local mobility of residues to global mobility of domains in a protein. The techniques

to investigate such motions have to be chosen according to the timescale in which

they occur. Typically, local movements will happen on smaller timescales. Evidences

of these motions can be revealed with the use of Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR).

1.1 Large amplitude motions in proteins

Usually, the presence of multiple domains in a protein can be accompanied by a

great mobility and flexibility, giving rise to protein domain dynamics [4]. Motion

of secondary structure elements or even domains in proteins are of fundamental

importance for many processes in living organisms, such as catalysis, transport of

metabolites, cellular locomotion, regulatory activity and formation of protein assem-

blies [5]. Enzymes are perfect examples of how conformational changes can be crucial

for the correct performing of the functions of the proteins involved; in many cases,

enzymes show two different conformations (for example, closed and open forms) and

the interconversion between the two forms is triggered by some stimuli.

In these proteins, the shape they adopt is crucial for the selectivity of the binding

(or its inhibition) of the ligands that need these enzymes as substrates.

An emblematic example of conformational changes in a protein driven by a stimuli

is surely represented by calmodulin, a multifunctional messenger protein activated

by the binding of calcium ions. It is expressed in eukaryotic cells [6] and it regu-

lates many fundamental processes in living organisms, as apoptosis, inflammation,

intracellular movement, immune responses and so on. It is often used as a calcium

sensor and a signal transducer by other proteins which are not able to bind the ion

themselves.

Calmodulin can bind several different proteins, and the key for this capability relies

on the backbone flexibility between the C-domain and the N-domain [7]. Upon the

binding of calcium, a conformational change exposes the methyl groups of methionine

residues, changing the binding affinity of calmodulin to target protein. In particular,

the exposition of hydrophobic surfaces enables the binding of amphiphilic portions

of the target proteins. The conformational change upon the binding of Ca2+ and the

consequent exposure of the binding sites are depicted in Figure 1.1.
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Chapter 1. Molecular Motion in Biology

Figure 1.1: Conformational change in calmodulin driven by the binding of Ca2+ ions (in cyano).
The red stars indicate the binding sites for target proteins. Image taken from RCSB Protein Data
Bank.

Another example about the importance of conformational changes in proteins is

represented by thrombin, whose mechanism of working is still under debate.

Blood flow is maintained by the proper balance of hemostasis and fibrinolysis, two

interdependent and highly regulated networks of physiological processes and cascades

of proteolytic reactions. Hemostasis ends up with activation of thrombin, a key

serine protease of the chymotrypsin family which is responsible for clot formation, by

proteolytically transforming soluble fibrinogen into insoluble fibrin aggregates, and

activation of platelets, specialized blood cells that start aggregating and, together

with fibrin, contribute to form the final clot [8]. After blood vessel repair, the clot

is proteolytically degraded and the newly-generated thrombin is eliminated from the

bloodstream by irreversible inactivation with physiological protein inhibitors called

Serpins, namely Serine Protease Inhibitors.

Thrombin’s crystallographic structure has been resolved in the past years [9], showing

the presence of an active site with a catalytic triad, constituted of residues His57,

Asp102 and Ser195, and of two exosites that bind small peptides and inhibitors. As

this protein shows both procoagulant and anticoagulant functions, we can distinguish

between "fast thrombin" (procoagluant) and "slow thrombin" (anticoagulant). It has

been proposed that Na+, in solution, would have an allosteric function, leading to

an equilibrium between the two forms; in particular, its binding switches thrombin

to the fast form. Fluorescence and circular dichroism measurements revealed that

the binding of sodium leads to a conformational stiffening of the protein, while small
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peptides and some macromolecules induce conformational changes that result in an

opening or closing of the active site [10]. The molecular mechanism that drives the

opening and closure of the active site through the binding of sodium at the exosites

still remains unclear.

The two reported examples have the purpose to highlight the relevance of molecular

motion in biological systems; it is easy to understand the importance of gaining a

deep knowledge of the systems under investigation at a molecular level, in order to

get insights into the functions they perform.

During my thesis work, I focused on the study of two different systems, the charac-

teristics of which will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 3 and Chapter 7. In the

case of myosin, that will be discussed in the first part of the results, we investigated

whether alterations occurring in muscle can give rise to structural changes of this

protein, leading to a change in the contractile power. In the case of the hydrogenase

maturation protein, that will be discussed in the second part, we investigated pos-

sible local or large amplitude motions in HydF in order to unravel the role of GTP

binding domain in the correct assembly of a hydrogenase in the maturation process.

The fil rouge connecting these two parts of my work has to be searched in the

investigation of these motions during the performing of their functions, upon the

binding of a nucleotide that can give the trigger for these events to occur. In both

cases, EPR technique has been used, as the investigated motions occur in a timescale

that makes it the perfect candidate for this kind of study.

In the next chapter, some principles of the EPR spectroscopy will be discussed in

detail, in order to emphasize the importance of the technique for the present work.
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CHAPTER 2

EPR Spectroscopy

Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (EPR) spectroscopy is a very powerful technique

that enables the study of paramagnetic species, i.e. containing unpaired electrons.

This kind of study can also be extended to diamagnetic samples, if they are properly

excited in such a way to obtain paramagnetic states that make them detectable by

this technique or if a paramagnetic label is engineered.

The systems that are typically studied are: free radicals in solid, liquid or gaseous

phase, transition ions (that can also have more than one unpaired electron), point

defects in solids, photoinduced triplet states, semiconductors and metals, i.e. systems

with incomplete valence and/or conduction band.

This spectroscopy comprises many different techniques, that have to be chosen ac-

cording to the study of interest.

In order to observe an EPR signal, it is necessary that an interaction between the

electromagnetic radiation and the magnetic moment of the species under investiga-

tion occurs, in the presence of an external magnetic field (resonance condition). To

make this interaction possible, the species must have a spin angular momentum Ŝ

different from zero. The magnitude of the electronic spin angular moment vector

(||S||) and its projection on the z -axis (Sz) are quantized and their values are re-

spectively ||S||=
√
S(S + 1)~ and Sz = ms~, where ~ is the reduced Planck constant

and ms is the spin angular moment quantum number, which can take integer values

from −S to +S with a total of 2S + 1 values.
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A more detailed description of the concepts illustrated in this chapter can be found

in [11]-[14].

2.1 The Spin Hamiltonian

The electron is a moving charged particle; this movement generates a magnetic dipole

moment µ that lies anti-parallel to the corresponding spin angular moment vector

S. The relationship between the two vectors is given in Eq. 2.1:

µ = −geµBS (2.1)

where ge is the Lande’ factor for the free electron, µB = eh/4πme=9.27 · 10−24 JT-1

is the Bohr magneton, in which e is the charge of the electron, me is its mass and h

is the Planck’s constant.

The interaction between unpaired electrons and nuclei in a magnetic field can be

described considering the interactions of the respective magnetic moments with the

external fields and the mutual interactions generated when both unpaired electrons

and nuclei are present in the system. As the contributions of orbital angular mo-

menta are approximated and included in magnetic parameters in which only spin

variables are present, the Hamiltonian describing the system can be referred to as

spin Hamiltonian. In the most general case, considering a spin electron S interacting

with N nuclei of spin I, the spin Hamiltonian is composed as follows:

Ĥ0 = ĤeZ + ĤnZ + ĤhF + Ĥexc + ĤDD (2.2)

The contributions to the Hamiltonian mentioned in the previous equation will be

discussed hereafter.

2.1.1 Electron Zeeman interaction

The electron Zeeman interaction describes the interaction between an external mag-

netic field B and the magnetic moment S; the corresponding Hamiltonian can be

expressed as:

Ĥ = geµBŜB (2.3)
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In the case of a static magnetic field parallel to the z-axis, the previous equation

becomes:

Ĥ = geµBŜzB0 (2.4)

The eigenfunctions of Ŝz, for a system containing one unpaired electron, are two and

they represent the two electronic spin states, α e β. In the absence of an external

magnetic field these two states have the same energy, but, when the field is applied,

this degeneracy is removed due to the interaction between the magnetic field and the

one generated by the electron. On the basis of the Zeeman interaction, the energies

of the two states become:

Eα =
1

2
geµBB0 Eβ = −1

2
geµBB0 (2.5)

In order to match the gap of energy between the two states the system has to absorb

or emit an energy quantum equal to the difference in energy of the states themselves

(resonance condition):

hν = ∆E = geµBB0 (2.6)

In Continuous Wave-EPR (CW-EPR), the resonance condition is obtained operating

at a constant frequency and varying the field continuously.

The ratio of the populations of two spin states Nα and Nβ is given accordingly to

the Boltzmann distribution:
Nα

Nβ
= e
− ∆E

kBT (2.7)

The previous equation shows how this ratio depends on the difference in energy of

the two states at a given temperature T ; kB is the Boltzmann’s constant.

At room temperature, the most populated state is the one at a lower energy, there-

fore a net absorbance of energy will occur; this phenomenon would briefly lead the

system to saturation conditions (i.e. both states have the same population), but this

situation is prevented by relaxation phenomena that restore thermal equilibrium.

The g-factor is a second-rank tensor, that for the free electron takes an anisotropic

value of ge = 2.0023 for a free electron; deviations from this value in a paramagnetic

sample is due to local magnetic fields generated by other electrons and nuclei that

are present in the system under investigation.
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In a (X,Y, Z) axis system, the g tensor can be expressed with the matrix:

g =


gXX gXY gXZ

gY X gY Y gY Z

gZX gZY gZZ


With a proper rotation of the axis, it is possible to find a (x, y, z) axis system in

which the matrix is diagonalized:

Dg =


gxx 0 0

0 gyy 0

0 0 gzz


The lineshape of the EPR spectrum in which only the Zeeman interaction is present is

determined by the symmetry of the g tensor. In room temperatures solutions of low

viscosity the three components of g are averaged to a value giso = 1
3(gxx+gyy +gzz).

In frozen samples or oriented crystals, g anisotropy becomes relevant.

It is possible to distinguish between three different situations, lowering the symmetry

of the system:

• isotropic case: no anisotropy effects are detectable in CW-EPR spectrum,

gxx = gyy = gzz and Hamiltonian spin will be Ĥ = gµB(BxŜx+ByŜy +BzŜz);

• axial case: a linear rotational symmetry (at least three-fold) is present about

a unique axis contained in each paramagnetic species. Anisotropy can be ob-

served unless the magnetic fieldB is perpendicular to this unique axis; therefore

two principal values of g are the same but they differ from the third one in

every parameter matrix. In this case gxx = gyy = g⊥ e gzz = g‖ if B is parallel

to z and the Hamiltonian will become Ĥ = µB[g⊥(BxŜx +ByŜy) + g‖BzŜz].

Moreover, as g2 = g2⊥ sin2 θ + g2‖ cos2 θ (where θ is the angle between the field

and the axis mentioned before), it is possible to determine the values of g for

every possible orientation, once the limiting values are known;

• orthorhombic case: this is the most general case, anisotropy is present for ev-

ery rotation and all the principal values of g will be unequal in every parameter

matrix.

In this case, Ĥ = µB(gxxBxŜx + gyyByŜy + gzzBzŜz) and the effective value

of g for an arbitrary orientation will be given by the square root of g2 =
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g2xx cos2 θB,x + g2yy cos2 θB,y + g2zz cos2 θB,z, where θB,x is the angle between the

field and x axis, and so for the others.

Working at higher frequencies allows to resolve g principal values, as different spin

states are more separated in energy. In Figure 2.1 an example of the EPR spectrum

for a species with S = 1/2 and an axial g-tensor (g‖=2.0023 and g⊥=2.0060) is

depicted, recorded in X-band (Figure 2.1a) and in W-band (Figure 2.1b). Also the

absorption lineshape is shown, for comparison. It can be easily observed how the

different components are better resolved at higher frequencies.

gII 

g 

gII 

g 
a b 

Figure 2.1: EPR spectrum of a sample characterized by axial symmetry of g-tensor, in X (a) and
W band (b). Picture adapted from [14].

2.1.2 Nuclear Zeeman interaction

In analogy with electron Zeeman interaction, the nuclear one describes the interaction

between the magnetic field and a nucleus of spin I and it is described by the following

Hamiltonian

ĤnZ = −gNµNÎB0 (2.8)

where µN = eh/4πmp = 5.05 · 10−27 JT-1 is the nuclear magneton and with mp the

mass of the nucleus is indicated. Taking into account the difference in mass between

the electron and the nucleus, µN is three orders of magnitude smaller than µB, thus

nuclear Zeeman interaction generally doesn’t contribute to the EPR spectrum; it

becomes relevant in some hyperfine techniques that will not be topic of discussion of

this thesis.
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2.1.3 Hyperfine interaction

In the presence of a nuclear spin I, the interaction between the electron spin and the

nuclear spin can be described by the following Hamiltonian:

ĤhF = ŜAÎ = aisoŜÎ + Ŝ ·T · Î (2.9)

The hyperfine tensor A is composed of two different contributions: the first one is

an isotropic Fermi contact interaction and the second arises from the anisotropic

electron-nuclear dipole-dipole interaction described by the tensor T.

The first contribution arises from the finite spin density at the nucleus (according to

quantum mechanics, the probability |Ψ(0)|2 to find the electron on the nucleus can

be different from zero), it is independent from orientation and the isotropic hyperfine

coupling constant can be defined as follows:

aiso =
8π

3
gµBgNµN|Ψ(0)|2 (2.10)

For the scope of this thesis, it is useful to point out the interaction between an

electron and a nucleus of 14N of I=1, as in the case of nitroxides, the paramagnetic

spin labels used in this work. In this kind of system six different spin states are

present, represented by angular moments |MS ,MI〉:

|1
2
,+1〉 |1

2
, 0〉 |1

2
,−1〉 |−1

2
,+1〉 |−1

2
, 0〉 |−1

2
,−1〉

The energies of these states are:

E 1
2
,1 =

1

2
gµBB − gNµNB +

1

2
aiso E− 1

2
,1 = −1

2
gµBB − gNµNB −

1

2
aiso

E 1
2
,0 =

1

2
gµBB E− 1

2
,0 = −1

2
gµBB

E 1
2
,−1 =

1

2
gµBB + gNµNB −

1

2
aiso E− 1

2
,−1 = −1

2
gµBB + gNµNB +

1

2
aiso

According to selection rules, only transitions with ∆MI = 0 e ∆MS = ±1 are

allowed.

Therefore, there are three permitted transitions, thus the spectrum, in the absence

of the anisotropic contribution, will be composed of three symmetrically spaced lines

with equal intensity and width. More generally, the spectrum for an electron inter-

acting with a nucleus will be composed of a 2I + 1 number of lines, separated of a
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quantity aiso. The permitted transitions are depicted in Figure 2.2,

If more than one nucleus is present, the hyperfine structure will be modified conse-

quently in an additive manner.

B=0 B≠0 
Electron 
Zeeman 

-1/2 

+1/2 

1 

0 

-1 

-1 

0 

1 

MS 

MI 

I=1 
Hyperfine 
interaction 

k     l    m 

k     l      m 

aiso    aiso 
 

B 

β

α

Figure 2.2: Energy levels and permitted transitions for a system with S = 1
2
, I = 1 e aiso > 0 at

a fixed field.

The anisotropic contribution to hyperfine interaction arises from the dipolar coupling

between an electron and a nucleus, thus it is dependent on the orientation of the

vector connecting the two magnetic moments with respect to the external magnetic

field. This contribution is averaged to zero in solutions of low viscosity, but it becomes

important in systems such as crystals, powders and glasses.

The interaction dipolar energy between the electron and the nucleus can be expressed

as follows:

Edip(r) =
µ0
4π

[µe · µn

r3
− 3(µe · r)(µn · r)

r5

]
(2.11)

where r represents the vector connecting electron and nucleus, µe e µn are the elec-

tronic and nuclear moments respectively and µ0 = 1.257 · 10−6 NA-2 is the magnetic

permectivity in vacuum. The resulting Hamiltonian will be:

Ĥdip(r) = −µ0
4π
gµBgNµN

[ Ŝ · Î
r3
− 3(Ŝ · r)(̂I · r)

r5

]
(2.12)
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Expanding the vectors in Equation 2.12, Equation 2.13 is obtained:

Ĥdip(r) =− µ0
4π
gµBgNµN

[r2 − 3x2

r5
ŜxÎx +

r2 − 3y2

r5
Ŝy Îy +

r2 − 3z2

r5
Ŝz Îz−

+
3xy

r5
(ŜxÎy + Ŝy Îx)−+

3xz

r5
(ŜxÎz + Ŝz Îx)− 3yz

r5
(Ŝy Îz + Ŝz Îy)

] (2.13)

where x, y e z are taken with reference to a laboratory axis. Integrating on spatial

variables, one obtains:

Ĥdip(r) = −µ0
4π
gµBgNµN ·

[
Ŝx Ŝy Ŝz

]
·


〈 r2−3x2

r5 〉 〈−3xy
r5 〉 〈−3xz

r5 〉
〈 r

2−3y2

r5 〉 〈−3yz
r5 〉

〈 r2−3z2

r5 〉

 ·

Îx

Îy

Îz


= Ŝ ·T · Î

(2.14)

It is important to note thatT is traceless, as x2+y2+z2 = r2. In this way, it is always

possible to find an appropriate axis system in which the matrix is diagonalized.

Considering the hyperfine Hamiltonian written in Equation 2.9, A = aiso13 + T,

where 13 is the unity matrix. Consequently, aiso=Tr(A)/3, where Tr indicates the

trace.

2.1.4 The exchange interaction

The Heisenberg exchange interaction takes into account the partial overlap of the spa-

tial wavefunctions of two electrons, thus it becomes important for distances smaller

than 1.5 nm. It has no classical analogue and its Hamiltonian can be described with

the following equation:

Ĥexc = Ŝ1JŜ2 (2.15)

In analogy with hyperfine interaction, J is a second-rank tensor which major contri-

bution is the isotropic part J0 that can be in good approximation described as the

exchange integral between the normalized spatial wavefunction of the two electrons

involved in this interaction. As an overlap of the wavefunctions is required, this

contribution becomes important in triplets or higher spin states, when distances be-

tween spins are sufficiently small to make this contribution to the total Hamiltonian

comparable to the Zeeman interaction.
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2.1.5 The dipolar interaction

In a system bearing more than one unpaired electron, an anisotropic dipolar inter-

action, in analogy with the dipolar component of hyperfine interaction, can take

place. This interaction can be expressed using the following Hamiltonian, which is

the analog of Equation 2.12 with the substitution of the nuclear spin operator with

the electron one:

ĤDD(r) =
µ0
4π
g1g2µ

2
B

[ Ŝ1 · Ŝ2

r3
− 3(Ŝ1 · r)(Ŝ2 · r)

r5

]
(2.16)

The Hamiltonian can be simplified considering the total spin operator Ŝ = Ŝ1 + Ŝ2

and averaging on all the positions of the two electrons, giving the simplified Hamil-

tonian:

ĤDD = ŜTDŜ (2.17)

All the considerations already made for tensor T̂ hold true; this interaction becomes

very important when two spins are strongly coupled, as in the case of triplet states.

In these systems, the dipolar interactions causes the removal of the degeneracy of

the three energy levels even in the absence of an external field; for this reason, it is

called Zero Field Splitting (ZFS) interaction. In the case of weakly coupled spins,

as in the case of two nitroxides in a protein, the D tensor, properly diagonalized,

bears the information on the dipolar frequency µDD which is strictly related to the

distance between the two species, as it will be discussed in more details in Section

2.4.3.

2.2 Continuous wave and pulse EPR

The systems studied in this work have been investigated both using Continuous Wave

EPR and pulse EPR. In the first case, the sample is continuously irradiated with a

radiation at fixed frequency and a field sweep is carried out to reach resonance con-

ditions. In the second case, the continuous low power irradiation is substituted with

short (in the range of ns) microwave pulses at high power; different pulse sequence

enables the characterization of different properties of the system.

Both these techniques can be used in spectrometers of different frequencies. As shown

earlier for g anisotropy, high frequency measurements are necessary to improve the

sensitivity of the technique and to resolve some properties of the system, as shown
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for the case of g anisotropy.

In this work, both techniques have been used to obtain dynamical and structural

information on the systems under investigation. In particular, CW-EPR has been

useful to investigate changes in mobility and accessibility of spin probes at different

sites and in different chemical conditions, to follow spectral variations in different

biochemical states of a protein and to follow kinetics. On the other hand, pulse EPR

has been used as a complementary technique to investigate possible conformational

changes using distance measurements.

In the following section, a brief description of the CW-EPR instrumentation will be

given; some considerations are valid for pulse EPR as well, even if some components

should be added, for the source and control of microwave pulses.

2.3 The EPR spectrometer

As mentioned before, a continuous wave EPR experiment is carried out irradiating

the sample with microwave at constant frequency and operating a field sweep to

generate the resonance condition.

The basic units of an EPR instruments, shown in Figure 2.3, are listed below:

• a microwave bridge, where the radiation source and the detector are located;

• a resonator, where the microwaves are sent and where te sample is located;

• a variable field magnet that provides the required field to remove the degeneracy

of the electronic spin states.

In addition to that, a console enables the practical conducting of the experiment and

data elaboration.

Microwaves are generated by a klystron or Gunn diode (in most recent instruments

the second one is more often used); their intensity is adjusted by an attenuator, a

device that blocks the flow of the microwave radiation. In this way, it is possible

to precisely and accurately control the amount of radiation that the sample will

experience.

Most EPR instruments are reflection instruments, so they measure the variation

of the amount of radiation which is reflected back from the cavity, due to sample

absorption. In order to do that, the bridge hosts a circulator: this device drives the

microwaves only from the source to the resonator and the reflected ones only from
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Figure 2.3: Block diagram of a typical EPR spectrometer. Image taken from [15].

the resonator to the detector. In this way, no microwaves are reflected back to the

source and the detector will see only the ones reflected from the cavity.

The detector is a Shottky barrier diode, which transforms microwave power to an

electrical current. Electrical power is proportional to the square of the current; at low

power values (less than 1 µW) the diode current is proportional to the microwave

power and the detector is a square law detector, while at higher power values is

proportional to the square root of the microwave power and the detector is called a

linear detector.

In order to gain the optimal sensitivity, the diode should work in the linear range;

it is verified that the best results are obtained when the diode current is around 200

µA. This is assured by the presence of a reference arm that supplies the detector

with some extra microwave power or “bias“; lastly, a phase shifter makes sure that

the two signals arriving to the detector from the reference arm and the resonator are

in phase when they combine.

Microwaves are led to the cavity through a waveguide; the resonator stores the energy

in a way that, at the resonance frequency, no microwaves are reflected back and they

are amplified upon reflection on the cavity walls.

Electromagnetic waves have their electric and magnetic components exactly out of

phase, so the sample is placed at the center of the cavity where the magnetic field

is maximized, in order to avoid the non-resonant absorption via electric field which

causes dissipation of energy.

The capacity of storing energy for a cavity is characterized by the Q factor, which is
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defined in the following equation:

Q =
2π(stored energy)

dissipated energy per cycle
(2.18)

The higher the value of Q, the higher the sensibility of the instrument will be.

Microwaves are coupled into the cavity using a hole, called iris, whose size is con-

trolled by the lifting and lowering of a screw; when this screw reaches the position

for which the impedance (i.e. the resistance to the waves) of the waveguide is the

same as the one of the resonator, the maximum flow of radiation occurs. Upon the

absorption of microwaves from the sample, there is a change in the impedance and

a reflection of microwaves towards the detector, giving rise to the EPR signal.

The detection of the signal is carried out by using a technique known as PSD (Phase

Sensitive Detection), that is helpful in improving the instrumental sensitivity (signal

to noise). A magnetic field oscillating at a fixed frequency is superimposed to the

external field, in such a way that the diode current corresponding to the signal will be

modulated at the same frequency. A lock-in amplifier, connected to the detector, will

amplify only the signal modulated at this frequency, removing the noise generated by

random frequencies. As a result of the modulation process, the EPR signal appears

as the derivative of the absorption spectrum.

2.4 Pulse EPR

Considering real EPR experiments, we have to take into account the presence of a

large number of spins in the sample; for this reason, a vector model can be useful

to well describe the system. This model describes the evolution of a macroscopic

magnetization as well as relaxation phenomena after the application of a static or

time-dependent (electro)magnetic field in a semi-classical way. For a more complete

and rigorous quantum mechanical description a model involving the use of the density

matrix is required. However, for the scope of this thesis, only the vector model will

be examined in more detail, as it gives an effective description of the techniques used

in this work.

2.4.1 The vector model

Considering a packet of spins with S = 1/2 in an external magnetic field B0, from

the quantum mechanic point of view it is impossible to have information on the x
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and y components of the spin, while the one along z is well defined. Summing up all

the vectors, the xy component will be averaged to zero ad a net magnetizazion M0,

due to a greater population of the β state, will arise along the z axis, as depicted

in Figure 2.4. In this system, every spin vector precesses along B0 with a Larmor

frequency ωL. The same vector model can thus be described considering the rotating

spins in a static laboratory frame or in a frame rotating at the Larmor frequency,

so that the precessing spins appear to be static. Usually, in pulse EPR it is more

convenient to consider a frame rotating at a frequency given by the B1 pulse.

z 

x y 

B0 

 α spins 

 β spins 

z 

x y 

B0 

  Mz 

Figure 2.4: On the left: vectors representing an ensemble of spins in an external magnetic field.
On the right: resulting macroscopic magnetization vector.

B1 pulses, centred at a frequency ωp and of duration τp, have a linear polarization

and perpendicular to the z-direction. In a static frame, the polarization can be

decomposed in the sum of a right and a left circularly polarized B1 fields, while

in the rotating frame they result in a static component and in a counter-clockwise

component that can be neglected, as it precesses at a frequency that is twice as the

Larmor frequency.

For the duration of the pulse, the magnetization precesses about B1 with a frequency

ω1 as described by the Bloch equations:

Mx = 0

My = −M0 sin(ω1τp)

Mz = M0 cos(ω1τp)

(2.19)

Usually ω1τp is represented as β and it is called flip angle as it corresponds to the

angle covered by the magnetization precessing about B1.

If there are intervals between two pulses, the time between them is called free evo-

lution period; during this time, relaxation phenomena occur, in order to restore

thermal equilibrium that implies magnetization aligned along the z-axis. Equilib-
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rium is restored through two different relaxation phenomena: longitudinal relaxation

and transverse relaxation.

The first one tends to bring the magnetizazion aligned back to the z-axis, taking the

required energy from transient fluctuating magnetic fields generated by molecular

motion and lattice vibrations. For this reason, it is usually referred to as spin-lattice

relaxation; the recovery is approximately exponential and its characteristic time is

T1:

Mz(t)−Mz(0) ∝ e−t/T1 (2.20)

Transverse relaxation determines the loss of coherence of the different single spins,

which start precessing along xy with different frequency. The required energy is

given from one spin to the other, so the process is referred to as spin-spin relaxation,

which characteristic time is T2 as indicated:

My(t) ∝ e−t/T2 (2.21)

This phenomenon occurs on a smaller timescale with respect to spin-lattice relax-

ation, as all the contributions to spin-spin relaxation are also present in spin-lattice

relaxation. In Figure 2.5 a vectorial representation of these two relaxation phenom-

ena is depicted.

Figure 2.5: Effects of T1 and T2 operating on a spin system after the application of a π/2 pulse.

Both these phenomena are important for the detection used in pulse EPR: in most

experiments the detection is carried out using a spin echo rather than a free induction

decay (FID), like it is used in NMR. The reason for that relies on the fact that FID

decay is very quick and the information is lost in the dead time of the spectrometer;

the problem can be solved using a refocussed spin echo.
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2.4.2 The Hahn echo sequence

As just mentioned, the using of refocussed spin echo is at the basis of the detection

used in different pulse EPR techniques, including 4-pulse DEER that has been used in

this thesis. In particular, the Hahn echo sequence is common to different techniques.

An initial π/2 pulse flips the magnetization onto the −y-axis and, during the free

evolution period τ , spin-spin relaxation occurs, fanning the spins on the xy plane. It

is important to point out that the spins fan out also because small differences in the

precession frequencies can be present, do to their different microenvironment. When

a π pulse is applied along the x-axis, spins rotate of 180 degrees along x without

changing their rotation direction. After a second time τ , spins are refocussed along

y-axis and the signal arising is called spin echo. If the precession frequencies do not

remain constant during the all experiment, xy phase is lost and not refocussed; this

loss of phase is characterized by a phase memory time TM , which in EPR occurs in µs.

When increasing τ , the spin echo intensity decreases with an exponential dependence

from TM . Moreover, the magnetization lost during the evolution periods for spin-

lattice relaxation is not refocussed. A schematic representation of the sequence is

depicted in Figure 2.6.

τ τ

ππ/2

z 

y x 

Figure 2.6: Schematic representation of the Hahn echo sequence to explain the formation of a
spin echo.

2.4.3 DEER experiment

Double Electron Electron Resonance (DEER) technique has become widely used over

the past decades as it revealed to be a very powerful technique to obtain structural

and dynamical information on proteins and, more in general, on multi-spins systems.

It is a two-frequencies technique, as the refocussed spin echo of a set of electron is

detected while a second set is excited at a different microwave frequency. This kind of

experiment enables to obtain, for spin interacting by dipole-dipole magnetic interac-

tion, a modulation of the spin echo intensity over time, which, after proper analysis,
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gives information on distance distributions between spins. In particular, in this work

the technique has been useful to detect possible conformational changes occurring

in a maturase protein upon the binding of a nucleotide; this kind of study is funda-

mental to propose a model for the structure of a protein, when the crystallographic

structure is not available.

The experiment can be carried out using different kind of pulse sequences; the most

commonly used is a 4-pulse sequence, in which a Hahn echo sequence at the observer

is refocussed with a π pulse after fixed free induction period, while a hard π pulse

centered at a different microwave frequency, the pump pulse, is swept between the

two π pulses at the observer (Figure 2.7).

τ1

ππ/2 π

τ1 τ2

t0 

t 

π

pump 

observer 

τ2

Figure 2.7: Schematic representation of the 4-pulse DEER sequence.

In DEER experiments of nitroxide-nitroxide couples, the pump pulse is chosen in

such a way to excite the maximum of the echo detected field sweep spectrum, while

the detection is performed at the shoulder of the low-field peak in the spectrum (X-

band DEER) or of the high-field peak (Q-band DEER). The pump pulse causes an

inversion of fractions of spins from β to α state and vice versa, changing in this way

the environment of observer spins to which they are coupled. These concepts are

pictured in Figure 2.8.

The non-refocusable phase delay of the observer spins affects the intensity of the

spin echo depending on the time interval between the Hahn echo pulse and the

pump pulse. The resulting time-domain trace (V (t)) is a product of contributions

from intramolecular dipolar interactions between spins (F (t)) and intermolecular,

or long-lange, interactions (B(t)). These two contributions can be factorized, if an

exponential decay of the background is assumed, as it occurs for random distributions
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A	 B	

Figure 2.8: A: The π pump pulse at frequency ωB inverts the state of spin B (red), inverting
in this way the local field imposed by spin B at the site of spin A (blue). Taken from [16]. B:
Positioning of the pump pulse (vP ) and the observer pulse (vO) in X-band DEER (on the left) and
Q-band DEER (on the right) with respect to the absorption spectrum of a nitroxide. Taken from
[17].

of spins in a three dimensional space:

V (t) = F (t)B(t) (2.22)

The form factor (F (t)) depends on the dipolar coupling frequency ωDD and the

inversion efficiency λ through the following equation:

F (t) = 1− λ[1− (cos(ωDDt)] (2.23)

while (B(t)) depends on different experimental parameters and its proper correction

is usually non trivial.

The Fourier transform of the time trace gives a frequency domain trace characterized

by a Pake Pattern shape for randomly distributed samples for the different possible

orientations of spin couples with respect to the external magnetic field. Distances

between spins can be calculated from the equation:

ωDD =
g1g2βeµ0

4πhr3
(3 cos2 θ − 1) (2.24)

where θ accounts for the relative orientation between the vector r connecting the

two spins and the external magnetic field, as represented in Figure 2.9A. The figure

depicts the time trace, the Pake Pattern and the obtained distance distribution as

well.

During this thesis work, both CW-EPR and DEER techniques have been used, in-

serting nitroxides at proper position in order to make the systems under investigation

detectable with this kind of spectroscopy. To do so, spin labeling technique has been
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A                            B                                  C                                       D 

Figure 2.9: A: Representation of the distance vector between spin A and spin B and its orientation
with respect to the magnetic field. Taken from [16]. B:Time domain modulation of the refocussed
echo intensity due to dipolar interaction.Taken from [18]. C: Fourier transform of the time trace.
Taken from [16]. D: Distance distribution between the two spin calculated according to ωDD. Taken
from [18].

employed; its characteristics and use will be illustrated in the next section.

2.5 Spin labeling

As proteins are usually diamagnetic molecules, spin labeling technique allows the

insertion of paramagnetic probes (nitroxides are widely used) in a particular site of

proteins that would otherwise be impossible to investigate by means of EPR.

For this reason, the combination of site-directed spin labeling and electron param-

agnetic resonance spectroscopy has revealed to be a precious tool in biology to in-

vestigate and obtain information on the structure and the conformational dynamics

of biomolecules of interest. One of the great advantages of this kind of investiga-

tion is the possibility to study the systems of interest under conditions close to the

physiological state, in order to better understand how they work.

The technique can be applied to soluble molecules (for example, nucleic acids and

proteins) as well as to membrane proteins, both if they are solubilized in detergent

or embedded in the lipid bilayer.

In the next paragraphs, the different methods used to spin label systems of interest

and the information that is possible to obtain with this technique will be discussed

in more details. Further information on the topic can be found in [15], [18]-[21].

2.5.1 Spin labeling methods

During the years, many approaches to attach a paramagnetic probe to a biomolecule

have been developed; among these, spin labeling of cysteines is surely the most

commonly used. This method enables the modification of the protein by taking
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advantage on the reactivity of the sulfhydryl group of the side chain of a cysteine;

this kind of residue can be already present in the system in its wild type form or it

can be inserted by using site-directed mutagenesis.

If more than one cysteine residue is present in the protein of interest, it is usually

suggested to replace them with alanines or serines, in order to make the labeling

more selective.

Among all the available spin labels, the most used one is surely MTSSL, (1-oxyl-

2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline-3-methyl) methanethiosulfonate spin label, due to its

specificity to cysteines and the small size similar to that of a tryptophane side chain.

The reaction between the probe and the residue leads to the formation of a disulfide

bond, as shown in Figure 2.10; the resulting spin label side chain is usually called

R1.

Figure 2.10: Reaction of MTSSL with the sulfhydryl group of a cysteine side chain. Picture
adapted from [20].

This side chain is flexible in such a way that the disturbances of the folding of the

protein are minimized, and this is important in order to obtain a correctly working

protein. The lineshapes of the CW-EPR spectra can give structural information

about the surrounding of the spin label.

During the years, maleimide-functionalized spin labels have been developed; their

advantage lies in a higher resistance to reducing agents, like DTT (dithiothreitol),

that leads to the release of the spin label through disulphide bonds. On the other side,

these spin labels are more sterically demanding than MTSSL and their reactivity can

change upon pH.

Another class of common spin labels is formed by ioacetamide spin labels, which

are similar to MTSSL in terms of flexibility, but they are more unstable and light

sensitive. As the previous class of spin labels, they are less sensitive to reducing

agents, therefore they are preferred in labeling protocols involving DTT.

In Figure 2.11, the three previously described types of spin probes reactive towards

cysteine residues are depicted.
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A B C 

Figure 2.11: A: MTSSL. B: 3-maleimido spin label. C: Iodoacetamide spin label. Red arrows
indicate the attack site for cysteine thiols.

2.5.2 Combining spin labeling and EPR

As pointed out previously, the combination of spin labeling and electron paramag-

netic resonance spectroscopy has revealed to be very powerful for the investigation

on structural and dynamical details in proteins. In particular, CW-EPR at room

temperature can give information about the dynamics of the nitroxide placed in

the molecule, as the spectral lineshapes are sensitive to the reorientational motion

of its side chain [22]-[24]. This motion, in fact, influences the tensors g and A;

their anisotropy, as discussed before, makes the nitroxide sensitive to the mobility of

the molecule under investigation. Molecular motion averages this anisotropy, thus

the spectral lineshapes can be strongly influenced by the dynamical state of the

biomolecule.

To give an example, if the nitroxide has an extremely high mobility at the position

where it is placed, there will be a time average of the magnetic tensors in such a

way that the spectrum will be similar to that of a free nitroxide, which shows three

peaks centered at a g value equal to the average of the three spatial components and

separated by a quantity equal to the value of the isotropic hyperfine coupling.

The motion of a spin label attached to a particular site is influenced by three different

correlation times: the rotational correlation time due to the tumbling of the entire

protein (which can be neglected when the molecular weight of the protein is above

200 kDa, as it exceeds the EPR time scale), the effective correlation time due to the

motion of the backbone with respect to the average structure of the protein, and the

effective correlation time due to the rotational isomerization about the bonds of the

portion of the nitroxide linked to the backbone. This correlation time is expected to

be a complex function of the spin label structure and the primary, secondary, tertiary

and quaternary structure of the protein, while the motion of the backbone is more

related to the secondary structure, as it accounts for backbone flexibility.
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Spin labels placed on surface helices or loops show great mobility, thus low correlation

times, while buried ones show longer correlation times, due to the restrict motion

[25]. In Figure 2.12, the changes in the spectral shape due to the different correlation

times are depicted.

B0/mT B0/mT 

Figure 2.12: Changes in the lineshape of a room temperature CW-EPR spectrum with the corre-
lation time. Spectra are simulated using Matlab EasySpin “chili“ using static parameters g=[2.008,
2.006, 2.003] and A=[20, 20, 85] MHz.

In order to gain quantitative information about the nitroxide motion, simulations of

the spectra have to be carried out. Often, the mobility of the probe can be estimated

by means of two semi-empirical parameters [26] [27].

As the width of the central line of the spectrum (mI = 0) is demonstrated to be

strictly related to the structure at the binding site, the semi-empirical mobility pa-

rameter ∆H0 can be defined. In the case of multicomponent spectra, this parameter

is dominated by the most mobile component, but this is not true if it is present in

small amounts.

A second semi-empirical parameter correlated to the spectral line width is
〈
H2
〉
,
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called the second moment, defined as the spectral breadth:

〈H2〉 =

∫
(B − 〈H〉)2I(B) dB∫

I(B) dB
(2.25)

where 〈H〉 is defined as the first moment and it represents the mean or geometrical

center of the spectrum:

〈H〉 =

∫
BI(B) dB∫
I(B) dB

(2.26)

In the previous equations, B is the magnetic field and I(B) is the absorption spec-

trum of the spin labeled protein.

These parameters are influenced by g and A anisotropy; their absolute values in-

crease as the mobility of the spin probe is reduced, thus the inverse is usually used

as a parameter to define mobility. Maps of 〈H2〉−1 vs ∆H0
−1 are generally used to

highlight the secondary structure element in which the spin probe is in good approx-

imation located; the map with the indication of the different secondary structure

elements is depicted in Figure 2.13. An example of this graphical representation

applied to the study of accessibility in a protein can be found in [28].

ΔH0
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Figure 2.13: Plot of 〈H2〉−1 vs ∆H0
−1 and regions defining different secondary structure elements.

Moreover, the plot of these parameters vs the mutated residue number can get insight

into different secondary structure elements through the periodic variability of the

mobility of the spin probe, that will be different, for example, for α-helices and β-
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sheets. These plots can be highly informative in the study of proteins for which the

crystallographic structure is not available.

As mentioned before, in order to obtain more quantitative information, a computa-

tional approach is required. To describe motion of spin-labeled proteins in solution,

good agreements with experimental results are found using simulation approaches

based on the dynamic models developed by Freed and coworkers [29]-[31]; otherwise,

molecular dynamic simulations can be used to gain information on the microenvi-

ronment of the spin probe, enabling to verify or suggest structural models in single

spin-labeled proteins.
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Molecular Motion in Myosin
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CHAPTER 3

Introduction to the system

3.1 Skeletal muscle

Muscle is the most abundant tissue in the whole organism and it is of fundamental

importance for motion, the maintenance of posture and heat production. Muscles

can be divided into three different classes: skeletal muscles (also called striated and

voluntary), which are attached to bones and move the skeleton; smooth muscles,

which are typical of the viscera and they are involuntary; cardiac muscles, which

are striated but involuntary. The most relevant characteristics of muscles are their

excitability, i.e. the response to nervous impulses, their contractility, the ability to

shorten in length, their extensibility, the capacity to stretch when pulled, and their

elasticity, the tendency to return to original shape and length after contraction or

extension.

The present work deals only with the study of skeletal muscles, therefore only their

characteristics will be discussed in detail for the scope of this thesis.

Skeletal muscles represent almost 40% of the body weight and they are usually

attached to bones by tendons composed of connective tissue. This connective tissue

surrounds the muscle as well in a sheath called epimysium; part of this tissue projects

inward in order to divide the muscle into different compartments. Each compartment

is constituted by a bundle of fibers, called fascicle, which is wrapped in a connective

tissue covering called the perimysium. Within each bundle, every muscle cell, called
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fiber, is surrounded by a connective tissue called endomysium. Skeletal muscles are

supplied with many blood vessels and nerves. The structure here described is shown

in Figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1: Schematic representation of the skeletal muscle structure.

Figure 3.2: Schematic representation of the fiber structure. (www.artandsciencegraphics.com)

Every muscle cell, as shown in Figure 3.2, has a long and cylindrical structure sur-

rounded by the sarcolemma, that is a plasma membrane with the double function of

protecting the fiber from the external environment but at the same time mediating

the signals between the environment and the cell itself. Each muscle fiber is formed

by thousands of myofibrils containing the proteins responsible for contraction; in

each myofibril, it is possible to find the contractile unit, the sarcomere, which con-

tains thin and thick filaments. Its structure, as revealed by microscopy techniques,

shows the presence of alternated light and dark bands on longitudinal sections that

give the muscle the typical striated appearance. In particular, the end of the sar-

comere contains only thin filaments and thus it appears lighter than the central part,

where thick filaments can be found. As many sarcomeres are lined up end-to-end,
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alternating dark and light areas are visible at the microscope. The light areas are

called I-bands, while the dark areas are called A-bands; in the middle of the I-band,

a darker line called Z-disk defines the boundary between two sarcomeric units, while

the M-line in the middle of the A-band defines the center of the sarcomere.

When a nervous impulse is generated, the depolarization wave spreads along the

sarcolemma and reaches the inner part of the cell through the transverse tubules,

where the impulse is conducted to the sarcoplasmic reticulum. Its primary function

is the storing of calcium ions: through active transport pumps, calcium is always

being pumped from the cytoplasm into the reticulum in such a way that, in a relaxed

muscle, the concentration of calcium in the cytoplasm (where myofibrils are) is always

lower than in the reticulum. When the impulse arrives, a receptor protein senses

the depolarization, changes its conformation activating the ryanodine receptor that

releases calcium in the cytoplasm; this is a key step in muscle contraction.

Skeletal muscles, according to their characteristics and functions, can be divided into

two groups. Slow twitch, or "red" muscles, like soleus, are dense with capillaries and

rich in myoglobin, giving the muscle tissue its characteristic red colour; they can

carry more oxygen and sustain aerobic activity using fats or carbohydrates. Slow

twitch fibers contract for long periods of time but with little force. On the other side,

fast twitch muscles, like extensor digitorum longus (EDL), tibial, gastrocnemius and

psoas, have three major subtypes (IIa, IIx, and IIb) that vary in both contractile

speed and force generated; fast twitch fibers contract quickly and powerfully but

fatigue very rapidly, sustaining only short, anaerobic bursts of activity before muscle

contraction becomes painful. They mostly contribute to muscle strength and have

greater potential for increase in mass. In small animals, like mice, this is the major

fast muscle type, explaining the pale colour of their flesh.

In myofibrils, thick filaments are composed of myosin, while thin filaments contain

three different proteins: actin, troponin and tropomyosin.

Actin exists as a globular monomer (called actin-G) composed of four different sub-

domains; under physiological conditions, this protein can polymerize forming long

chains (called actin-F) [32]. In each thin filament, two of these chains coil around

each other; wrapped around them, thin molecules of tropomyosin can be found. At

the end of every tropomyosin, connected to them, it is possible to find troponin

molecules, proteins that contain binding sites for calcium. When the muscle is re-

laxed, binding sites for myosin on actin are blocked; as calcium is released from the

sarcoplasmic reticulum, they become exposed and myosin can swivel on actin. The
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structure of a portion of the thin filament is depicted in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3: Structure of a portion of the thin filament before and after calcium binding on troponin.

As it will be clarified soon, all these proteins, together with myosin, play a key

role in muscle contraction. For the purpose of this thesis, the description of myosin

structure in detail is of fundamental relevance.

3.2 Myosin

Human genome codifies for more than forty isoforms of myosin, each of which is

codified by a different gene. These isoforms can be divided in twelve classes and,

among these, myosin II is the one involved in muscle contraction. In this class it is

possible to find fourteen different isoforms, and β-myosin, also called slow myosin,

is the one expressed in skeletal muscle fibers.

Myosin II has a molecular weight of 520 kDa and it is formed by six polypeptide

chains: two heavy chains of 220 kDa and two different couples of light chains, with

a molecular weight between 15 and 22 kDa [33]. The entire molecule has a length of

160 nm and a diameter of 2 nm [34]. Electron microscopy techniques demonstrated

that the N-terminus of each heavy chain forms a globular head (15 nm in length and

9 nm in width), commonly referred to as cross-bridge, connected to a long α-helix

fibrous stem that forms a left-handed coiled coil with the other heavy chain [35].

This coil contains 1100 aminoacids of the C-terminus, it is 145 nm long and has a

diameter of 2 nm.

Adjacent to the globular head, a portion of the protein of about 100 Å arranged in

α-helix is stiff because of the two light chains that wrap around it, called regulatory
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light chain (RLC) and essential light chain (ELC). The structure of the protein is

shown in Figure 3.4. During muscle contraction, this portion of the protein is of

fundamental importance as it works as the lever arm, whose conformational change

results in the swelling of actin on myosin.

Figure 3.4: Myosin structure.

Myosin head hosts a nucleotide-binding pocket where binding and hydrolysis of ATP

take place [36] [37]; this event drives muscle contraction but, in order to occur,

interaction with actin is required. The model for muscle contraction was reported

for the first time in 1954 by Hugh Huxley [38], who hypothesized that, during muscle

contraction, thick and thin filaments swivel one on the other, resulting in a shortening

and thickening of the muscle.

3.3 Muscle contraction

Muscle contraction is a perfect example of how proteins can cooperate to tune the

final outcome. As mentioned before, the primary event is the binding of calcium to

the troponin complex, that causes a conformational change of these proteins, leading

tropomyosin to remove the inhibition of myosin to bind actin [39]. When myosin

head is in contact with actin, it can swivel and, by doing it simultaneously with

other heads, the entire thin filament is pulled forward. Binding of ATP causes the

detachment of myosin from actin and a conformational change associated with the

formation of a transition state that is necessary for the hydrolysis of the nucleotide:

in this way, the lever arm reorientates with respect to myosin head and this one can

reattach to actin in the new conformation. The inorganic phosphate produced by

the hydrolysis is released and in the meantime the lever arm moves, pulling actin

toward the middle of the sarcomere and causing a translation of the thin filament of
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up to 10 nm. The cycle is concluded with the release of ADP, the other product of

the hydrolysis. In this step, myosin is in its low-energy form, that is rigor; at this

point, ATP can bind to myosin again. The sentire process is depicted in Figure 3.5.

Figure 3.5: Schematic representation of muscle contraction in the presence of calcium, driven by
ATP binding and hydrolysis.

When the nervous impulse stops, calcium is pumped back in the sarcoplasmic retic-

ulum, troponin assumes its initial conformation and shape and the same occurs to

tropomyosin. In this way, myosin-binding sites on actin are blocked again, so the

cross bridges are not in contact with actin anymore and the muscle is relaxed.

EPR is a powerful tool for the investigation of the effects occurring in muscles upon

ageing, mutations and oxidation. This is due to the fact that spin labeled muscle

fibers are sensitive to the orientation with respect to the magnetic field and to the

different biochemical states (rigor, relaxation and contraction) of myosin, so that

many information can be extracted from CW-EPR spectra and differences in force

generation in different muscles can be highlighted directly from the comparison with

control samples. In order to carry out this kind of experiments, C707 has been proven

to be a suitable site for labeling (see Chapter 4 for the details) as this position is

located on myosin head in the ATP-binding cleft and thus it is diagnostic on myosin

movements with respect to the other filament during muscle contraction.

In the literature, some work has already been reported on the study of orientational

effects in EPR spectra on muscles and also on the consequences in force generation
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induced by ageing [40], oxidation [41] and some pathologies [42]. Our work aimed

to develop a set-up for the study of muscle fibers in our laboratory, in order to shed

more light on some pathologies that can affect both young and old organisms and

to relate alteration in force generation with myosin functioning and misfunctioning.

For this reason, in the next paragraphs a few information will be given regarding a

recently discovered new biochemical state of myosin, the study of which can reveal

very useful in the study of some kinds of diabete, and of some alterations that can

occur in muscles, in order to define the framework in which our work was inserted.

3.4 Super Relaxed State

In 2010 a new state of myosin has been proposed [43] as a state with low ATPase

activity, called the Super Relaxed State (SRX). During the ATP cycle, when the

nucleotide is hydrolyzed, myosin can therefore attach to actin to generate force or

it can move to the closed structure of this other state, if the thin filament is not

available. For this reason, a brief discussion about the different populations in myosin

is required.

As discussed in the previous sections, at a protein level force generation is driven by

the cooperativity between different proteins; in this framework, different populations

of myosin are present in each moment in muscle fibers and a change in the biochemical

state will be translated in a shift of the equilibrium between these populations.

In synthesis, in relaxed state two different populations of myosin can be present: the

disordered relaxed state, with a higher ATPase activity, and the ordered SRX, where

the ATP consumption is on average one order of magnitude slower than in the other

state.

This state is a myosin complex which has been noticed firstly by biochemical assays

[43]: ATPase rates in purified myosin were not in accordance with the oxygen con-

sumption in the whole muscle; the idea is that the SRX state has been evolved to

save energy and that its control may be a way to control body metabolism. It seems,

in fact, that there can be a correlation between the disruption of the SRX state and

weight loss. Investigations on this newly discovered state is thus very challenging

and promising in medical field, especially in the treatment of some types of diabetes.

The detection of this super relaxed state is very challenging, as in fibers also other

ATPases are present as well; a good starting point is for sure the skinning of the

fibers, that helps in partially solubilizing plasma and sarcoplasmic membranes, but
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still leaving the system able to consume ATP.

The key experiment in the detection of these two different relaxed populations is

the ATP chasing [43]: a single fiber on a flat cell is mounted on an inverted fluo-

rescent microscope in rigor state. The fiber is then washed with a relaxing solution

containing 250 µM mantATP, a fluorescent analogue of the nucleotide that has been

demonstrated to bind to myosin with a higher affinity of regular ATP but to be hy-

dolyzed with a similar kinetics [44] [45]. After some minutes of incubation, when all

myosin heads are supposed to bind the nucleotide, the fiber is washed with regular

ATP and the fluorescence decay, that will reflect the different turnover of the two

populations of myosin, can be measured. The decay occurs in two phases, a faster

one (20-30 seconds) and a slower one, that occurs within 2-4 minutes. The experi-

ment is very powerful, but there is a drawback: mantATP can bind to other ATPases

and also to non specific sites with a very high turnover, so the initial fluorescence

will be affected by this binding. As data are normalized on this initial value, there is

a significant risk that the populations of myosin that have a higher activity (which

dominates the first part of the decay) is overestimated and, therefore, that the ones

with a slower activity (the super relaxed state) is underestimated.

There are several evidences that, in relaxing solution, the thick filament has an

ordered structure [46], with myosin heads organized on the surface in three different

rows with an angle of 120°between each other and with a periodicity of 14.3 nm along

the axis of the filament. This structure appeared in the late 90s and it was called

Interactive Heads Motif (IHM) [47]. In 2005 and 2008 a new structure of the resting

thick filament has been proposed on the basis of a cryo-3D electron density map;

this map shows that myosin heads are in a close conformation, bound back to the

core of the filament. In this conformation, the head and the light chains form a “J“

and this gave the name to the model, “J motif“. The map also shows some surfaces

of interaction that may be important for the stability of the complex; one of those

could be the one formed by the RLCs, at the bottom of each J motif [48]-[50]. The

proposed structure is depicted in Figure 3.6.

For this reason, a work has been carried out in collaboration with the laboratory of

Prof. Roger Cooke in San Francisco, aiming at finding a technique that could detect

the SRX by mutating some diagnostic positions in the RLC and labeling them with

both paramagnetic and fluorescent probes. After that, the work proceeded with a

screening of thousands of compounds in order to find one that could destabilize the

SRX, and piperine revealed to be effective for the purpose [51].
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b 

Figure 3.6: A: particular of one J motif, with the best fitting of myosin structure with cryo-3D
electron density map. B: cryo-3D electron density map in tarantula thick filament. The J motif is
highlighted in purple. Taken from [48].

3.5 Atrophy and hypertrophy in muscles

In skeletal muscles, the rate of muscle growth and loss is regulated by several complex

mechanisms, different for the two cases: protein synthesis is the major responsible

for muscle growth, but, when it exceeds, the organism incurs in hypertrophy. On

the other hand, loss of organelles and cytoplasm and excessive protein degradation

can cause muscle atrophy.

Hypertrophy in adult animals causes an increase in the size of pre-existing muscle

fibers; as mentioned before, in these organisms protein synthesis is enhanced, while

protein degradation is less effective. The most important pathway regulating skeletal

muscle mass is the Insuline-like growth factor (IGF-1)-AKT signaling; when IGF-

1 is over-expressed, hypertrophy is induced and an increase in force generation is

reported.

Moreover, the over-expression of a constitutively active form of AKT, a downstream

target of IGF-1, in adult skeletal muscle induces muscle hypertrophy. It has been

demonstrated that, in these transgenic organisms, protein degradation is blocked,

enhancing mass growth and protecting the muscle from denervation-induced atrophy

[52].

AKT pathway, in fact, has a key role as it controls two important downstream targets
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in an opposite manner: mammalian target of rapamycin (mTOR) and glycogen

synthase kinase 3 beta (GSK3β). The first one is activated while the second one

is inhibited, both leading to protein synthesis; this observation, together with other

results, suggests that (IGF-1)- AKT axis is a major mediator of skeletal muscle

hypertrophy. Recently, other pathways have been ascribed to regulation in muscle

mass growth [53]; the balance between them is required in order to maintain a proper

equilibrium between protein synthesis and degradation.

On the other hand, atrophy is defined as a decrease in cell size mainly due to protein

degradation and then to the loss of organelles and cytoplasm as well. This is due to

the fact that protein turnover is dominant over the cellular one during acute phases of

muscle wasting, for example when sarcomeric proteins are rapidly lost during fasting,

disuse, and denervation. On the contrary with respect to hypertrophy induction, in

this case a decrease in force generation is observed.

Muscle loss is mediated by two highly conserved pathways: ubiquitin-proteasomal

system (UPS) and autophagy-lisosomal pathway (ALP). For the scope of this thesis,

it is important to point out that atrophy can be induced knocking out the Atg7 gene,

coding for a critical enzyme in autophagy processes, thus blocking the autophagy

system selectively in skeletal muscles. In our work, we followed the decrease of

force generation in these systems compared to control organism and we investigated

possible age-dependent effects.
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Materials and Methods

Sacrifice of the animals and preparation of muscle fibers. All the animals

used in this work were sacrificed according to the protocols approved by the Institu-

tional Animal Care and Use Committee. After the sacrifice, fibers were dissected in

a skinning solution (potassium acetate 120 mM, MOPS (3-(N-Morpholino)propane-

sulfonic acid) 50 mM, EGTA (Ethylene glycol-bis(2-amino-

ethylether)-N,N,N’,N’-tetra-acetic acid) 5 mM, magnesium acetate 5 mM, DTT 5

mM, 50% glycerol, pH adjusted to 7.0. After the dissection, muscles were tied to

wood or plastic sticks with a silk thread, in order to keep them stretched and to

facilitate the rigor state.

Muscles were kept at 4°C for three days under mild stirring and fresh skinning solu-

tion was provided every 24 hours. After this period, muscles were stored at -20°C in

a 50% glycerol rigor solution (see next paragraphs for the composition) plus DTT 5

mM until the day of use.

During the setting-up of the technique and the control experiments, the rabbit, the

mice and rats were kindly provided by the laboratory of Prof. Carlo Reggiani, in

Padova. Both control and hypertrophic mice were kindly provided by the laboratory

of Prof. Bert Blaauw, in Padova; in the case of atrophic mice, animals were provided

by the laboratory of Prof. Marco Sandri, in Padova.

Labeling at C707. The labeling procedure is the same used in the literature [54],

that has been proven to be selective for C707 (SH1). A cartoon representation of
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myosin head with the insertion of the nitroxide is shown in Figure 4.1; the crystallo-

graphic structure of the subfragment has been solved from Dictyostelium discoideum,

which lacks of C707, therefore T688 is mutated and labeled. This position has been

proven to be equivalent to C707 in rabbit muscle [55].

	
Figure 4.1: Cartoon representation of the subfragment S1 of myosin (myosin head) labeled with
IASL (PDB ID: 2JJ9) in Dictyostelium discoideum.

All the operations are carried out at 4°C under mild stirring and all the washes that

are mentioned are carried out for five minutes. In the first step fibers are washed

twice in a rigor buffer (RB) to remove glycerol, then washed for 15 minutes in RB

containing Triton X-100 (Sigma-Aldrich) 0.5% v/v, to solubilize proteins. The de-

tergent is then removed by two washes in RB and fibers are incubated for 60 minutes

in RB containing DTNB (5,5’-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoicacid)) 60 µ mM; this is a pre-

blocking step, fundamental to block the non-SH1 thiols (as for example the reactive

Cys 697) and therefore for the selective labeling, as C707 is not active in rigor and it

is not blocked. Two washes in RB are then carried out to remove the residual DTNB

and then fibers are relaxed with two washes in RB plus tetrapotassium pyrophos-

phate (K4PPi) 10 mM, in order to make the desired cysteine become reactive. C707

is then labeled by incubation for 60 minutes in the same buffer of the previous wash

plus the spin label IASL (4-(2-iodoacetamido)-2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-1-piperidinyloxy

spin label) 500 µM; the specificity of the labeling is assured by the fact that all the

other thiols are blocked. Fibers are then washed twice in RB plus K4PPi, twice in

RB and finally incubated with the reducing agent DTT (dithiothreitol) 10 mM for
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15 minutes, in order to unblock the other thiols. At the end of the procedure, fibers

are washed twice in RB and three times in RB 50% glycerol, solution in which they

are stored at -20°C until the EPR measurements were carried out.

Spectroscopic measurements. For orientation measurements, small bundles of

fibers were located in the well of a homemade plexiglass flat cell, as shown in Fig-

ure 4.2a. The well was then closed with a small cap and the cell was inserted in

the cavity of the EPR instrument, a Bruker ER4103TM in such a way that either

perpendicular and parallel orientation of the fibers with respect to the magnetic field

could be obtained by simple rotation of the cell in the cavity.

For EPR measurements of the different biochemical states, stored bundles of fibers

(of about 150 fibers) were tied in a rigor solution under the microscope on both

sides with a silk thread, put into a clear fused quartz capillary tube (ID=0.9 mm

and OD=1.1 mm) that was closed on both sides with a silicon tube. The capillary

and the tubes were then inserted in a 2x3 EPR tube that was located in the cavity

of the EPR instrument, a Bruker ER4103TM. In this conformation the fibers are

perpendicular to the magnetic field. On one side, the silicon tube ended in a beaker

containing the desired solution (rigor, relaxing or activating), while on the other

side the other silicon tube was connected to a peristaltic pump, that enabled the

continuous flow of fresh solution during the whole experiment. The speed of the

pump was set to 0.5 mL/min. A schematic representation of the set up is depicted

in Figure 4.2b.

Figure 4.2: a: schematic representation of the homemade flat cell used for CW-EPR orientation
measurements. The bundle of fibers is portrayed in red. b: schematic representation of the set-up
used for CW-EPR measurements in continuous flow of solution.
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CW-EPR measurements were carried out on a Bruker Elexsys E580-X-band spec-

trometer equipped with a ER4103TM cavity. Acquisition parameters were the follow-

ing: temperature=298K; microwave frequency=9.78 GHz; modulation frequency=100

kHz; modulation amplitude=0.2 mT or 0.5 mT according to the size of the bundle

used, power attenuation=15 dB; time constant=20.48 ms; conversion time=81.92

ms; number of data points=1024.

Composition of the solutions used to induce the different biochemical

states. The solutions used to reproduce the different biochemical states were com-

posed as follows. Rigor solution: potassium acetate 120 mM, MOPS 50 mM, EGTA

1 mM and magnesium acetate 5 mM. The pH of the solution was adjusted to 7.0

at room temperature using a solution of KOH 5M. Relaxing solution: the composi-

tion was the same of the rigor solution, with the addition of ATP 4 mM, creatine

phosphate 20 mM and 200 U/mL creatine kinase. Contraction (or activating) so-

lution: the composition was the same of the relaxing solution, with the addition of

CaCl2·2H2O 2 mM.

Exchange of mutated RLC in fibers. RLC mutated with cysteine residues at

positions K31 and I44 was expressed, purified and labeled with MTSSL as described

in [56]. Small bundles of rat psoas fibers were dissected and washed with exchange

buffer (MOPS 50 mM, EDTA 20 mM, potassium acetate 50 mM, potassium phos-

phate 10 mM, pH=7.0) for 1 hour at 4°C. About 10 bundles of fibers were incubated

in 200 µL of exchange buffer containing 100 µL of mutated RLC 0.7 mg/mL labeled

with MTSSL. The mixture was again left shaking on ice for another 1 hour then

incubated at 30°C for 30 minutes. The bundles were transferred to a rigor solution

containing 0.4 mg/ml solution of Troponin C and left shaking at 4°C for 1 hour.

Fibers were then used for EPR experiments.

Analysis of EPR data of the different biochemical states During force gen-

eration, myosin interconverts from a situation in which all the heads are strongly

bound to actin (defined 100% strong) to a situation in which they are no longer

bound (defined 100% weak) [57]; these situations depict, respectively, rigor and re-

laxed states. Contraction state can be seen as a linear combination of these weak

and strong forms; recording and analyzing EPR spectra in the different biochemical

states, it is possible to quantify the portion of myosin heads in weak and strong

structural state, in order to unravel potential changes upon ageing, alterations or
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oxidation. Thus, considering Eq. 4.1:

Vcon = xVrig + (1− x)Vrel (4.1)

where Vrig (rigor) corresponds to all heads in the strong binding structural state

(x = 1) and Vrel (relaxation) corresponds to all heads in the weak-binding structural

state (x = 0), the quantification is done solving x for each field position in the

contraction spectrum as described in Eq. 4.2:

x = (Vcon − Vrel)/(Vrig − Vrel) (4.2)

In this equation, every V corresponds to the intensity of the EPR signal at that

field position; the final x value, representing the number of cross-bridges, is given by

averaging all the calculated values on the number of points collected in the spectrum.

In Figure 4.3A, an example of CW-EPR spectra at room temperature of rabbit

psoas fibers in the three different biochemical states is shown, while in Figure 4.3B

the low-field portion of these spectra (in the red square in Figure 4.3A) is depicted.

The ratio in intensities A/B (as defined in Figure 4.3B) enables to calculate x for

each position of the spectrum in contraction; the final number of cross-bridges is

obtained by averaging all the calculated values.

A                                                                B B A 

Figure 4.3: A: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature of rabbit psoas fibers in the three different
biochemical states. Image taken from [54]. B: Enlargement of the low-field portion of the EPR
spectra. Image taken from [57].
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CHAPTER 5

Results and Discussion

Our work has been focused on the investigation and characterization of structural

changes occurring in myosin in the presence of altered muscle contractility. The

target is very challenging, as muscles are highly complex systems, due to the presence

of several proteins that cooperate to produce the powerstroke that is necessary for

motion. In recent years, EPR has proven to be particularly effective in this kind of

study, as spin labels rigidly attached to myosin head are sensitive not only to the

orientation of the fibers, but also to the global orientation of the head with respect

to the magnetic field. This enables to obtain precious information regarding the

order of the fibers in a sample and to explore variations in myosin function in altered

muscles.

To achieve this goal, it is of fundamental importance to control the labeling at the site

of interest, in order to guarantee its selectivity, and the orientation of the bundles

used for the spectroscopical investigations. For these reasons, we standardized a

protocol for the extraction, skinning and labeling of the fibers; the quality of our

results was proven by the comparison with literature data obtained for the same

types of muscles [54].

In order to clarify some determinant aspects in EPR data interpretation in our

study, some information on the orientation of the probe IASL in the fibers and of

the arrangement of myosin heads with respect to the filament has to be given [58]

[59].
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5.1 Orientation measurements

Cysteine 707 is buried in myosin head and it has an accessible surface area to the

solvent of 12 Å [58]; an intrinsically rigid spin label, as IASL, provides order in EPR

spectra in the perpendicular and parallel orientation of the fiber with respect to the

magnetic field, due to its immobilization in the site.

The chemical structure of IASL, together with the representation of the bond formed

between it and a cysteine is depicted in Figure 5.1.

A B 

Figure 5.1: A: Chemical structure of IASL. B: Representation of the bond formed between the
spin probe and a cysteine residue of a protein.

Myosin heads present an helicoidal arrangement around the long axis of the fiber,

therefore distributing the probes on a surface of a cone about the field axis. When

a muscle fiber has a parallel orientation with respect to the magnetic field, the

average cone angle can be obtained from the Azz splitting and its distribution from

the width of the resonances. If the fiber is rotated to a perpendicular orientation

with respect to the magnetic field, the spin label will experience angles from 0° to

360° with respect to it, resulting in a dramatic change of the EPR lineshapes. In

the case of labeling with IASL at position C707, the difference between parallel and

perpendicular orientations (also called tilt anisotropy) is an indication of the ordering

of the spin label.

Using a Monte Carlo approach [58], two clusters of the spin label conformations

have been found in the cleft and with a very low angular spread of the energy profile,

indicating no flexibility within each cluster. These two clusters inside the site are

depicted with black arrows in the left panel of Figure 5.2. In one of them, the angle

θ between the the z-axis of the nitroxide and the long axis of the fiber (right panel

of Figure 5.2) ranges from 65° to 75°, while the second ranges from 50° to 55°. The

orientation of the nitroxide has been found to be bimodal.

The first orientation measurements were performed on rabbit psoas fibers in rigor

state, as they form long oriented bundles well recognizable under the microscope. An
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Figure 5.2: Left panel: surface plot showing the low energy conformations of IASL at position
C707 in rigor state. Right panel: Definition of θ as the angle between the z-axis of the nitroxide
and the long axis of the fiber, shown in the actomyosin frame of reference (left) and in the nitroxide
frame (right). When the fiber is parallel to the field, the magnetic field and the long axis coincide.
Adapted from [58].

example of one of these orientation measurements is depicted in Figure 5.3A, while

in Figure 5.3B a graphical representation of the arrangement of myosin heads along

a fiber is shown.

A	 B	

Figure 5.3: A: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature of bundles of rabbit psoas fibers in rigor
state in the flat cell perpendicular (red) and parallel (blue) with respect to the magnetic field. Spec-
tra were recorded using a modulation amplitude=0.2 mT and 16 scans. B: graphical representation
of muscle fiber with respect to the magnetic field.

When the fiber is perpendicular to the magnetic field, the value of the maximum

2Azz splitting is 7 mT, while in the parallel orientation it is around 4 mT. This tilt

anisotropy indicates that IASL is well ordered in the cleft, as suggested by the calcu-

lations. This characteristic makes this nitroxide the perfect candidate to investigate

myosin behavior and its changes upon different stimuli.
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It is worth pointing out that the 2Azz splitting in the perpendicular orientation is

not significantly different from the rigid-limit value [60], therefore, in rigor state, the

spectrum is sensitive only to the global orientation of myosin head and not to the

rotation of the probe relative to the head. The remarkable difference in the EPR

spectra of fibers oriented parallel or perpendicular with respect to the magnetic

field suggests that, in the rigor state, the spin probe has a preferred orientational

distribution relative to the fiber axis.

In the parallel orientation, a single orientational distribution of spin probes with

respect to the magnetic field is detectable, strengthening the the hypothesis of the

selectivity of the spin labeling procedure to C707.

The necessity of an homogeneity in fibers orientation inside a bundle and of a pre-

blocking step in DTNB during the labeling procedure has been investigated on mice

EDL muscles. Our results are shown, respectively, in Figure 5.4A-B.

In particular, in Figure 5.4A a superimposition of the CW-EPR spectra in perpen-

dicular and parallel mode of an entire EDL muscle of a mouse is represented. The

sample clearly shows no orientation selection, as the spectra in the two conditions

are identical, and each spectrum seems to be constituted by the sum of the two pure

orientations; this is due to the fact that, in the entire muscle, different orientations

of the fibers are present, resulting in a loss of the orientation selection. Moreover,

the presence of free spin label was detected, assigned to a less efficient washing step:

when dealing with an entire muscle, in fact, solutions can permeate the fibers less

effectively than when a small bundle is used. Therefore, the unreacted spin label

results "trapped" inside the fiber.

In Figure 5.4B, a superimposition of the CW-EPR spectra in perpendicular and par-

allel mode of a bundle of mouse EDL fibers labeled without the pre-blocking step

in DTNB is depicted. In this case, some differences between the two orientations

with respect to the magnetic field are detectable, showing some orientation selec-

tion. Nevertheless, multiple components are present, also in the parallel orientation,

suggesting that the labeling affects different positions in the protein.

A control bundle, dissected from the same muscle and labeled with the regular pro-

tocol, produced the predicted spectrum (Figure 5.4C), strengthening the hypothesis

that the lack of the pre-blocking step is responsible for the particular EPR lineshape

in Figure 5.4B.

In order to detect possible differences in the EPR spectra due to the characteristics of

the muscle itself, several orientation measurements have been carried out on different
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Figure 5.4: A: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature of an entire mouse EDL in the flat cell
perpendicular (red) and parallel (blue) with respect to the magnetic field. Spectra were recorded
using a modulation amplitude=0.2 mT and 16 scans. B: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature
of bundles of mouse EDL fibers in the flat cell perpendicular (red) and parallel (blue) with respect
to the magnetic field. Fibers were labeled without the pre-blocking step. Spectra were recorded
using a modulation amplitude=0.2 mT and 36 scans. c: CW-EPR spectrum at room temperature
of bundles of mouse EDL labeled with the procedure reported in the Materials and Methods.

types of muscles from different organisms. The worst alignment in the cell was found

with soleus, a slow twitch muscle; as all the other muscles used for these experiments

(psoas, gastrocnemius, EDL) are fast twitch, we are tempted to suggest that in this

kind of muscle an intrinsic disorder is present.

Moreover, as one of the goals of the project in which the present thesis was inserted

dealt with the characterization of heart muscle, for the medical interest that it arises

and the importance to gain a better knowledge on molecular mechanisms occurring

in diseased muscles, some preliminary experiments were carried out on these fibers.

Due to the characteristics of the muscle, it is extremely challenging to find ordered

bundles as needed for extracting the information from the EPR experiments; the

only parts of this muscle with suitable characteristics were trabeculae, thanks to

their order. Unfortunately, orientation measurements showed that the orientation
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of the bundles was not acceptable. Moreover, the labeling yield was very low, thus

long accumulation times were needed. Our preliminary results on rat trabeculae is

reported in Figure 5.5. For this experiment, rat fibers were preferred to mouse ones

as more material can be extracted from one heart, due to the bigger dimensions. The

same considerations reported before for the experiments on the entire EDL muscle

and for the labeling without the pre-blocking step hold in this case as well.

342 344 346 348 350 352
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Figure 5.5: A: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature in flat cell for a rat trabeculae bundle
in perpendicular (red) and parallel (blue) mode. B: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature of a
bundle of rat trabeculae fibers in rigor (black), relaxation (blue) and contraction (red) state.

5.2 Analysis of force generation

As already introduced in the previous sections, IASL spin probe placed close to the

nucleotide-binding pocket is sensitive to the conformational changes within myosin

head during ATP hydrolysis. In this way, it is possible to resolve the three different

biochemical states in myosin during the ATP cycle (rigor, relaxation and contrac-

tion) and to investigate whether alterations in force generation can be ascribed to

structural changes occurring in the protein.

Some time was required to set-up the proper conditions to perform CW-EPR mea-

surements in continuous flow of solution, as described in Chapter 4; when the tech-

nique was acquired, we collected a library of several EPR spectra from control muscles

of different organisms. This was a necessary step to both check the quality of our

set-up from the comparison with the same results that can be found in the litera-

ture and to compare results from different organisms. Our results are presented in
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Figure 5.6.
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Figure 5.6: A: Low field portion of CW-EPR spectra at room temperature of rabbit psoas fibers in
rigor (black), relaxation (blue) and contraction (red). B: Low field portion of CW-EPR spectra at
room temperature of mouse EDL in rigor (black), relaxation (blue) and contraction (red). C: Low
field portion of CW-EPR spectra at room temperature of mouse tibial in rigor (black), relaxation
(blue) and contraction (red). D: Low field portion of CW-EPR spectra at room temperature of
human gastrocnemius in rigor (black), relaxation (blue) and contraction (red).

We show here some examples of the tested muscles, in particular about rabbit psoas

(Figure 5.6A), two different mouse muscles (Figure 5.6B-C) and an example of a

human gastrocnemius (Figure 5.6D). In all the panels, only the low-field portion of

the spectrum is reported, in order to highlight the differences in the lineshapes in

the region which is the most sensitive to the conformational changes.

The analysis of the spectra shows that, in the presence of ATP, the spin labels

are more mobile with respect to myosin head than in rigor state, as suggested by a

decrease of about 2.5 mT in the 2Azz value. Nevertheless, in the presence of calcium,

there is an increase of about 2 mT of the splitting in the spectrum, highlighting that

a certain number of spin labels becomes more rigidly bound to myosin head upon
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contraction.

According the method described in Chapter 4, the number of cross-bridges x has been

calculated; for all the tested muscles the number was found between 0.35 and 0.4.

This result suggests that, in the contraction state, the population of myosin heads in

the strong-binding (force generating) structural state is between 35-40%, while the

other 65-60% is in a weak-binding state, close to the value previously reported in

[57].

These muscles present all the same behavior in terms of capability of contraction, and

this is an important result, as no information was reported before in the literature

regarding human muscles. This evidence encourages the investigation of alterations

in force generation in mice, that can be used as a model for our study. The spectra

corresponding to human muscle were recorded full-range, thus the number of points

collected in the diagnostic area is lower than in the other three cases.

The experiments carried out on control rabbit psoas muscles were of particular rel-

evance to assure both the quality of the labeling procedures and of the homemade

set-up for the recording of EPR spectra in continuous flow of solution. In the case

of mouse muscles, tibial was investigated as, together with the gastrocnemius, it is

widely used in physiology to study tension in muscle, therefore providing data to

enrich the spectroscopical investigation.

The information that can be achieved from the EPR spectra is very precious to

understand the causes at the basis of alterations in force generation due to different

pathologies: tension measurements carried out on single fibers, in fact, enable to

detect a difference in force generation in terms of difference in force produced, but

no conclusions can be drawn about the level at which the alteration in force takes

place. In this sense, EPR technique can be highly informative, as we can focus our

attention only on myosin, in order to assess if differences in force generation have

to be ascribed to a change in the number of cross bridges (heads in strong-binding

state) or if other mechanisms have to be searched. If these differences in the force

generation are due to a change in the number of cross-bridges x, then a structural

change in myosin is occurring; the challenge, for the future, would be to obtain a

molecular description for the mechanisms involved in this alteration, in order to plan

a rational design of drugs.

For this reason, we focused our attention on some cases of study, in particular the

study on atrophy, hypertrophy and oxidation in mice. In both cases, tension mea-

surements performed on skinned fibers showed an alteration of the capability of force
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generation in mutated organisms; in order to shed more light on the mechanisms re-

sponsible for alteration, we performed CW-EPR experiments to focus on myosin

behavior in these systems.

5.3 Investigation on atrophic mice

For the goal of this investigation, atrophy is induced in mice by inhibiting the au-

tophagy system; autophagy is a fundamental mechanism for the maintenance of cel-

lular functions, as it is required to clean cells from altered proteins and dysfunctional

organelles. It has been demonstrated that its inhibition has an impact on neuromus-

cular synaptic function and thus on muscle strength [61]; moreover, it causes ageing

phenotypes in muscles such as mitochondrial dysfunction, oxidative stress, and pro-

found weakness. For the present study, atrophic samples were obtained generating

specific autophagy-deficient mice; in particular, we used knockout mice for the Atg7

gene, which is an autophagy marker.

Control animals and knockouts exhibit great differences in weight, as the latter

present age-related muscle loss. Force measurements performed in vivo show a de-

crease in force generation in knockout mice; moreover, an aggravation of this char-

acteristic can be found in older animals.

In order to obtain experimental tension values, force has to be normalized for the

cross-section area (CSA) of the fibers; unfortunately, this represents a drawback for

in vivo tests, due to the difficulty in estimating an accurate CSA. In atrophic animals,

the fiber size is reduced (being one of the causes for weight loss), therefore force has

to be nomalized for the surface to compare force generation in control and knockout

samples.

To overcome this problem, force measurements on skinned fibers with the use of a

transducer have to be performed, so that an accurate CSA can be estimated with

the use of a microscope.

We investigated tension generation in atrophic mice of two different ages: in par-

ticular, we used 15 months-old mice that are considered as "young" samples and

26 months-old mice that are considered "old" samples. In both cases, results were

compared with control mice of the same age.

EPR experiments were performed on four different mouse tibial muscles, using two

different bundles from the same muscle, both for the control samples and the knock-

out, in order to guarantee a certain reliability on the results and reproducibility of
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the measurements.

An example of the results of the measurements on young mice is reported in Fig-

ure 5.7. On the top left, a measurement carried out on a control muscle is visible,

while the corresponding knockout is shown on the top right.

  CONTROL:  x=0,39±0.03         KNOCKOUT:  x=0,30±0.02 
 

CONTROL     KNOCKOUT 

  CONTROL:  x=0,39±0.03         KNOCKOUT:  x=0,30±0.02 
 

CONTROL     KNOCKOUT 

Figure 5.7: Top left : CW-EPR spectra at room temperature on young mouse tibial control
muscle in rigor (black), relaxation (blue) and contraction (red) state. Top right : CW-EPR spectra
at room temperature on young mouse tibial knockout muscle in rigor (black), relaxation (blue) and
contraction (red) state. Bottom: tension measurements on single skinned fibers corrected for the
CSA for the two samples [61].

The analysis of the fraction x of myosin heads bound to actin during contraction

is also reported, together with the standard deviation derived from the statistical

analysis of the data obtained according to the number of repetitions performed.

Spectra analysis shows that there is a decrease of about 23% in force generation

in young atrophic animals. These data are in good agreement with tension mea-

surements performed by our collaborators on skinned single fibers in young animals

(bottom of Figure 5.7), demonstrating that basically all the difference in force gener-

ation can be explained as derived from myosin structural changes, and in particular

considering a shift in the distribution between the different myosin structural states.

This shift can be justified both speculating that a fraction of myosin heads can never

enter the strong binding structural state, or that there could be a change in the
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kinetics that decreases the amount of time that each head can spend in this state.

These two possibilities can be both caused by post-translational modifications affect-

ing the number of cross-bridges x, but further experiments have to be carried out in

order to get more insight into the molecular details of this change.

The important result, that can be considered as a good starting point for future

investigations, is that we managed to identify where the difference in force generation

in atrophic muscles can be located, excluding other possible explanations, as the fact

that a decrease in power generation could also have been caused not by a change in

x but by a change in the force generated by each myosin head, leaving x unchanged.

That means that, given a fixed number of cross-bridges, the power generated by each

myosin head during the powerstroke is less effective.

The same kind of investigation has been performed on older mice, for which only

force measurements in vivo have been carried out, but no information on the tension

of skinned single fibers was available. An example of the results of our measurements

is reported in Figure 5.8.

       CONTROL:  x=0,25±0.02                       KNOCKOUT:  x=0,21±0.01 
 

Figure 5.8: Left : CW-EPR spectra at room temperature on aged mouse tibial control muscle
in rigor (black), relaxation (blue) and contraction (red) state. Right : CW-EPR spectra at room
temperature on aged mouse tibial knockout muscle in rigor (black), relaxation (blue) and contraction
(red) state.

Also in this case, several repetitions of the experiments were carried out on different

bundles from tibial muscles extracted from four mice.

Considering the capability in force generation, we observed a decrease of about 16%

in the number of the cross-bridges for the knockout compared with a control sample

of the same age. It is worth pointing out that the number of the cross-bridges

found in both the young and old control mice are in perfect agreement with the ones
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reported in the literature for analogue samples [57], providing the reliability of our

measurements.

Comparing the data at the two different ages, we speculate that there is a slight

decrease in the loss of capability on force generation with the ageing of the animal,

and this could probably be due to the fact that, in older muscles, this capability

can not be further compromised. Tension measurements on single skinned fibers for

26-months old mice are still not available; a good agreement between these data and

our results could validate our hypothesis. On the other hand, a decrease higher than

16% between a control and a knockout of this age would suggest the presence of

some age-related factors responsible for the altered force generation.

In the future, the same experiments will be performed on both female and male mice,

as some preliminary results show an aggravation in the phenotype in female animals

[62], but the effect on force generation has still to be investigated at a molecular

level. This could be a useful approach to point possibile gender-related differences

and how they develop with age. Moreover, there are suggestions indicating that, in

knockout mice, the treatment with some antioxidant or physical exercise could help

in partially recovering some of the lost contractile power. For these reasons, as it will

be discussed in 5.5, some efforts were spent on the characterization by means of EPR

of muscle fibers treated in vitro with oxidant agents under controlled conditions.

5.4 Investigation on hypertrophic mice

The second system that was investigated dealt with the study of hypertrophy in mice.

In these animals, hypertrophy is induced by a tamoxifen treatment to investigate the

pathways involved in physiological changes in muscle sizes. Injection of tamoxifen

leads to a rapid phosphorylation of AKT and of its downstream targets; Injecting

tamoxifen for 1 week is sufficient to induce a large hypertrophy, which is limited

to skeletal muscle [63]. After three weeks treatment, mice show a 50% increase in

mass [63] and a great increase in force generation, but tension measurements reveal

that, after normalization to fibers CSA, hypertrophic muscles show a 30% increase

in the contractile power (bottom of Figure 5.9). Therefore, the reasons for the

strength of these mice rely beyond the neat increase in mass. Some biochemical

tests had already been carried out to rule out some hypothesis; we performed EPR

experiments on these mice and compared our results with muscles of control animals

of the same age and treated in the same way, except for the feeding with tamoxifen.
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Our results are shown in Figure 5.9. As in the case of atrophic muscles, differences in

the number of the cross bridges were detected in the treated muscles; in particular,

we found an increase of almost 18% in the x fraction, suggesting that the increase

in contractile power can be only partially due to myosin structural changes, but also

other mechanisms are occurring. Further experiments have to be carried out in order

to get more insight into the mechanisms regulating force generation in hypertrophic

animals.

       CONTROL:  x=0,33±0.01                          TREATED:  x=0,40±0.02 

 

CONTROL					TREATED	

Figure 5.9: Top left : CW-EPR spectra at room temperature on mouse tibial control muscle in
rigor (black), relaxation (blue) and contraction (red) state. Top right : CW-EPR spectra at room
temperature on treated mouse tibial muscle in rigor (black), relaxation (blue) and contraction (red)
state. Bottom: tension measurements on single skinned fibers corrected for the CSA for the two
samples [63].

It is important to highlight the fact that AKT mice are reported to have pennated

muscles [63], i.e. with fibers attaching obliquely to the tendons. We confirmed

this fact with our measurements, as it has revealed very difficult to obtain ordered

bundles in treated mice for our experiments. This evidence is shown in Figure 5.10A-

B, where the rigor state of two different muscles (tibial and psoas) in AKT mice is

compared with its analog in the control sample. In both cases, it is possibile to

detect the presence of a relevant component with the parallel Azz during orientation

measurements. The same evidence was found also in the gastrocnemius, for which

the orientation measurements are reported in Figure 5.10C. The orientation selection

is not complete, as it can be seen from the perpendicular spectrum.
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This evidence led to a complication in the preparation of the bundles, as in treated

mice it was more difficult to obtain an ordered sample.
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Figure 5.10: A: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature on mouse psoas control muscle (black),
and on AKT (red) in rigor state. B: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature on mouse tibial
control muscle (black), and on AKT (red) in rigor state. C: Orientation measurements on mouse
gastrocnemius AKT muscle in perpendicular (red) and parallel (blue) mode.
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5.5 Oxidation in muscles

As stressed in the previous sections, the effects of oxidations in muscles, together

with the study of alterations and ageing, is of great relevance to gain a deeper

knowledge of myosin structure in altered systems. Some work has already been

reported on oxidized muscles [41], but the conditions used to carry out the oxidation

are absolutely not physiological, as H2O2 50 mM was used in the experiments. We

present here a milder way to oxidize muscles, also in order to standardize a technique

that will enable us to investigate possible recovery in oxidized systems, as mentioned

for atrophic systems.

The several tested protocols consist in different proportion of the Fenton reagent

[64] (formed by H2O2 and FeSO4, acting as a catalyst), where we changed the ratio

between the two reagents, the temperature and time of exposure.

Experiments were carried out on rat muscle. In first place, the behavior of the fibers

was checked with a control experiment(Figure 5.11A), then we oxidized them with

the same conditions used in the literature (Figure 5.11B), and in the end different

proportions of the Fenton reagent were tested: incubation with FeSO4 0.2 mM and

H2O2 1 mM at 37°C for three hours (Figure 5.11C), with FeSO4 1 mM and H2O2 1

mM at 37°C for three hours (Figure 5.11D), with FeSO4 0.2 mM and H2O2 1 mM at

room T for two hours (Figure 5.11E), with FeSO4 1 mM and H2O2 10 mM at room

T for two hours (Figure 5.11F).

After the oxidation, fibers were washed in rigor buffer and EPR spectra were recorded

in relaxation state, as reported in previous work, since rigor and contraction states are

not influenced by oxidation. Peroxide treatment affects regulation of contractility,

resulting in fiber activation in the absence of calcium. EPR data of spin labeled

myosin in muscle fibers show that oxidation increases the fraction of myosin heads in

the strong-binding structural state under relaxing conditions (low calcium) but has

no effect under activating conditions (high calcium).

Figure 5.11 clearly shows that fibers behave normally before the oxidation and that

the oxidation at high H2O2 concentration give comparable results with the one

present in the literature. The treatment at 37°C was abandoned as at the end

fibers were really damaged because of the long exposure to the oxidizing agent and

the high temperature.

For these reasons, reduced incubation times at room temperature are to be considered

as preferable. We found that the use of H2O2 10mM and FeSO4 1 mM enables us to
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Figure 5.11: A: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature on rat psoas in different biochemical
states. B-F: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature of rat psoas in relaxation state, in control
conditions (black) and in the different oxidizing conditions (red).

obtain the best results, but, as two hours of exposition are clearly damaging for the

muscle, we oxidized fibers for approximately 30 minutes, as previously done in other
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works [41].

The results are shown in Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: A: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature on rat psoas muscle and oxidation in
continuous flow of solution using H2O2 10mM. B: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature on rat
psoas muscle and oxidation in continuous flow of solution using H2O2 10mM and FeSO4 1 mM. C:
CW-EPR spectra at room temperature on rat psoas muscle in relaxation state before (black) and
after (red) DTT treatment.

In contrast with literature procedures, we oxidized fibers directly in the cavity, by

using a continuous flow of oxidizing solution in relaxation state. In this way, we

could record EPR spectra during the oxidation process and follow it in real time. In

Figure 5.12A-B, the spectra recorded in the absence and in the presence of FeSO4

are reported. In both figures, the black spectrum represents the rigor condition, the

blue spectrum the relaxation condition, while the red and green spectra are referred

to respectively after 10 and 35 minutes of continuous flow of oxidizing solution.

In Figure 5.12A, the oxidant agent is H2O2 10mM, while in Figure 5.12B FeSO4 1

mM was added to H2O2 10mM.

Historically [41], oxidation is quantified on the basis of the percentage of cross-bridges

formed in relaxation conditions, with respect to the non-oxidized condition, in which
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this percentage is considered equal to zero. From the point of view of the spectral

analysis, this percentage is calculated as follows:

%oxid =
(

1− C/Rmax
E/Rmax

)
∗ 100 (5.1)

where Rmax, E and C are derived from the CW-EPR spectra as shown in Figure 5.13.

In the figure, the black spectrum represents the low-field portion of the rigor state

spectrum, the blue indicates the relaxation state and the red spectrum depicts the

relaxation state after oxidation.

Rmax 

C E y=0 

Figure 5.13: Graphical representation of the parameters used to calculate the percentage of
oxidation in relaxation state from the comparison between the rigor state (black), the relaxation
state before (blue) and after (red) oxidation. Horizontal line is zero, defined as the minimum in
rigor.

After 35 minutes, in the absence of FeSO4 there is an increase of 35% in the number

of the cross-bridges, while in the second case there is an increase of 70%. This

result indicates that, in the presence of the catalyst, fibers have to be exposed to the

oxidizing solution for a shorter time, in order to obtain the same extent of oxidation.

It results anyway favourable not to prolong the exposure of the fibers to Fenton

reagent, due to a fast decrease in the signal to noise ratio detectable thanks to the

treatment.

Moreover, we observed a slight reversibility (around 20%) of the oxidation when

adding a reductant agent (red spectrum in Figure 5.12C), proving that oxidation in

muscle is not completely irreversible and there is a possibility of a partial recovery.

For this reason, the technique is suitable to investigate possible recover in muscle

activity in atrophic mice. This information, together with the deeper investigation

on the role of myosin in alteration in force generation, can be of great importance in

the study of possible remedies to contrast oxidation in muscles. In the future, this

optimized protocol will be followed in the investigation of oxidized systems.
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5.6 Investigation on the super relaxed state

In parallel with our work on altered muscles, from the collaboration with the labo-

ratory of the University of California San Francisco, an attempt in investigating the

super relaxed state of myosin using CW-EPR arose. The starting point were the

ATP-chasing experiments carried out on control rabbit psoas fibers.

As described in 3.4, when two different populations of myosin are present, the fluo-

rescence decay during the ATP-chasing experiment can not be fitted with a simple

exponential, but it is well reproduced by a curve following Eq. 5.2:

y = 1− P1 ∗ (1− exp(−x/T1))− P2 ∗ (1− exp(−x/T2)) (5.2)

where P1, T1, P2 and T2 account for the population and the lifetime fluorescence of

disordered relaxed state (1) and of the super relaxed state (2).

An example of the results we obtained is shown in Figure 5.14. Regarding the super

relaxed state, we found the values T2=320 s and P2=33%.

Figure 5.14: ATP-chasing experiment on rabbit psoas fibers.

As previously mentioned, the region between the two regulatory light chains could

be an important one for the stabilization of the super-relaxed state, thus, placing a

label in this portion of the protein could have the double advantage of monitoring

the complex and its stability at the same time, looking at what happens to the super

relaxed state if a mutation is inserted at a certain position.
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During this thesis work, in the laboratory of Professor Cooke several mutants of the

RLC were expressed to carry out a deep investigation on the super relaxed state.

Many positions were mutated and labeled with different fluorescent and paramagnetic

probes, in order to find the best technique to investigate the complex. This study,

as reported in [56], shows that mutating some positions of the RLC and labeling

them with different probes has different effects according to the chosen position and

labels; in particular, in order to investigate possibile variations in CW-EPR spectra

in relaxation due to the presence or the absence of the super relaxed state, two

mutants were chosen, one that has proven not to disrupt this state and the other

one that does. The chosen positions were C31 (not altering the super relaxed state)

and C44 (which disrupts it). As pointed out in Figure 5.15, these two residues are

located at the interface between the two RLCs (in the picture, also the other positions

investigated in [56] are highlighted).

Figure 5.15: Structure of tarantula IHM. a: The myosin heavy chain of the blocked head is light
blue, and that of the free head is dark blue. The essential light chains are in light green and green,
and the RLCs are in white and grey in the lower part of the structure. b: The structure of the
RLC domain as seen from the back of panel a, enlarged. Mutants are in yellow and red. c: A closer
view of the two RLC structures, as seen in panel b, with the mutants highlighted. Image taken
from [56].

Due to their positions in the protein and their opposite behavior in the stabilization of

the super-relaxed state, they are considered good candidates for EPR investigations.

The challenging experiment would consist in exchanging fibers with mutated RLC,

as described in Chapter 4, performing CW-EPR spectra on these fibers carrying

mutated RLCS in order to unravel possible variations in myosin structure due to the

presence of the super relaxed state.
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As piperine has proven to disrupt this low ATPase activity state, experiments on

C31 should be carried out both in the absence and in the presence of this agent.

This experiment can be very powerful, as it would enable us to investigate possible

alterations in myosin structure due to the presence or the absence of the super relaxed

state, a work that has never been carried out since this new state was discovered. This

investigation could shed light on the effects in force generation due to the presence

of a population of myosin with a high activation energy.

We expressed, purified and exchanged the mutated RLC in fibers several times, but

obtaining only a yield of exchange of around 30% between wild type and mutated

RLC. Moreover, the yield of labeling of RLC with MTSSL was around 40%. The

combination of these two factors led to the unreliability of the results obtained with

EPR measurements, due to the poor signal to noise ratio.

For these reasons, different protocols of labeling and exchanging will have to be

tested in the future to overcome this problem; the results presented in this work, in

fact, demonstrate the necessity of good quality spectra (in terms of signal to noise

ratio) in order to extract reliable physiological information about the system under

investigation.
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Conclusions

During this thesis work, a set-up for the extraction, treatment, labeling and the spec-

troscopic investigation of muscle fibers has been standardized; the study proceeded

with the collection of a library of several spectroscopic data of muscles from different

organisms, including some measurements on human samples. In the last part, finally,

the acquired skills were used to investigate some pathologies that can occur both in

young and aged muscles, in order to shed some light on the involvement of myosin in

the alteration of force generation. This investigation has been possible thanks to the

fact that EPR technique can be a precious tool to gain information on this protein

and on its structural changes in altered systems with respect to control samples.

The skeletal muscle, in fact, is a very complex system, constituted of several proteins

working in a cooperative way to produce the powerstroke that is necessary for mo-

tion. In this framework, the possibility of placing a probe at a particular position is

of extraordinary importance, in order to be able to focus on a particular part of the

systems, avoiding all the other contributions arising from the other proteins present

in the system.

Our results show that, both in the case of hypertrophic and atrophic muscles, an

alteration in the number of myosin heads that are strongly bound to actin occurs

during contraction. In the case of atrophic muscles, in particular, the percentage of

decrease is extraordinarily similar to the one accounting for the decrease in tension

measurements on skinned fibers during contraction. This means that the altered
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capability of contraction has to be ascribed to structural changes in myosin, that

lead to an impairment in the number of formed cross-bridges with respect to control

samples. The decrease in comparison to healthy muscles is less pronounced in aged

systems, and this is probably due to the fact that the starting conditions in terms of

contractile power are already compromised in old animals.

Moreover, the optimized protocol for the oxidation of muscles can be used in the

future to investigate partial recovery in muscles treated with anti-oxidant agents.

In the case of hypertrophic muscles, on the other hand, we concluded that the increase

in the contractile power can be partially described as an increase in the number of

the formed cross-bridges between actin and myosin upon contraction, but some other

causes have to be clarified in addition to the investigated one. Biochemical tests can

be a precious tool in this sense.

This approach puts the basis for a molecular approach in the study of altered systems,

and many information can be acquired continuing the spectroscopical investigation

and coupling it with physiological essays on one side and a computational approach

to model possible myosin structural changes on the other. This complex method

is required in order to unravel the molecular details that are at the basis of many

muscle-related pathologies.
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Hydrogenase Maturation Protein

HydF
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CHAPTER 7

Introduction to the system

In the framework of renewable energies, the idea of producing and using hydrogen

as a clean and sustainable source of energy has gained a great scientific interest over

the past years. The main reasons of this interest rely on the fact that hydrogen

combustion produces no toxic byproducts (and thus it is not a pollutant for the

environment) and that, due to its low molecular weight, it has a great energetic con-

tent per mass unit. Unfortunately, its use is still confined to some factory processes,

as the production and storage costs are too high. In fact, although hydrogen is an

abundant element on our planet, it has a great reactivity and it is mostly found in

compounds; therefore, in order to obtain molecular hydrogen, chemical bonds need

to be broken, and this process requires a substantial amount of energy.

An alternative way to obtain hydrogen is to take advantage on the capability of

some microorganisms to produce hydrogen as a metabolic product, starting from

organic matter, water or light according to the microorganism. Some of them, in

fact, contain metallo-enzymes that produce hydrogen through different metabolic

pathways. Unfortunately, usually they are very sensitive to oxygen and there can

be a competition between the production of hydrogen and other metabolic processes

that are fundamental for the life of the microorganism. These drawbacks led in recent

years to the study of the isolated enzymes, for example in electrochemical cells where

they are immobilized on solid supports [65] [66]. It is clear how a deeper knowledge

of these enzymes and of their catalytic pathway is required, in order to make their
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applicability possible on a larger scale.

7.1 Hydrogenases

Hydrogenases are metallo-proteins present both in bacteria and eukaryotes [67], that

catalyze the reversible redox reaction:

H2 ↔ 2H+ + 2e− (7.1)

The equilibrium of this reaction depends on the cellular redox potential and the role

of these enzymes could be to keep it at a fixed value, in such a way that, when an

excess of electrons is present, the production of molecular hydrogen is promoted,

while in the presence of an electron acceptor, protons are produced from H2 in order

to re-establish the electronic pool [68].

These enzymes have been discovered by Stickland and Stephenson in 1931 [69] and,

since then, they have been characterized in different organisms. This study has led

to the classification of these proteins into different classes, according to the metals

involved in the catalysis of the reaction: Fe-only hydrogenases, the less diffused and

present only in some archea using molecular hydrogen for methane production [70];

[NiFe]-hydrogenases, the most common ones, catalyzing the oxidation of molecular

hydrogen rather than its production; [FeFe]-hydrogenases, catalyzing the production

of molecular hydrogen [71]; the [NiFeSe]-hydrogenases, which are recently gaining a

lot of interest.

The catalyitc activity of [FeFe]-hydrogenases, in terms of hydrogen production, can

be two orders of magnitude bigger than in the other classes of hydrogenases [72]; for

this reason, they are a very interesting topic of research in this field.

The reaction is catalyzed at a complex active site, called H-cluster (Figure 7.1),

which is composed of a [4Fe4S] unit (cubane), connected by a cysteinyl residue to a

2Fe center coordinated by three CO, two CN− and a bridging dithiolate [73]-[75].

Its assembly is driven through a complex maturation pathway that is not yet fully

characterized, and three maturation proteins, called HydE, HydF and HydG, are

required for its correct biosynthesis [76]. These three proteins have been originally

found in green unicellular alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [77] and then discovered

in all microorganisms containing [FeFe]-hydrogenases.

HydE and HydG belong to the radical SAM (S-Adenosyl Methionine) family [77]
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Figure 7.1: Proposed structure for an H-cluster of a [FeFe]-hydrogenase [75].

[78], both containing a [4Fe4S] center at the N-terminus and an open site for the

binding of the SAM cofactor.

The 3D crystal structures of all these maturases have been solved [79]-[82] and sev-

eral in vitro and cell-free experiments using purified recombinant proteins have been

performed to understand their functions, allowing to propose a two-steps model that

describes a H-cluster biosynthetic pathway in which a 2Fe precursor is assembled and

chemically modified on a scaffold protein prior to the transfer to the apo-hydrogenase

containing only the cubane (as reviewed in [83] [84]). Several independent experi-

ments indicated that HydE and HydG would be responsible for the dithiomethy-

lamine and CO/CN- biosynthesis respectively [81]-[89], and that the double key role

of scaffold and carrier of the H-cluster precursor is played by HydF [90]-[93]. Al-

though many unresolved questions remain, the most supported model consists in the

building of the synthon Fe(CO)2CN by HydG, with two synthons needed to synthe-

size a [2Fe]H subcluster [88]. From the other side, a synthetic [2Fe] precursor was

loaded into HydF to finally yield the active HydA [94], suggesting a key role of HydF

in the last steps of the H-cluster maturation and delivery. As a scaffold protein, HydF

must efficiently interact with the two maturation partners (i.e. HydE and HydG),

and with the target apo-hydrogenase itself, keeping them in close proximity in order

to get a functional unit able to follow the ordered biosynthetic pathway described in

the proposed two-steps model.

In particular, in the recent years much effort has been underway in our lab for the

study of the structure and the function of the maturase protein HydF.
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7.2 The maturation protein HydF

This maturase protein plays a pivotal role for the correct assembly of the active

site of [FeFe]-hydrogenase HydA, as it is proposed to act both as a scaffold, for the

assembly of a precursor of the H-cluster, and as a carrier, to deliver this cluster

to the hydrogenase [76]. This theory is supported also from some in vitro studies,

carried out on purified recombinant proteins, that demonstrates HydF capability of

activating the hydrogenase even without the presence of the other two maturases, but

only if they were present when the protein was expressed. Amino acid sequence of

HydF shows the presence in the N-terminal part of a domain typical of the NTPases,

while in the C-terminal part the sequence CXHX(44-53)HCXXC containing three

cysteines involved in the binding of a [4Fe4S] cluster can be found [77]. Biochemical

characterization of HydF in Thermotoga maritima has been carried out, showing

the capability of this protein in binding an iron-sulfur cluster and in binding and

hydrolyzing guanosine triphosphate (GTP), although with a low efficiency [91] [95].

The crystallographic structure of apo-HydF of T. neapolitana [80], suggests that the

active form of the protein is an homodimer in which each monomer is characterized

by the presence of three different domains: a GTP-binding domain (I), a dimerization

domain (II) and a cluster-binding domain (III). All the domains present a similar

folding, with a parallel β-sheet surrounded on both sides by a different number of

α-helices.

In more detail:

• domain I: the nucleotide-binding domain holds a β-sheet (composed of four

parallel β-strands and one antiparallel) and five α-helices, three faced on one

side of the β-sheet and two on the other. This structure is similar to that of

other GTP-ases: in fact, superimpositions between this domain on different

proteins gives RMSD (Root-Mean-Square-Deviation) values close to 2 Å, in-

dicating multiple analogies. The domain presents a non-crystalizable loop at

position 32-44, that could become structured upon the binding of GTP;

• domain II: the dimerization domain is located on the opposite site with respect

to domain I and it is connected to it by a long loop (residues 172-185) that

passes along domain III that is located between them. It is composed of three

α-helices and a β-sheet formed by four parallel strands that pair in an anti-

parallel manner with the corresponding β-sheet of the other monomer. The
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total surface that buries upon the formation of the dimer is of 1800 Å/monomer,

indicating the high stability of the dimer;

• domain III: the cluster-binding domain is composed of a β-sheet and five α-

helices and contains the three conserved cysteines (Cys302, Cys353, Cys356)

involved in the binding of the [4Fe4S] cluster. It represents the catalytic domain

for the assembly of the precursor of the H-cluster of HydA.

The crystallographic structure of the protein, together with the indication of the

three different domains, is shown in Figure 7.2.

domain	I	

domain	II	

domain	III	

Figure 7.2: Crystallographic structure of HydF (from Protein Data Bank, PDB ID: 3QQ5). In
green, the GTP-binding domain; in red, the dimerization domain; in yellow: the metal cluster-
binding domain.

The [4Fe4S] cluster coordination sphere of HydF has been thoroughly investigated

by spectroscopic analysis of the protein in solution [91], [96]-[101], which provided

several clues on how the H-cluster precursor is kept in site by the scaffold during

biosynthesis and chemical modifications by HydE and HydG; however, the exact

mechanism by which the mature precursor is transferred from the scaffold to the

hydrogenase has not been clarified. A further unresolved issue is the specific role

of the HydF GTPase moiety, which on the other hand is essential for the [FeFe]-

hydrogenase maturation and activation [102].
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Site-directed mutagenesis experiments confirmed the requirement of a working GT-

Pase domain on HydF for a correct maturation of HydA in its active form, but the

exact contribute of the binding and/or hydrolysis of GTP is still an open issue. An

enhancement of the hydrolysis activity has been proven in the presence of the other

two maturases [91], suggesting a role in the interaction between these proteins, while

a role of GTP in the transfer of the cluster to HydA has been excluded. Moreover,

Surface Plasmon Resonance experiments suggested that the binding of the GTP,

even in the non-hydrolyzable analogue, in the presence of the other maturases leads

to the dissociation of the complex [103], but no molecular details of the mechanism

of its association/dissociation are available at the moment.

Due to the scientific interest connected to these enzyme from a biotechnological

point of view, a deeper knowledge of the system is required. EPR, combined with

Site-Directed Spin labeling, is the election technique to get more information on the

possible conformational changes due to the binding/hydrolysis of the nucleotide and

to propose a mechanism model that can shed light on the pathway for the assembly

of a working hydrogenase.

In the next Chapters, the work carried out on the isolated GTPase domain of HydF

and on the entire protein will be presented.
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Investigation on the isolated GTPase

domain in HydF

A study on the isolated GTP-binding domain of HydF in Thermotoga neapolitana

(HydFTn) [104] has been carried out. The domain has been expressed and purified

as a recombinant protein. Biochemical essays show the capability of the isolated

domain in binding and hydrolyzing GTP as well as the entire protein; using HPLC,

it was possible to determine the rate of hydrolysis of GTP (expressed in terms of kcat)

by monitoring GDP production. These tests point out that the rate of hydrolysis is

much higher for the isolated domain than for the entire protein, and this is probably

due to the fact that, when the other part of the protein is not present, the domain

is more accessible to the nucleotide and it can hydrolyze GTP more easily.

Sequence analysis indicates that the HydF GTPase domain contains the five con-

sensus motifs shared by all NTPases and essential to bind and hydrolyze GTP [102]

[105]:

• (G/A)X4GK(T/S): sequence responsible for the binding with α and β phos-

phates of GTP (P-loop);

• TTT: one of these three threonines corresponds to the conserved residue of the

G2-loop involved in the binding with Mg2+;

• DXXG: G3-loop, involved in the interaction with γ phosphate of GTP and

Mg2+;
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• (N/T)(K/Q)XD: G4-loop, that is supposed to interact with GTP;

• (T/G/C)D(C/S)A: G5-loop, for the recognition of the basis (guanine) of GTP.

In Figure 8.1, these motifs are highlighted in the primary sequence of the domain.

         10                     20                    30                     40                    50       
MRLPDAGFRRYIVVAGRRNVGKSSFMNALVGQNVSIVSDYAGTTTDPVYK 
                    60                     70                     80                    90                   100 

SMELHPIGPVTLVDTPGLDDVGELGRLRVEKARRVFYRADCGILVTDSAP 
                    110                    120                   130                    140                  150 

TPYEDDVVNLFKEMEIPFVVVVNKIDVLGEKAEELKGLYESRYEAKVLLV 
                    160                    170 

SALQKKGFDDIGKTISEILPGDEEI 

Figure 8.1: Primary sequence of the truncated GTP-binding domain, with the indication in bold
of the putative regions for the binding of the nucleotide.

8.1 Materials and Methods

All chemicals were of the highest purity commercially available.

Cloning of hydFTn GTPase domain. The sequence coding for the GTPase

N-terminal domain (domain I, residues 1 to 191) of the HydF protein from T.

neapolitana (hydFTnI) was PCR amplified using as template a vector containing

the hydFTn gene, previously obtained in our laboratory [80], and the following

primers: hydFTnI for, 5’-CATATGAGACTGCCGGACGCCGGT-3’ and hydFTnI

rev, 5’-CTCGAGTTAAATCTCTTCATC-3’.

These primers were designed to contain unique restriction sites allowing the direc-

tional subcloning of the amplified sequence in frame with a 6His-tag sequence at the

5’-terminus in a pET-28b vector (from Novagen®) suitable for T7 driven expres-

sion in Escherichia coli. The sequence and reading frame were confirmed by DNA

sequencing (BMR Genomics, University of Padova). The pET-28b/hydFTnI plasmid

was used as template to introduce different mutations in the wild type hydF coding

sequence (see below).

Heterologous expression and purification of hydFTn GTPase domain. Es-

cherichia coli Rosetta (DE3) cells were transformed with the pET-28b/hydFTnI plas-

mid, and positive clones were selected by antibiotic resistance. Transformed cells were

grown overnight in selective LB medium and then subcultured the following day in

fresh medium. The expression of the 6His-tagged hydFTnI proteins, either wild type
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or mutant, was induced by adding 1 mM isopropyl-β-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG)

in LB medium and incubating the cells at 30 °C overnight. The proteins were pu-

rified starting from 1 L cultures. Briefly, cells were harvested by centrifugation,

resuspended in lysis buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 200 mM KCl, and protease in-

hibitors 1µg/ml pepstatin A, 1 µg/ml leupeptin, 1 µg/ml antipain, 1 mM PMSF)

and lysed by French press. The supernatant fractions were isolated from cell debris

by centrifugation and the proteins purified to homogeneity by combining a nickel

affinity chromatography (HIS-Select®Nickel Affinity Gel, from Sigma-Aldrich) and

a gel filtration chromatography using a Superose 12 10/300 GL column (from GE

Healthcare, Italy), equilibrated in lysis buffer. Each run was performed by injecting

the appropriate sample volume at a flow rate of 0.75 ml/min and monitoring the UV

absorbance at 280 nm, by a fixed wavelength detector. To estimate the molecular

weight of the analyzed samples, the column was equilibrated in the lysis buffer and

calibrated with the standards thyroglobulin (669,000 Da), ferritin (440,000 Da), cata-

lase (232,000 Da), aldolase (158,000 Da), bovine serum albumin (67,000 Da), ovalbu-

min (43,000 Da), ribonuclease (13,700 Da). For each purification, the eluted fractions

were pooled together and concentrated by centrifugal filters (Vivaspin®Centrifugal

Concentrators, 10,000 MWCO, from Sartorius Stedim Biotech) to a volume suitable

for EPR characterization (see below), giving rise to a final concentration ranging

from 800 µM to 3 mM, as determined with a Micro BCA Protein Assay Kit (from

Thermo Scientific Pierce Protein Research). Purified proteins were analyzed by 12%

SDS-PAGE.

Site-directed mutagenesis of hydFTnI sequence. Site-directed mutagenesis of

the hydFTn gene was performed with the QuickChange®II Site-Directed Mutagene-

sis Kit (from Stratagene), using as template pET-28b/hydFTnI recombinant plasmid.

Oligonucleotides were designed according to the manufacturer’s guidelines and the

mutant constructs analyzed by DNA sequencing.

GTP hydrolysis assay. The purified recombinant wild type hydFTnI protein was

assayed for the ability to hydrolyze GTP using the protocol optimized by Shepard

and co-workers [91], with slight modifications. Briefly, the affinity purified protein

was incubated at a concentration of 10 µM for 10 minutes at 30 °C in 20 mM

Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing 200 mM KCl and 2 mM MgCl2 with different

concentrations of GTP (ranging from 125 µM to 2 mM). Aliquots with different

concentrations of substrate were collected and assayed for production of GDP. Assay
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aliquots were incubated at 95°C for 3 minutes, centrifuged at 14,000 rpm at 4 °C in

a bench top microcentrifuge, and the supernatants analyzed by reverse phase HPLC

on a Synergi MAX-RP 80A (150x4.6 mm, 4 µm, Phenomenex). The samples were

eluted with an isocratic mobile phase of 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0,

10 mM tetrabutylammonium bromide, 10% CH2CN. The guanosine nucleotides were

detected by their absorbance at 254 nm. Under these conditions, GDP and GTP

were eluted after 8.1 and 18.6 min, respectively. Integration of peak areas (using

software Agilent Chemstation) of the samples taken at identical time points allowed

the quantification of the µmoles of GDP produced L-1 min-1, from which the ratio

between the kcat were finally determined.

Circular Dichroism measurements. Circular Dichroism (CD) measurements

were carried with a Jasco J-810. Spectra were recorded using a sample at the con-

centration of 0.3 mg/mL using a cuvette with an optical path of 1 mm in the interval

between 195 and 250 nm, with a scan rate of 10 nm/min and a bandwidth of 2 nm.

Measurements with the addition of GTP were carried out adding 1 µL of the nu-

cleotide directly in the cuvette (400 µL of sample) in order to avoid dilution effects.

Data were analyzed using the open source program CDNN.

CW-EPR experiments. Samples for EPR (about 100 µM protein labeled with

MTSSL spin label in lysis buffer) were obtained by adding to the purified protein a

fivefold molar excess of MTSSL (dissolved in DMSO) and incubating the protein at 4

°C overnight in the dark. Excess of non-ligated spin label was removed from the pro-

tein by several cycles of dilution with the lysis buffer and concentration by centrifugal

filters. 20 µL of each sample with a protein concentration of about 150 µM, were

loaded into quartz capillaries with 0.6 mm ID and 0.8 mm OD. Non hydrolysable

GTP analogous (GTPγS, 50 mM) and 10 mM MgCl2 were added to the samples

and incubated 30 minutes at 37 °C before starting the EPR measurements. EPR

spectra were collected at room temperature (298 K) on an Elexsys E580-X-band

spectrometer (Bruker) using a Super High Sensitivity Probehead cavity. Acquisi-

tion parameters were the following: temperature=298K; microwave frequency=9.87

GHz; modulation frequency=100 kHz; modulation amplitude=0.03 mT, power at-

tenuation=15 dB; time constant=20.48 ms; conversion time=81.92 ms; number of

data points=1024. Simulations of the CW-EPR spectra were performed using the

EasySpin function “chili“ in order to obtain the correlation times for the nitroxide in

the different mutants [106]. Rotamers of the spin label in the different mutated sites
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were evaluated starting from the X-ray structure by using the molecular modeling

software MMM2015 [107].

DEER experiments. Samples for DEER were concentrated and exchanged with

deuterated buffer. Deuterated glicerol (40% w/v) was also added to the samples

before freezing. The final protein concentration was about 300 µM for all the sam-

ples. In the nucleotide binding experiments, 50 mM GTPγS and 10 mM MgCl2 were

added to the samples and incubated 30 minutes at 37 °C before freezing. Samples

were loaded into quartz capillaries with 2.0 mm ID and 3.0 mm OD. Pulsed EPR

was performed with the same EPR spectrometer equipped with a Bruker ER4118X-

MS3 split-ring resonator (microwave frequency = 9.55 GHz) and an Oxford CF935

cryostat. The measurements were done at a temperature of 50 K. For DEER ex-

periments, a standard four pulse sequence was applied; the microwave power was

adjusted to obtain an observer sequence of 16/32/32 ns and a pump pulse of 16 ns.

The difference between the pump (nitroxide) and observer (nitroxide) frequency was

set to 70 MHz. A two-step phase cycle was applied for base-line correction while

deuterium nuclear modulations were suppressed using an 8 step cycle from a 180 ns

starting value with 56 ns increment steps. Data on each sample were collected for

about 15 hours. Distance distributions were extracted from DEER traces by using

DeerAnalysis2013 [108].

8.2 Results and Discussion

8.2.1 GTPase activity and CD

At the beginning, the activity of the isolated domain in binding and hydrolysis of

GTP has been investigated with a GTP hydrolysis essay. The rate of hydrolysis

(kcat), as shown in Table 8.1, is slightly higher in the isolated domain compared to

the entire protein. This is probably due to the fact that, in the domain, the binding

sites for the nucleotide are more exposed than in the entire protein, making the

hydrolysis process faster.
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Protein Organism KCl/mM MgCl2/mM GTP/mM kcat /min-1

HydF Thermotoga 200 10 from 0.062 1.13 ± 0.08

Neapolitana to 2

Isolated Thermotoga 200 10 from 0.125 11.2 ± 0.6

domain Neapolitana to 1.5

Table 8.1: Comparison between the rate of hydrolysis of the GTP in the isolated GTPase domain
and in the entire protein

The possible conformational change induced by the binding of the nucleotide has

been investigated using circular dichroism measurements. The obtained spectra are

shown in Figure 8.2.
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Figure 8.2: CD spectra of HydF GTPase domain in its wild type form before the addition of GTP
(blue) and after the addition (red).

Data clearly show a conformational change occurring in the protein upon the binding

of the GTP, and the analysis performed with the program CDNN suggested that

there is a loss in α-helix and a gain in β-sheet, quantified as expressed in Table 8.2:

Secondary structure ∆ (%)

α-helix -3%
β-sheet +3%

Table 8.2: Variations in secondary structure elements in CD spectra upon the binding of the GTP
in the GTPase domain as predicted with CDNN.
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8.2.2 CW-EPR experiments

Several mutants of the isolated domain have been designed in order to investigate

possible conformational changes upon the binding of the GTP. All the mutated

positions, together with the regions of binding of the GTP, are depicted in Figure 8.3.

A15	

M26	

T164	

R84	

R88	

C91	

Figure 8.3: Crystallographic structure of the GTP-binding domain (taken from PDB ID: 3QQ5)
with the indication of the mutated positions (in green) and the native cysteine (in yellow). In blue:
putative regions for the binding of the GTP.

In particular, in order to perform a spectroscopic study the native cysteine present

in the domain (Cys91) has been substituted with a serine, while a cysteine was

inserted at a proper position by site directed mutagenesis. Positions were chosen in

the protein in such a way to have an observable at different possible key sites of the

domain: A15 and M26 are close to the GTP-binding site, R84 and R88 are located

at the interface between domain I and domain III and T164 belongs to the terminal

part of an α-helix connecting domain I and domain II through a long loop.

This choice enabled us to monitor possible conformational changes in truncated HydF

induced by the binding of the nucleotide, both using CW-EPR and DEER technique.

In the first case, EPR was used to detect changes in mobility of the spin probe and

accessibility to the solvent at the labeled sites upon the binding of the GTP with

respect to the situation in the absence of the nucleotide; moreover, these spectra were

also used to estimate the yield of labeling at the different positions in order to choose

the most suitable couples of positions to perform DEER experiments. The final goal
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was to detect how the binding of the GTP affects the structure of the domain, in

order to shed light on the role of the binding of the nucleotide in the maturation of

the hydrogenase. In Table 8.3, the labeling yields for all the mutants and the wild

type protein labeled with MTSSL are reported.

Mutant Yield (%)

A15C-C91S 40
M26C-C91S 50
R84C-C91S 40
R88C-C91S 65

C91 (wild type) 23
C91S-T164C 46

Table 8.3: Labeling yields for the different mutants of the isolated GTP-binding domain in HydF
labeled with MTSSL.

The yields were calculated by spin quantification [109] obtained from the double

integration of the EPR spectra and the comparison with standard solutions of the

free nitroxide MTSSL.

These data were used to investigate the accessibility and mobility of the nitroxide in

the desired sites and they clearly show that the cysteine present in the wild type form

is buried in the protein. Therefore, it is not easily labeled and other positions had to

be considered for the double labeling. The CW-EPR spectra of all the mutants are

depicted in Figure 8.4, together with the correlation times calculated using Matlab

EasySpin.

The information on the mobility of the nitroxide at the desired sites extracted from

the simulations is qualitatively in good agreement with the predictions of the ro-

tamers calculated using the program MMM (Multiscale Modelling of Macromolecular

systems) at each labeled site, starting from the crystallographic data. In particular,

a high mobility is predicted for mutants R84C, R88C and T164C, even if for the first

and the last one two components are required to obtain a simulation in good agree-

ment with the experimental spectra, one possessing a higher mobility and a small

one which is more immobilized. Unexpectedly, the mutant M26C revealed to be the

most immobilized one, while the prediction with MMM showed a certain mobility of

the nitroxide in the site; this is probably due to the fact that the residue is located in

a portion of the protein close to a flexible loop (residues 32-44) which is not resolved

in the crystallographic structure. For this reason, it can not be considered in the

calculations of the rotamers, but it is likely to be responsible for the immobilization
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Figure 8.4: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature for the different mutants in the absence of
GTP (black) and the corresponding simulations (red).

of the nitroxide in that position. This information opened the way for the investiga-

tion of possible conformational changes occurring upon the binding of the nucleotide

in the loop as well, as the missing region in the diffraction map was suggested to

correspond to a flexible loop, but it could be more structured than predicted and
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also change its structure after the binding.

On the overall, all the information collected on the mobility of the nitroxide at the

different mutated sites seemed to point out that the structure of the domain is not

dramatically altered in solution with respect to the entire protein in the crystal.

MMM rotamers predictions are depicted in Figure 8.5.

C15 C26 C84 

C88 C91 C164 

Figure 8.5: Rotamers predicted with the program MMM for the different mutants. In the protein
structure, the selected residues are automatically substituted with cysteines.

In both the wild type protein and all the mutants, CW-EPR spectra were recorded

in the absence and in the presence of GTPγS 50mM, but no differences were de-

tected upon the binding of the nucleotide, showing that the structure of the protein

is not dramatically affected by the GTP, or at least not in the microenvironment

experienced by the nitroxide in the different samples.

8.2.3 DEER experiments

CW-EPR spectra and the yields of labeling were used to evaluate the most suitable

positions for the double spin labeling, in order to investigate possible large amplitude

movements of big portions of the domain. Mutants were chosen taking into account

the necessity of a good labeling yield and a distance detectable by means of DEER

technique (therefore between 1.5 and 8 nm): for these reasons, mutants containing
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C91 and A15 were discharged and also containing R84, due to the tendency of the

protein to aggregate when the mutant was expressed.

In Figure 8.6 the gel filtration chromatogram for this mutant is depicted: the curve

clearly shows a non-neglectable presence of the protein in a dimeric form, very diffi-

cult to separate from the monomer.
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Figure 8.6: Gel filtration chromatogram for the mutant R84C-C91S.

Triple mutants M26C-R88C-C91S and R88C-C91S-T164C were chosen as the best

candidates for DEER investigation. The DEER traces of M26C-R88C-C91S and

R88C-C91S-T164C mutants are shown in Figure 8.7. Tikhonov-derived distance

distributions provide main values which correspond, roughly, to those expected on

the basis of the X-ray structure of the apo-HydF protein (i.e., 1.9 and 2.1 nm,

measured at the α-carbon atoms for M26-R88 and R88-T164 couples, respectively).

When the GTP analogous was added to the M26C-R88C-C91S sample, only very

little differences at distances larger than 3.3 nm were detected. On the other hand,

the distance distribution detected for R88C-C91S-T164C undergoes a higher effect

upon GTPγS binding. In fact a contribution centered at 4 nm appears, which was

not present in the absence of the nucleotide and, at the same time, the two main

distance distributions (at about 2.0 and 3.0 nm) shift towards longer distances (2.5

and 3.2 nm).
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Figure 8.7: Background-corrected DEER data for the M26C-R88C-C91S (a) and R88C-T164C-
C91S (b) spin-labeled samples in the absence (left) and after the addition (right) of 50 mM GTPγS.
Right: Tikhonov-derived distance distributions for samples in the absence (blue) and in the presence
(red) of the nucleotide analogous. Double-labeling positions are indicated in the protein structure.
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8.3 Conclusions

HydF has been proposed to play a key function in the correct assembly of a work-

ing hydrogenase; in particular, an important role has to be assigned to the bind-

ing/hydrolysis of GTP, as mutations in the P-loop prevent the formation of a working

HydA in vitro. Moreover, the presence of the other two maturases, HydE and HydG,

increases the rate of hydrolysis of a factor 2, suggesting a direct interaction between

the three cofactors and a possible role of the binding of the GTP in changing this

interaction, leading to the dissociation of the complex.

As it was not possible to obtain the X-ray structure of the protein in the presence of

the GTP, the investigation on the possible conformational changes induced by GTP

has been carried out using CD and EPR measurements. Although CD and DEER

spectra analysis showed some small differences upon the binding of the nucleotide,

the study pointed out that the structure and functionality of the domain are not

dramatically altered by the binding.

Triple mutants used for DEER measurements showed that the structure of the do-

main in solution is in good agreement with crystallographic data; moreover, double-

labeled mutant at positions M26 and R88 seems to suggest that the portion of the

domain at the interface with domain III is not affected by the presence of the nu-

cleotide. Although the main distance is only slightly changed after the binding of

GTP, in the mutant labeled at positions R88 and T164 we noticed a small average in-

crease of the distance. As labeled R88 is present in both mutants, we concluded that

a possible rearrangement could be located in the region close to T164; interestingly,

the residue belongs to an α-helix element that approaches a long loop connecting

domain I with the dimerization domain. The crystal structure suggests that the

protein is mainly present as a dimer in solution, with the [4Fe4S] cluster and the

GTP-binding site fully accessible; this investigation led to the result that, even if no

important conformational changes were detected in the domain, the entire protein,

in its dimeric form, could be affected by the binding of the nucleotide. Small-scale

changes at the level of the domain could reflect in fact large-scale movements in the

dimer. Moreover, this binding could also change the interaction between HydF and

the other two maturases. In this sense, the study of the interaction of the GTP with

the entire protein and with the other two proteins is required.

Another important step in the investigation is the comparison between data obtained

with a non-hydrolyzable GTP and the common GTP, in order to point out if the
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conformational changes are driven by the binding or the hydrolysis of the nucleotide.

With this working hypothesis in mind, the study has been extended to the entire

protein.
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Investigation on the entire protein

As previously described in Chapter 8, the results obtained on the isolated domain

led to the idea that a characterization on the entire protein is required in order to

unravel the role of the binding of the GTP in the maturation pathway of a working

H-cluster. The protein in solution is in a dimeric form, therefore spin labeling and

EPR investigations can be a precious tool to study both possible local conformational

changes in each monomer and large amplitude motions in the dimer.

During this work, the same EPR techniques presented in Chapter 2 have been used, in

order to investigate the local mobility of the nitroxide MTSSL at diagnostic positions

and to detect changes in the distances between residues in the intra- and inter-

monomers.

We provide the first hint that the HydF GTPase domain plays a role as a molecular

switch, as common to other small GTPases [110] [111]. The structure of these small

GTPases reveals the presence of two characteristic regions, named switch1 (sw1)

and switch2 (sw2), which rearrange upon binding/hydrolysis of GTP. Strikingly,

we recognized sw1 and sw2 regions in the HydF GTPase domain and showed that,

upon GTP binding, the protein undergoes conformational changes which are likely

instrumental in promoting HydF activity in the maturation process of hydrogenases

[112] [113].
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9.1 Materials and Methods

All chemicals were of the highest purity commercially available. Heterologous ex-

pression and purification of HydFTn proteins. The Thermotoga neapolitana

hydF gene was isolated from purified genomic DNA by PCR amplification and sub-

cloned in frame with a 6His-tag sequence at the N-terminus in a pET-15b vector (from

Novagen®). Site-directed mutagenesis of the hydF at selected sites was performed

with the QuickChange®II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (from Agilent Technolo-

gies), using as template pET-15b/hydFTn recombinant plasmid and the couples of

primers.

The sequence of each mutant hydF gene was confirmed by DNA sequencing (GATC

Biotech, Germany). Escherichia coli Rosetta (DE3) cells were transformed with the

obtained plasmids and positive clones selected by antibiotic resistance. The expres-

sion of the wild type and mutant 6His-tagged hydFTn proteins was induced by adding

1 mM isopropyl-β-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) in LB medium and incubating the

cells at 30°C overnight. Proteins were purified starting from 0.5 to 1 L cultures and

combining affinity chromatography and gel filtration. Briefly, cells were harvested

by centrifugation, resuspended in lysis buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8, 200 mM KCl,

and protease inhibitors 1 µg/mL pepstatin A, 1 µg/mL leupeptin, 1 µg/mL antipain,

1 mM PMSF) and lysed by French press. The supernatant fractions were isolated

from cell debris by centrifugation and the proteins purified to homogeneity by a nickel

affinity chromatography (HIS-Select®Nickel Affinity Gel, from Sigma-Aldrich) and

a gel filtration chromatography using a Superdex 200 GL 10 300 column (from GE

Healthcare), equilibrated in lysis buffer.

To estimate the molecular weight of the analyzed samples, the column was equili-

brated in lysis buffer and calibrated with the standards thyroglobulin (669 KDa),

ferritin (440 KDa), β-amylase (200 KDa), bovine serum albumin (67 KDa), carbonic

anhydrase (29 KDa) and cytochrome c (12 KDa). The eluted fractions containing

the hydF dimer were finally pooled together and concentrated by centrifugal filters

(Amicon Ultra Centrifugal Filter, 10000 NMWL, from Merk Millipore) to a volume

suitable for spectroscopic analysis (see below), giving rise to a final concentration

ranging from 400 µM to 800 µM, as determined spectroscopically using ε280nm=

26360 M-1cm-1. Purified proteins were analyzed by 12% SDS-PAGE.

Circular Dichroism measurements. CD measurements were performed with a
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Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter. Far-UV CD spectra were collected using cells of 0.1

cm path-length. Data were acquired at a scan speed of 20 nm/min and at least three

scans were averaged. Proteins were used at a concentration of 5 µM (0.2 mg/ml),

in a 0.5 mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing 4 mM KCl and 20 µM MgCl2.

Measurements in the presence of GTP were performed in the same samples analyzed

in the absence of the nucleotide, adding 1 µL of GTP to a final concentration of

250 µM in 400 µL of total volume. Experiments were performed at 25 °C using a

thermostated Jasco PTC-423 Peltier Cell Holder connected to a Jasco PTC-423S

Peltier Controller.

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC). ITC measurements were carried out

at 25 °C on a MicroCal OMEGA ultrasensitive titration calorimeter. The titrant

and sample solutions were made from the same stock buffer solution (25 mM Tris-

HCl pH 8.0, 200 mM KCl, and 1 mM MgCl2), and both solutions were thoroughly

degassed before each titration. The solution (75 µM wild type HydF protein) in the

cell was stirred at 200 rpm to ensure rapid mixing. Typically, 7 µL of titrant (500

mM either GTP or GTPγS) were delivered every 10 s with an adequate interval (4

min) between injections to allow complete equilibration. Titrations continued until

no further complex formation following addition of excess titrant, was detected. A

background titration, consisting of identical titrant solution and buffer solution in

the sample cell, was subtracted to account for heat of dilution. The data were

collected automatically and subsequently analyzed by the Windows-based Origin

software package supplied by MicroCal. A one-site binding model was used.

CW-EPR experiments. Samples for EPR experiments, labeled with either MTSSL

or 3-maleimido-proxyl (5-MSL), were obtained by adding to the purified protein (at

a concentration of about 150 muM) a fivefold molar excess of spin label dissolved

in DMSO and ethanol respectively, and incubating the protein at 4 °C overnight in

the dark. Excess of non-ligated spin label was removed from the protein by several

cycles of dilution with final buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 200 mM KCl and 1mM

MgCl2), and concentration by centrifugal filters. Twenty microliters of each sample,

with a protein concentration of about 600 µM (in 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 200 mM

KCl, and 1 mM MgCl2) were loaded into quartz capillaries with 0.6 mm ID and 0.84

mm OD. In GTP binding experiments, GTP 10 mM was added to the samples and

EPR measurements were performed immediately after the addition. EPR spectra

were collected at room temperature (298 K) on an Elexsys E580-X-band spectrome-
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ter (Bruker) using a Super High Sensitivity Probehead cavity. The field modulation

frequency was set at 100 kHz, with a field-modulation amplitude of 0.5 G and the

microwave power 6.4 mW. Time constant was set at 40.96 ns and conversion time at

81.92 ms; data collection was carried out acquiring 1024 points. The center of the

field was set to 351 mT and the sweep width to 10 mT.

Simulations of the CW-EPR spectra were using a program based on the stochastic

Liouville equation and adopting the MOMD model as standard for spin-labeled pro-

teins. The overall rotational correlation time of the HydF dimer was estimated using

the program by Zerbetto et al. [114]. Rotamers of the spin label in the different mu-

tated sites were evaluated starting from the X-ray structure by using the molecular

modeling software MMM2015 [107].

DEER experiments. Samples for DEER were concentrated and exchanged with

deuterated buffer. Deuterated glicerol (33% w/v) was also added to the samples

before freezing. The final protein concentration was about 200 µM for all the samples.

In the nucleotide binding experiments, 10 mM GTP and 1 mM MgCl2 were added

to the samples and loaded into quartz capillaries with 1.1 mm ID and 1.6 mm OD.

Q-band pulsed EPR was performed with the same EPR spectrometer equipped with

a Bruker EN 5107D2 resonator (microwave frequency = 33.86 GHz) and an Oxford

CF935 cryostat. The measurements were done at a temperature of 50 K. For DEER

experiments, a standard four pulse sequence was applied; the microwave power was

adjusted to obtain an observer sequence of 28/56/56 ns and a pump pulse of 56 ns.

The difference between the pump (nitroxide) and observer (nitroxide) frequency was

set to 80 MHz. A two-step phase cycle was applied for base-line correction while

deuterium nuclear modulations were suppressed using an 8 step τ cycle from a 180

ns starting value with 56 ns increment steps. Data on each sample were collected for

about 15 hours. Distance distributions were extracted from DEER traces by using

DeerAnalysis2013 [108].
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9.2 Results and Discussion

9.2.1 In silico analysis of the GTPase domain

By structural analysis, we found a similarity of the HydF folding with that of small

GTPases which are well established regulators of several cellular functions, such as

FeoB, MnmE, RbgA and TrmE. These GTPases alternate between GDP-bound and

GTP-bound forms, differing by the conformations of the so called switch 1 (sw1) and

switch 2 (sw2) regions, and of others, more protein dependent, structural elements

[112]-[115] (see Figure 9.1a, where FeoB is taken as an example in the two different

forms).

We recognized in the HydF GTPase domain regions corresponding to putative sw1

and sw2, shown in yellow and green respectively, together with the GTPases consen-

sus motifs, highlighted in orange in Figure 9.1a-b.

Moreover, as expected on the basis of previous experimental evidences that the

HydF GTPase activity is increased in the presence of K+ [91], the region of HydF

nucleotide-binding G1 motif (. . . GRRNVGKSSFMNALV. . . ) contains two asparagi-

ne residues, namely Asn19 and Asn27, which are highly conserved in the K+ ac-

tivated G-proteins [115], as indicated by a detail of the multiple sequence alignment

(MSA) reported in Figure 9.1c. In all the reported structures of the K+ activated

GTPases, the first conserved asparagine is a ligand to the potassium ion, which is

also coordinated by three oxygen atoms from the GTP nucleotide and two backbone

carbonyl groups from the sw1 region.

In order to coordinate K+, sw1 must adopt a particular structure in which its "K-

loop" lies directly over the nucleotide binding site. The GTP-bound sw1 conforma-

tion is a unique feature of the cation dependent GTPases. Moreover, in K+ GTPases

the second conserved asparagine residue forms hydrogen-bonds with the backbone

of sw1, and contributes in positioning it in the required conformation. Interestingly,

the putative sw1 of the HydF GTPase domain was not resolved in the X-ray struc-

ture of the apo-protein [80], likely due to the high flexibility of this loop which, in

the mentioned homologous proteins, undergoes large conformational rearrangement

upon GTP binding. Since the structure of HydF in the presence of either GTP or

GTP is not available, the hypothesis of a structural analogy of its sw1 with those

of other K+ activated GTPases guided our experimental design, aimed to detect
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possible rearrangements upon nucleotide binding.

AsnK%
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Figure%1%
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HydF --GRRNVGKSSFMNALVGQNVSIVS-- 
FeoB --GNPNCGKTTLFNALTNANQR-VG-- 
RbgA --GFPNVGKSALINRLLNRRVVDSA-- 
MnmE --GRPNAGKSSLLNALAGREAAIVT-- 
TrmE --GKPNAGKSSLLNALLGEERAIVT-- 
       *  * **::::* * . .          

b%

Figure 9.1: a: Structural features of the GTPase domain of HydF (left, PDB ID: 3QQ5)) and of
the G-domain of Streptococcus thermophilus FeoB in the apo form (middle, PDB ID: 3LX5) and
in the holo-form binding GDP-AlFx (right, PDB ID: 3LX8). The magnesium atom that binds at
the active site is shown as a green sphere, and the potassium atom as a violet sphere. The GDP-
AlFx ligand is not shown. GTP binding residues (orange), sw1 (yellow) sw2 (green), conserved Asn
(cyan) are highlighted. Note that in the structure of the GTPase domain of HydF sw1 is almost
completely unresolved and consequently not displayed. b: Aminoacid sequence of HydF GTPase
domain, with positions of G1-G4 (orange), sw1 (yellow) and sw2 (green) indicated. G5 (orange)
corresponds to the less conserved G domain motif, that usually participates in recognition of the
guanine base. Asparagine residues highly conserved in K+ activated small GTPases are marked in
cyan. Secondary structure elements are also indicated. c: Detail of the multiple sequence alignment
of HydF, FeoB, RbgA, MnmE and TrmE GTPase domains, generated by Clustal Omega algoritm.
An ∗ indicates positions which have a single, fully conserved residue, a : indicates conservation
between groups of strongly similar properties and a . indicates conservation between groups of
weakly similar properties. G1 motif and conserved asparagine residues are highlighted with black
and cyan bold characters, respectively.
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In Figure 9.2 the complete multiple sequence alignment of HydF, FeoB, RbgA, MnmE

and TrmE GTPase domain is reported.

	

FeoB ----------MTHALLIGNPNCGKTTLFNALTNANQR-VGNWPGVTVEKKTGEFLLGE-H
RbgA ------MQPRPVRAVVIGFPNVGKSALINRLLNRRVVDSARRPGVTRQLRWVRIS----D
HydF --MRLPDAGFRRYIVVAGRRNVGKSSFMNALVGQNVSIVSDYAGTTTDPVYKSMELHPIG
MnmE --------GM--KVVIAGRPNAGKSSLLNALAGREAAIVTDIAGTTRDVLREHIHIDGM-
TrmE SSGRLLREGI--RTVIVGKPNAGKSSLLNALLGEERAIVTEIEGTTRDTLEEELSLKDL-

:: *  * **::::* * . .        *.* :     : 

FeoB LIEITDLPGVYSLVANAEGISQDEQIAAQSVIDLEYDCIINVIDACHL------------
RbgA QLELLDAPGVLPSR-----LTD-----------QQAATKLAICDDIGEAAYNTQNMAAAL
HydF PVTLVDTPGLDDV-GELGRLRVEKAR----RVFYRADCGILVTDSA-PTPYE--------
MnmE PLHIIDTAGLREASDEVERIGIERAW----QEIEQADRVLFMVDGT-TDAV--------
TrmE NLRVIDTAGIRETEDPVERIGVERAR----RAAEEADLIIYVVDAS-RPLDS--------

: : *  *:         :              .    : : * 

FeoB ---ERHLYLTSQ-------LFELGKPVVVALNMMDIAEHRGISIDTEKLESLLGCSVIPI
RbgA VDLLQHLEVKNQILPGLLPKNPLHHRYQVSIDPNQLP-----------------------
HydF -------DDVVNL------FKEMEIPFVVVVNKIDVLGEKAEE-LKGLYESRYEAKVLLV
MnmE --------DPAEIWPEFIARLPAKLPITVVRNKADIT--GETL---GM-SEVNGHALIRL
TrmE --------SDEEI----LRFLPGKKALLL-LNKSDLRTIISEE---EM-KKRSGCPVLSI

:                :  :  :: 

FeoB QAHKNIGIPAL---------------------QQSLLHCSQKIKPLKLSLSVAAQQILND
RbgA -ILT--GEDYLLKLAAERYQGDAERA---------------------------ARQLLND
HydF SALQKKGFDDIGKTISEILPGDEEI-----------------------------------
MnmE SARTGEGVDVLRNHLKQSMGFDTNMEGGFLARRRHL--------QAL----EQAAEHLQQ
TrmE SARTEEGISMLSEKIREMF-F-----GGELRWNQELIICSERQRKLL----QNAGQALRE

*   : 

FeoB LENQLISKGYKNSFAYYFSRRLAEGDTLIGEKAFTESLLIKLQETEQNLDVLLADARYQK
RbgA FRKGLLG-----AIALELPPEVSPLTDSQSDSVTQSDLMTQPEQSDQD----QSDPA---
HydF ------------------------------------------------------------
MnmE GKAQLLG-----AWAGELL---------------AEELRLAQQNLSEITGEFTSDDLLGR
TrmE LCRSIEN-----GMPEDFY---------------TIDIMRAYEELGQILGERVSEDLIDE

FeoB IHEIVTLVQKK
RbgA -----------
HydF -----------
MnmE IFSSFCIGK—
TrmE IFSKFCMGK--

Figure S1. Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of HydF, FeoB, RbgA, MnmE and TrmE GTPase 
domain, generated by Clustal Omega algoritm (v1.2.3). An * indicates positions which have a 
single, fully conserved residue, a : indicates conservation between groups of strongly similar 
properties and a . indicates conservation between groups of weakly similar properties; dashes (-) 
indicates deletions. According to Clustal Omega, color code is: red, small, hydrophobic and 
aromatic residues (except for Y); blue, acidic residues; magenta, basic residues (except for H); 
green, residues with hydroxyl, sulfhydryl and amine groups, and G.

Figure 9.2: Multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of HydF, FeoB, RbgA, MnmE and TrmE GT-
Pase domain, generated by Clustal Omega algoritm (v1.2.3). For the definition of ∗, : and . see
Figure 9.1c; dashes (-) indicates deletions. According to Clustal Omega, color code is: red, small,
hydrophobic and aromatic residues (except for Y); blue, acidic residues; magenta, basic residues
(except for H); green, residues with hydroxyl, sulfhydryl and amine groups, and G.

As reported above, sw2 is another common protein region of the GTPases, which

usually undergoes structural modification upon nucleotide binding/hydrolysis. This

part is well resolved in the HydF X-ray structure and corresponds to a long loop

ending with an α-helix (Figure 9.1a). A similar sw2 motif was found in FeoB, as

clearly seen in the structural comparison. In K+ activated GTPases, the structure of
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sw2 and its rearrangement vary in a much more protein dependent way with respect

to sw1 [115]. Thus, it is difficult to foresee the conformational change of this protein

region. The same consideration holds for other protein segments, which may be

involved in the specific interaction of the considered GTPase with other proteins or

domains in relation to the protein function.

Although all the predicted cation-dependent GTPases from various superfamilies

(TEES, Obg-HflX, and YqeH-like) are involved in ribosome biogenesis, exceptions

are reported. For instance, FeoB is a membrane protein that imports Fe2+ [116] and

MnmE modifies tRNA [117]. Thus, HydF may represent an additional K+ activated

GTPase with a new, no-ribosome function.

The sequence homology of the HydF GTPase domain with those of proteins belong-

ing to the K+ activated GTPase family is a strong indication of its possible role

as a molecular switch. The suggested double function of HydF as scaffold and car-

rier of the 2Fe unit of the [FeFe]-hydrogenase (HydA) H-cluster precursor may be

facilitated by conformational changes of the protein during the cycle of interaction

with HydG, HydE and/or HydA. Shepard and coworkers previously showed that

the HydF-dependent GTP hydrolysis in vitro increases in the presence of HydE or

HydG [91], suggesting the existence of a HydF GTPase domain function/structure

relationship driving the interactions of this scaffold with the other two maturases.

More recently, Vallese et al. [103] showed, on the basis of surface plasmon resonance

experiments performed by injecting the nucleotide during the step of HydE and

HydG dissociation from HydF, that the binding of GTP increases the dissociation

rate. This could be related to the maturation mechanism by which the displacement

of an interaction partner from the scaffold occurs, allowing subsequent association

of a different protein. Thus, it seems likely that a conformational switch due to the

GTP binding to HydF is responsible for a fast release of the other two maturases.

9.2.2 CD measurements

In order to detect possible conformational changes induced by the binding of the

nucleotide, we first used CD spectroscopy. The addition of GTP induced a clear

change of the secondary structure, reflected in the CD spectrum. However, the

technique is not very sensitive to the rearrangement of unstructured regions, such as

loops or random portions of the protein. The spectral shape is very similar to the one

detected in the isolated GTPase domain, as the ratio between the different secondary

structure elements is conserved in the entire protein as well. In fact, CDNN analysis
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gave the same results obtained in the analysis on the isolated domain, that is a loss

in α-helix and a gain in β-sheet. Our results are shown in Figure 9.3.
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Figure 9.3: CD spectra of HydF in its wild type form before the addition of GTP (blue) and after
the addition (red).

9.2.3 CW-EPR experiments

To get insight into the specific regions undergoing the conformational changes sug-

gested by the CD results, we made use of SDSL combined with EPR spectroscopy.

This technique requires the introduction of a unique spin label that reports on lo-

calized regions of a protein [22]. All native cysteines must be eliminated in order

to obtain a protein carrying a single cysteine introduced in the position of interest.

This cysteine is then chemically modified with a sulfhydryl-specific EPR probe. To

this end, a recombinant HydF protein was expressed in E. coli in frame with a 6His-

tag at the N-terminus, as described in details in the Materials and Methods, and

purified by combining a NiNTA affinity and a gel filtration chromatography. Due

to the presence of cysteine residues in wild type HydF at site 91 (GTPase domain

I) and 302, 353 and 356 (FeS cluster binding domain III), we first substituted these

native cysteines with serines by means of site-specific mutagenesis, in order to obtain

a cysteine-less base mutant protein. Only in one case C356 was maintained and spin

labeled itself (see below). We have to note that the removal of the cysteines in the

domain III, where a [4Fe4S] cluster is bound to the holo-protein, precludes the cluster

assembly; however, since the GTPase domain is not directly affected by the absence
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of the Fe cluster, the analysis of the cysteine-less mutants is meaningful. Moreover,

the effect of the GTP binding in the CD spectrum of the cysteine-less mutant was

the same as that of the recombinant wild type protein (data not shown).

Mutants with spin labeled positions were selected based on the in silico analysis

described above; Figure 9.4 reports HydF crystallographic structure with all the

chosen residues highlighted. For more clarity, only one of the two monomers is

shown.

Figure 9.4: Cartoon representation of HydF monomer structure (PDB ID: 3QQ5). The GTP-
binding domain is coloured in white, the dimerization domain in light blue and the cluster-binding
domain in cyan. The P-loop is highlighted in orange, the terminal parts of sw 1 in yellow and sw 2
in green. The residues that have been mutated and labeled are indicated in the structure. Positions
S35, S38 and T44 are not highlighted, as they were not resolved in the crystallographic structure.

The positions were chosen in order to explore possible rearrangements of:

• the switch regions (sw1: S35C, S38C, T44C; sw2: V71C);

• the interface region between the GTPase domain and the catalytic domain

(R88C, A89C, D340C, L341C);

• the catalytic domain (C356);
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• the helix connecting the GTPase domain with the long loop leading to the

dimerization domain (T164C);

• the long loop (I175C);

• the dimerization domain (V261).

Figure 9.4 lacks for residues S35, S38 and T44, which belong to the unresolved loop

in the X-ray structure. All single mutants were labeled using the spin label MTSSL.

In some cases, 3-maleimido-proxyl (5-MSL), having a higher steric hindrance, was

also used.

The labeling yields, calculated by spin quantification of the EPR spectrum double

integrals and comparison with those of standard solutions of the free spin labels are

reported in Table 9.1.

Mutant Yield (%) Yield (%)
MTSSL 5-MSL

S35C 85 60
S38C 85 60
T44C 80 65
V71C 55 35
R88C 80 20
A89C 15
T164C 75 60
I175C 90 70
V261C 70
D340C 45
L341C 45
C356 55 35

Table 9.1: Labeling yields for the different mutants in HydF labeled with MTSSL and 5-MSL.
Mutation of all the other native cysteine residues is implied.

All the spin labeled mutants showed the change of the CD spectrum upon GTP bind-

ing, indicating that the introduction of the spin label was not altering the capability

of the protein to respond to the nucleotide-induced structural changes.

The lineshape of the EPR spectrum of a spin label reflects its mobility and is there-

fore sensitive to conformational changes. We recorded the EPR spectra of purified

HydF proteins individually spin-labeled with MTSSL at the 12 different positions

mentioned above, and looked for mobility changes upon GTP addition.
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Most of the changes detected in the EPR spectra of HydF are not as dramatic as

one would expect for a large protein reassembly and reshaping. The 12 positions

probed by our experiments, however, are indicative of structural changes taking

place at different extent depending on the protein region. The recorded spectra in

the absence and in the presence of the nucleotide are reported in Figure 9.5.

In the majority of the explored sites, the spin probe exhibited multiple motional

states, indicating that either the side chains of the probes may have different mo-

tional states or the protein backbone may assume different conformations. Notable

effects upon GTP binding were detected at position 38, belonging to sw1, 71, be-

longing the sw2, 88, corresponding to the terminal part of sw2 and to the interface

region of GTPase with the catalytic domain. In some cases, conformational changes

were better evidenced by using 3-maleimido-proxyl (5-MSL), as shown in Figure 9.6.

While 5-MSL is rigidly attached to the protein, providing information on the rota-

tion of whole structural elements of the labeled protein, MTSSL is bound by a more

flexible linkage and describes better the local environment of the target residue in

the protein structure. It can be seen that in the EPR spectrum of 5-MSL labeled

protein at position 38, two dynamic components are present while in the correspond-

ing MTSSL labeled protein three components are contributing to the spectrum. The

differences are even more pronounced if glycerol is added to the buffer solution (50%

v/v) to decrease the viscosity of the medium and increase the correlation time of

the motions. The changes induced by GTP binding lead to a redistribution of the

different components. Also in the case of sit 71 site 5-MSL is more affected by the

nucleotide binding compared to MTSSL.

Minor, but still detectable, mobility changes were detected at positions 35 and 44

(sw1), 340 (catalytic domain, region facing residue 88), 164 (α-helix of GTPase

domain close to the loop connecting the dimerization domain), 175 (belonging to the

long loop connecting the dimerization domain). Also for these positions, the effects

were dependent on different conditions such as spin label structure and/or addition

of glycerol (Figure 9.6).

Finally, very little or no effects were detected at position 341 (catalytic domain,

region facing residue 88), 356 (catalytic domain, position corresponding to [4Fe4S]

cluster binding in the functional protein), 261 (dimerization domain).
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Figure 9.5: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature of the 12 investigated mutants of HydF labeled
with MTSSL, taken before (blue) and immediately after (red) addition of GTP. For each mutant,
an enlargement of the low-field region is shown.
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Figure 9.6: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature of some mutants of HydF labeled with either
MTSSL (in the presence of 50% v/v glycerol) or 5-MTS (in the presence or in the absence of 50%
v/v glycerol), taken before (blue) and immediately after (red) addition of GTP. For each mutant,
an enlargement of the low-field region is shown.
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Looking at the sw1 structural analogies common to all the known K+ dependent

GTPases, it seems likely that in HydF, after GTP addition, residue 38 could become

very close to the K+ binding region, starting from an extended loop far from this

site. This would be consistent with the observed reduced mobility of the backbone, as

revealed by the 5-MSL spin label. The MTSSL spin probe at the same positions has a

more complicated behaviour, described by three components. The most immobilized

component undergoes a reduction in intensity as well as the most mobile, while the

intermediate regime component gains intensity. This suggests that MTSSL, having

higher flexibility compared to the 5-MSL, may adopt different local conformations.

Since both spin probes reveal a redistribution of the components of the EPR spectrum

upon GTP binding, a significant structural change leading to many local effects is

clearly taking place. Residue 35 and 44, which are very close to 38, undergo similar

changes in terms of redistribution of components, although less pronounced. A clear

structural rearrangement is detected at position 71, in the putative sw2 region, which,

according to the X-ray structure, adopts a loop conformation in the apo-form of the

protein. The EPR results indicate an immobilization of this residue upon GTP

binding. Taken together, all the effects relative to residues 35, 44, 38 and 71 strongly

corroborate the hypothesis of a molecular switch role for the GTPase domain of

HydF.

As observed for other GTPases, the conformational changes may extend to additional

portions of the molecular structure, more protein dependent, which could be rele-

vant for specific protein-protein interactions and/or protein-ligand assembly ([115]

and refs therein). Since HydF interacts with HydE/HydG and is believed to act as

a scaffold for the assembly and delivery of the 2Fe unit of the H-cluster, it is well

possible that the GTP binding either produces some effects in regions of the protein

involved in the interaction with the other maturation proteins or introduces modi-

fication in the catalytic domain of HydF, where the cluster precursor is bound and

processed. On this respect, the extended change on spin mobility measured by EPR

at the position 88 is very interesting, since this residue is located at the interface

between the GTPase and the catalytic domain. The increase of mobility detected

at this site after GTP addition may be related to a larger separation of the two do-

mains induced by the nucleotide binding. A confirmation of this interfacial change

is also proven by the effect experienced by the spin probe at site 340 belonging to

the catalytic domain and facing residue 88. The effect at site 88 was not observed in

our previous work on truncated GTPase domain [104], because the spin probe was
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completely exposed to the solvent due to the absence of domain III.

The structure and length of the sw2 region is more heterogeneous in the GTPases

compared to those of sw1. The conformational change in sw2 upon nucleotide bind-

ing differs among distinct GTPases, ranging from small rearrangements such as in

Ras [118], to a major reorientation of helix a2 as in EF-Tu [119]. Interestingly, in

NFeoBLp, sw2 includes a long loop region (10-14 residues) and a helix (a2). The

unique location of a2 between the nucleotide-binding site and the GDI domain of

NFeoBLp suggested for this helix a function as a relay element acting as a signal

induced by nucleotide binding to be transmitted to the GDI and transmembrane

domains [120]. In this way, nucleotide binding to the G domain in FeoB regulates

ferrous iron uptake across the membrane. The 3D structure of HydF indicates that

sw2 contains a long loop constituted by 14 residues followed also by a helix (a2).

R88 is located at the base of a2, facing domain III. Thus, an effect similar to that

observed in FeoB proteins could take place in HydF with the conformational change

of sw2 upon nucleotide binding transmitted to the catalytic domain via a2, as sug-

gested by the change on mobility experienced by the spin probe at site 340. In this

respect, it is worth noting that the EPR spectrum of HydF [4Fe4S] cluster was found

to be sensitive to GTP [91]. We did not observe changes in the spin label mobility

at position 356 where a Cys ligand of the [4Fe4S] cluster is present in the wild type

protein, however the lack of the cluster in the recombinant protein may alter the

response of the spin label at this site due to the absence of structural constrains

imposed by the cluster itself in the holo-protein.

HydF is characterized by a dimerization domain, which is directly connected to the

GTPase domain through a long loop (see Figure 9.4). Similar long loops connecting

different domains and undergoing structural rearrangements upon nucleotide binding

are found, for instance, in the K+ depended GTPase MnmE and TrmE [121] [122].

To explore the response of the loop to the GTP binding in HydF, we considered the

spin label at position 175. Interestingly, we found that the spin label bound at this

site, although far away from the GTP binding site, undergoes a detectable change

in the mobility, upon nucleotide binding.

Rotamers prediction

For each position investigated by means of CW-EPR, rotamers calculation has been

carried out by using MMM2015 [107], both for spin labeling with MTSSL and 5-

MSL. It is worth pointing out that this prediction was not possible on residues S35,
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S38 and T44, as they belong to the unresolved loop.

The obtained calculations are qualitatively in good agreement with the results re-

ported for CW-EPR spectra in terms of mobility. For example, at position A89,

which is buried in the protein structure, only one rotamer is predicted, denoting a

great constraint; this information well matches with the evidence of a powder-like

EPR lineshape. In the other cases, different populations of rotamers are detectable,

and this is in good agreement with the experimental evidence that in almost all the

investigated mutants more than one conformation was present. Moreover, predic-

tions performed at the same position with the two different spin labels made clear

that, due to its steric hindrance, 5-MSL shows less rotamers.

The calculated rotamers are reported in Figure 9.7, as regard to MTSSL, and Fig-

ure 9.8 concerning 5-MSL labeling.

C88 

C340 C341 

C71 

C356 

C164 C175 C261 

C89 

Figure 9.7: Representation of the rotamers as predicted by MMM2015 for the different positions
labeled with MTSSL. In each panel, an enlargement of the portion of interest of HydF is depicted.
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C71 

C356 

C88 

C175 

C174 

Figure 9.8: Representation of the rotamers as predicted by MMM2015 for the different positions
labeled with 5-MSL. In each panel, an enlargement of the portion of interest of HydF is depicted.

Conformational analysis

As reported previously, most of the sites investigated by SDSL EPR reveal the pres-

ence of more than one conformation, both in the apo- and in the GTP-bound state.

We never observed a complete conversion of the EPR spectrum from one form to

another, even in large excess of GTP. For instance, in the case of R88C, the change

in the lineshape of the EPR spectrum induced by GTP can be assigned to a 30%

population shift between the two components needed for the simulation of the spec-

tra.

The simulation of EPR spectra can provide information on the protein backbone

dynamics at the different sites, and also a multicomponent analysis can determine

the relative amounts of the different components in a spectrum. We performed an

analysis of the EPR spectra of the MTSSL label at position 88 since it proved to

be the most sensitive to GTP addition. First we analyzed the different components

of the R88C-MTSSL spectrum to determine the extent of the changes induced by

GTP. Since the experimental spectra clearly showed that only two components were

present and that the addition of GTP likely shifted only the relative abundance, but
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not the lineshape, we were able to separate them by a properly weighed subtraction

of the spectra with and without GTP: in Figure 9.9 in the center, we report the sim-

ulations of the individual components, while the parameters used for the simulation

are reported in Table 9.2.

Figure 9.9: Top: spectrum and simulation of R88C-MTSSL. Center : simulations of the individual
components. Bottom: spectrum and simulation of R88C-MTSSL with GTP. The dashed lines help
highlight the main features of the two components.

gxx gyy gzz Axx Ayy Azz D τ ΩD S

(G) (G) (G) (MHz) (ns) (°)

Narrow 2.0088 2.0070 2.0030 8.0 5.4 35.0 31 5 0/37/0 0.60

Broad 2.0088 2.0070 2.0030 7.9 5.4 36.2 11 15 0/0/0 0.60

Table 9.2: Parameters obtained from the fitting of the individual components of R88C.

The two spectral shapes were simulated using a program based on the stochastic

Liouville equation and adopting the MOMD model as standard for spin-labeled pro-

teins. The starting values for the principal components of the g and 14N hyperfine

(A) tensors of the TOAC label were obtained from fitting of the frozen solution spec-

tra. The values of the magnetic (g and A) and diffusion (D) tensors, their relative

orientation (ΩD), and the order parameter (S), were then refined by simplex fitting.

The two simulated lineshapes were then normalized to the same number of spins and
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used to obtain the simulation of the original experimental spectra as shown in figure

S4 in the bottom part. The spectrum of the apo-protein is simulated by almost equal

amount of the two components (55% broad; 45% narrow), while the spectrum in the

presence of GTP has a predominance of the narrow component (30% broad / 70%

narrow). Given that the simulations are not perfect, an uncertainty of ±5% in the

relative amounts of the two components can be estimated. Overall, the simulations

suggest that the addition of GTP affects roughly a fourth of the protein at position

88.

As regards the analysis of the backbone dynamics, the diffusion tensors of the two

components are both isotropic, the narrow component has a sightly faster diffusion

(lower rotational correlation time) than the broad one, and the marked change in

spectral width can be ascribed to the tumbling around different axes. The diffusion

parameters suggest that no marked change in the backbone dynamics takes place

upon GTP addition. We also estimated the overall rotational correlation time of

the HydF dimer; the diffusion tensor is axial with slightly faster rotation around the

"helical" axis of the dimer: D‖ = 3.65 MHz and D⊥ = 2.05 MHz, this corresponds to

a τHydF = 1/6(D‖ D⊥)1/2 = 61 ns. This value is higher than those obtained from the

simulations, indicating that the overall tumbling of the protein should not strongly

affect the lineshape of the EPR spectra.

The conclusion drawn by EPR spectra simulations at position 88, indicating that

the addition of GTP affects about the 25% of the protein, is good in agreement with

the results we obtained from Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC), a technique

that enables to determine the complete thermodynamic profile (stoichiometry and

binding constant) for an interaction ligand-protein. Our experiments show that only

60% of the WT recombinant HydF isolated from E. coli is able to bind GTP. The

titration is reported in Figure 9.10, while the parameters used to interpolate the

curve, including changes in enthalpy (∆H), dissociation constant (KD) and binding

stoichiometry (n) are shown in Table 9.3.

Sample Titrant n ∆H KD
(cal mol-1) µM

HydF GTPγS 0.594 -2873 ± 28.36 0,96 ± 0,09

Table 9.3: Parameters used to fit the experimental ITC curve for GTPγS binding to HydF wild
type.

There are different possible explanations for this experimental evidence: either a per-
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Figure 9.10: ITC measurements of GTPγS binding to wild type HydF at 25°C. Experimental data
(circles) are interpolated by the curve (red) calculated with the parameters reported in Table 9.3.

centage of protein is in a misfolded conformation, therefore only a certain amount

of protein is sensitive to the nucleotide binding; or HydF is always present in a

equilibrium of different conformations and the GTP binding just shifts the equilib-

rium among different forms. The presence in vivo of some unknown effectors, might

restrict the conformational space of the protein generating a limited number of con-

formations compared to the in vitro conditions adopted in this work [123]. On this

respect, it is interesting to note that in cell-free experiments an addition of cellular

extract is always necessary to allow the [FeFe]-hydrogenase maturation process to

take place. Although it is difficult at this stage to discriminate between the two

possibilities, the main result remains, showing that the GTPase domain of HydF

may undergo conformational changes upon GTP binding. The presence of a correct

cluster assembly and/or the interaction with other unknown effectors/maturases may

well enhance the differences between energies of the conformations we have detected

shifting the equilibrium between different forms, which are however intrinsically de-

termined by the nucleotide binding. EPR experiments will be performed in the next

future by using unnatural aminoacids carrying a spin label to avoid the substitution

of native cysteine residues and allow refolding of the protein in the presence of the

[4Fe4S] cluster in the catalytic domain, with the aim of studying the influence of the

cluster presence on the conformational equilibrium shift induced by GTP.
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Effect of different nucleotides

Proteins acting as GTPase switches show conformational changes induced by a cycle

of GTP hydrolysis, with different mechanisms. Changes in protein forms can be

promoted either by GDP binding or by GTP binding/hydrolysis. Thus, it was of

primary importance to investigate the effects of the different nucleotides.

To better characterize the role played by the nucleotides in determining the confor-

mation of HydF, the effects of GDP, GDP-AlFx (a transition-state analogue) and

GTPγS (a non-hydrolysable GTP analogue) were also explored. The results are

shown in Figure 9.11 for the MTSSL spin labeled R88C mutant, which was the one

showing the clearest mobility change upon GTP binding.

GDP

GTP

GTPγS

GDP-AlF
x

1"mT"

Figure"6"Figure 9.11: Room temperature CW-EPR spectra of the labeled mutant R88C in the absence
of nucleotides (blue) and in the presence of non-hydrolysable GTP analogue (brown), GTP (red),
GDP (magenta) and GDP-AlFx (violet), a transition-state analogue.

The addition of GDP and GDP-AlFx to the protein did not produce any observable

effect in the EPR spectra, while GTPγS induced the same effect as GTP, strength-

ening the hypothesis that the trigger of the conformational change is given by the

binding of the nucleotide rather than by its hydrolysis. Thus, as common for many

other GTPases, the conformation of HydF in the presence of GDP is the same as that
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of the apo-protein. From the time evolution of the EPR spectra, as shown in Fig-

ure 9.12, after the addition of GTP we found that the return to the apo-conformation

is very slow compared to the kinetic of hydrolysis of GTP. Indeed, while the hydrol-

ysis of the nucleotide occurs in minutes [83] [103], detection of the EPR spectrum

at different delay times after the GTP addition showed that only after hours the

spectrum returned to the lineshape preceding the nucleotide addition.
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Figure 9.12: Time resolved CW-EPR at room temperature to follow the kinetics of the confor-
mational changes after the binding of GTP in mutant R88C.

The kinetics of the process is depicted in Figure 9.13.

This inertia could be due to the absence of some cellular effector in our in vitro

experiments compared to the in vivo conditions, as observed for a number of GTPases

needing effectors to perform the GTP/GDP cycle, but could even be functional to

generate a rest time for the switch, allowing other steps on the maturation process

to take place. This would fit with the previously proposed stepwise model of the

H-cluster assembly on the HydF scaffold [83] [84].
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Figure 7 

Figure 9.13: Curves of the relaxation to the initial state following addition of GTP (t = 0 h),
detected as change of the EPR signal of spin label at site 88, at the field positions indicated by
arrows in the inset. The dots represent respectively the percentage of recovery of the broader
spectral component (grey dots) and of decay of the narrower spectral component (black). The
kinetics were normalized relative to the spectrum at t = 0 h and that in the absence of GTP. In
the inset, the zoom of the EPR spectra (red t=0 h; blue t=5.5 h) with the positions used to obtain
the kinetics shown by arrows.

Effect of K+

The GTPase domain of HydF contains the conserved residues of K+ activated GT-

Pase. Accordingly, it was previously reported that potassium largely increases the

hydrolysis rate [91]. Thus, we performed the EPR experiments on R88C also in a

buffer solution without K+. Our measurements show that the absence of K+ does

not preclude the conformational change induced by GTP binding, however its pres-

ence favours the switch of the structure. According to the known structures of the

K+ activated GTPases, the cation contributes to the coordination of the sw1 upon

nucleotide binding, thus the observed effect in HydF is in agreement with the re-

arrangement of sw1 and with the contribution to the stabilization of the switched

conformation. Our experiments on the effect of potassium are reported in Figure 9.14.
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 HydF R88C no KCl
 HydF R88C no KCl GTP

 HydF R88C no KCl
 HydF R88C +50 mM KCl / +GTP
 HydF R88C +GTP / +50 mM KCl

 

 

 

 
 

1 mT 

Figure 9.14: Top: CW-EPR spectra at room temperature of the mutant R88C in the absence
(blue) and in the presence (red) of GTP, when potassium is not added to the buffer. Bottom:
Comparison between CW-EPR spectra or R88C in the absence of potassium (blue) and when 50
mM potassium is added to the buffer before (brown) or after (orange) the addition of GTP.

9.2.4 Q-band DEER experiments

Since HydF adopts a dimeric structure [80], with the aim to map possible large

conformational changes induced by the GTP binding at the level of this dimeric

structure, we also performed Pulse Electron DOuble Resonance (PELDOR, also

known as DEER) experiments [16]. It is well known that this pulse EPR technique,

based on the measure of dipole-dipole interaction between unpaired electron spins,

has become the most widely used method for measuring distances between electron

spins in (bio)macromolecules. The V261C HydF mutant was chosen to perform intra-

dimer distance measurements because, based on the X-ray structure, the expected

distance between spin labels belonging to the two moieties composing the dimer is

3.5 nm, which is in the suitable range of reliable distances measured by PELDOR.

Moreover, according to the X-ray structure, residue 261 is located in a portion of
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the dimerization domain which does not interfere with the formation of the β-sheet

forming the dimeric structure of HydF, thus representing a good choice to detect

conformational changes induced by GTP at the level of the dimer structure.

The spectra of samples frozen in the absence and immediately after the addition of

GTP are reported in Figure 9.15, together with the data analysis.

The very good signal to noise ratio allowed us to obtain a reliable measure of the

effects. Tikhonov-derived distance distributions provided main values which corre-

spond, roughly, to those expected on the basis of the X-ray structure of the apo-HydF

protein (3.5 nm), confirming the dimer structure of the protein in solution. When

GTP was added, some differences were detected. The distance distribution showed

that about 25% of the shortest distance (at 2.8 nm) is converted into the longer (3.0

nm) in the presence of GTP. This is a clear indication of a rearrangement occur-

ring in a protein region far from the nucleotide binding site. It does not correspond

to a dramatic reassembly of the dimer, however the protein region around V216

clearly "feels" the switch triggered by the GTPase domain. We also performed the

PELDOR experiments in a double spin labeled mutant (V261C-T164C) having an

expected intra-monomer distance of 4.5 nm and estimated inter-monomer distances

(261-164 and 164-164) 6.2 and 7.0 nm, respectively. The spectra, reported in Fig-

ure 9.15, show also in this case emerging differences when GTP was added. Although

quantitative analysis of multispin systems (four spins in this double labeled mutant)

is quite complicated [124], it seems clear that such differences are present not only

in the region corresponding to the 261-261 distance, as for the single labeled mutant

V261C, but also at the dipolar frequencies corresponding to the inter- and intra-

monomer distances. Validation of the distance analysis performed with DeerAnaly-

sis2015 is reported in Figure 9.16.
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Figure 8 Figure 9.15: a: Cartoon representation of HydF dimer structure with the indication of the distance
between the residues V261 (left) and between residues V261 (blue) and T164 (black) (right). b:
PELDOR data of mutant V261C (left) and V26C-T164C (right), in the absence (blue) and in
the presence (red) of GTP before (upper panels) and after (middle panels) background correction,
Tikhonov-derived distance distributions in the absence (blue) and in the presence (red) of the
nucleotide, are shown in the bottom panels.
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noGTP 

GTP 

V261C T164C-V261C 

Figure 9.16: Validations of the distance distributions performed with DeerAnalysis2015 for the
investigated mutants in the absence (top) and in the presence (bottom) of GTP. The black lines
represent the distribution with the best r.m.s.d. after the validation procedure, while grey bars
indicate the full variation of the probability for each distance over all trials. The other lines represent
the mean value of the probability minus (blue) or plus (red) two times the standard deviation.

9.3 Conclusions

In the present work we recognized for the first time the analogies of HydF with the

K+ dependent GTPases, in terms of sw1 and sw2 regions and conserved Asn, and

established that the GTPase domain is a switch undergoing significant structural

modifications upon GTP binding, as in other members of the same family. Thus,

HydF represents a K+ activated GTPase with a new function.

The effects monitored at different protein sites, by using SDSL-EPR techniques,

showed that the structural changes upon GTP binding are diffuse, and indicate that

not only the GTPase domain but the whole protein undergoes conformational rear-
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rangements. This is in agreement with previous data suggesting that the GTP alters

the EPR signal of the reduced [4Fe4S] cluster of HydF, and facilitates the dissociation

of HydE and HydG from HydF. The interaction areas between the two maturation

proteins and HydF are not known, however they likely involve extended protein re-

gions not only sw1 and 2. Thus, the diffuse conformational changes detected in

HydF upon GTP binding may well be functional to a variation of interaction with

the other maturases. Experiments to measure these effects in the HydF-HydG and

HydF-HydE spin labeled complexes will help to confirm this hypothesis.

As a final remark it is worth noting that a GTP-dependent step in the matura-

tion process is found also in [NiFe]-hydrogenases. The maturase HypB is a metal-

binding GTPase involved in this step, which is essential for hydrogenase matura-

tion/activation. Size exclusion chromatography and cross-linking studies demon-

strated that the binding of GTP triggers the dimerization of HypB. The HypB

GTP-dependent dimerization facilitates nickel delivery to hydrogenase by loading

nickel to the metal-binding site at the dimeric interface. Thus, a GTPase-dependent

molecular switch may be a common strategy adopted by the different hydrogenases

in the assembly of their complex metal active sites.
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List of abbreviations

ADP Adenosine diphosphate

ALP Autophagy-Lisosomal Pathway

ATP Adenosine triphosphate

CD Circular Dichroism

CSA Cross Section Area

CW-EPR Continuous-Wave Electron Paramagnetic Resonance

DEER Double Electron Electron Resonance

DMSO Dimethyl sulfoxide

DPPH 2,2-diphenyl-1-picrylhydrazyl

DTNB 5,5’-dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoicacid)

DTT Dithiothreitol

EDL Extensor Digitorum Longus

EDTA Ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid

EGTA Ethylene glycol-bis(2-aminoethylether)-N,N,N’,N’-tetra-acetic acid
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ELC Essential Light Chain

EPR Electron Paramagnetic Resonance

GDP Guanosine diphosphate

GSK3β Glycogen Synthase Kinase 3 beta

GTP Guanosine triphosphate

HPLC High Performance Liquid Cromatography

IASL Iodoacetamide Spin Label

IGF-1 Insuline-like Growth Factor

IHM Interactive Heads Motif

IPTG Isopropyl-β-thiogalactopyranoside

ITC Isothermal Titration Calorimetry

LB Luria-Bertani

MMM Multiscale Modelling of Macromolecular systems

MOPS 3-(N-Morpholino)propane-sulfonic acid

mTOR Mammalian arget of rapamycin

MTSSL (1-oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethylpyrroline-3-methyl) methanethiosul-

fonate spin label

MSA Multi Sequence Alignment

NMR Nuclear Magnetic Resonance

NiEDDA Nichel-2,2’-(Ethane-1,2-diyldiimino)diacetic acid

PELDOR Pulsed Electron Double Resonance

RB Rigor Buffer

RLC Regulatory Light Chain

SDSL Site-Directed Spin Labeling
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SDS-PAGE Sodium Dodecyl Sulphate - PolyAcrylamide Gel Electrophoresis

SRX Super Relaxed Sate

UPS Ubiquitin-Proteasomal System
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Abstract [FeFe]-hydrogenases catalyze the reversible interconversion of protons

to molecular hydrogen (H2) at an active site called H-cluster. The maturation

pathway of these enzymes is a complex process involving three proteins, HydE,

HydF and HydG. The maturase protein HydF has been suggested to interact with

HydE and HydG and to be the transferase that shuttles the complete H-cluster to the

hydrogenase; however, the exact molecular mechanism driving this translocation

remains unclear. HydF is constituted by three different domains: a N-terminal GTP-

binding domain, a dimerization domain and a C-terminal [4Fe4S] cluster-binding

domain. To investigate possible conformational changes induced by the GTP

binding in the N-terminal domain, we have expressed, in Escherichia coli, a re-

combinant HydF protein from Thermotoga neapolitana including the GTP-binding

domain only. Site-directed mutants were designed in which the native residues were

substituted by cysteines and subsequently spin labeled with the nitroxide MTSSL.

CW-EPR was used to study the local mobility of the nitroxides at each site, and

double spin-labeled mutants have been investigated by PELDOR spectroscopy. We

found that the binding of the nucleotide does not induce large conformational

effects within the isolated GTP domain, at least at the level of the elements in-

vestigated in this work. However, small changes in the distance between spin labels

were observed which might reflect diffuse structural rearrangements. We suggest
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that the variations following the GTP binding could affect the dimer form adopted

by the whole HydF protein in solution and, as a consequence, the interactions with

the other maturases.

1 Introduction

[FeFe]-hydrogenases are metalloenzymes, found both in bacteria and eukaryotes

[1], that catalyze the reversible interconversion of protons to molecular hydrogen

(H2) at a very complex active site, referred to as the H-cluster. The structure of this

6Fe-cluster has been determined by X-ray crystallographic analysis [2, 3] and

comprises a [4Fe4S] subcluster, produced by canonical FeS cluster biosynthesis

proteins, linked via a cysteine bridge to a 2Fe unit with two terminal CN- ligands,

two terminal CO ligands, and azadithiolate and CO bridges. Extensive research is

devoted to define the catalytic mechanism of the [FeFe]-hydrogenases (see [4] for a

recent review); however, it still remains unclear how the H-cluster is formed within

the cell and only a partial knowledge of the machinery driving its assembly in vivo

is available (see [4–6] for comprehensive reviews on this topic). This pathway

involves three proteins, i.e., HydE, HydF and HydG, which have been originally

discovered in the unicellular green alga Chlamydomonas reinhardtii [7] and then

found in all microorganisms containing a [FeFe]-hydrogenase. HydE and HydG are

both radical S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) enzymes [7, 8], and HydF is a GTPase

containing an FeS cluster-binding motif [7, 9]. Different models have been proposed

to describe the maturation pathway involving these proteins. Several in vitro and/or

cell-free experiments using purified recombinant proteins led to a two-step model

(reviewed in [5, 6]), in which (a) HydE and HydG drive the chemical modifications

of a H-cluster precursor working on HydF as a scaffold protein, (b) HydF transfers

this cluster to the hydrogenase (HydA), completing the maturation process [10–12].

This model has been further supported by independent in vitro experiments showing

that a H-cluster synthetic mimic can be loaded on a recombinant HydF protein and

then transferred to an apo-hydrogenase, confirming the key role of this scaffold

protein [13, 14]. On the other hand, Kuchenreuther and co-workers [15] have

recently proposed that the iron, carbon monoxide, and cyanide components of the

2Fe unit in the active H-cluster of HydA, originate all from the chemistry which

takes place in one of the two [4Fe4S] centers of the HydG protein, with a diiron

subsite forming from two HydG synthons. The transfer of these components to the

apo-hydrogenase HydA (which contains the [4Fe4S] cluster of the H-cluster but not

the [2Fe] subsite) would lead to the functional protein, as proved by 57Fe-labeling

experiments showing that Fe in the [2Fe] subcluster is in fact provided by HydG

[15]. However, how the two complex units would assemble together with a

dithiolate bridge to form the [2Fe] subcluster remains to be clarified. Moreover, a

recent study on cell-free conditions has shown that a synthetic diiron subsite [16]

can be captured from solution by apo-HydA to give an active [FeFe]-hydrogenase

without participation of HydE or HydF. Nevertheless, these two proteins have a role

in the maturation process both in vitro [17] and in vivo, since C. reinhardtii
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recombinant mutant strains lacking single or combinations of maturases are

completely unable to express an active [FeFe]-hydrogenase [7].

A key point, which must be addressed to complete the knowledge of the [FeFe]-

hydrogenases’ activation, is related to the molecular mechanism allowing an

accurate delivery of the H-cluster precursor to the apoprotein. As assessed above,

HydF has been suggested to be the transferase that shuttles the complete [2Fe]

subcluster to the hydrogenase, but the exact molecular mechanism driving this

translocation is still under investigation.

The X-ray structure of the apo-HydF from T. neapolitana has been solved (PDB

ID: 3QQ5) [18], showing the presence of three different domains: a N-terminal

GTP-binding domain (I), a dimerization domain (II) and a C-terminal metal cluster-

binding domain (III). In a previous work, we explored the [4Fe4S] cluster

coordination sphere of HydF from Clostridium acetobutylicum and T. neapolitana

by means of continuous-wave Electron Paramagnetic Resonance (CW-EPR) and

Hyperfine Sublevel Correlation (HYSCORE) spectroscopies [19]. Our results

showed that, despite the presence of the highly conserved FeS cluster CxHx46–53

HCxxC putative coordination motif, alternative metal ligation of the FeS cluster

exists in the HydF proteins from the two microorganisms, and that the non-cysteinyl

ligand is easily exchangeable. This led us to suggest a possible role for the unusually

coordinated Fe in the catalytic process of HydF. On the other side, the HydF

GTPase activity, which has been shown to be essential for the H-cluster biosynthesis

[7], has been fully characterized in vitro with recombinant proteins from different

microorganisms [9, 20, 21], but its exact contribution to the [FeFe]-hydrogenase

maturation and activation is still elusive, and the role of GTP binding/hydrolysis

remains uncertain. Since both HydE and HydG have been shown to increase by

50 % the rate of GTP hydrolysis of a recombinant HydF protein from C.

acetobutylicum [20], it has been proposed that GTP binding and hydrolysis are

associated with interactions of HydF with the other accessory proteins, rather than

with hydrogenase. Interestingly, we found that the binding of GTP (either as such or

as non-hydrolyzable analog) induces the dissociation of HydE and HydG from

HydF [21]. Furthermore, the 3D structure of the apo-HydF protein showed that the

GTPase domain includes a flexible loop region, which could in principle become

ordered upon GTP binding [18]. This could in turn facilitate structural rearrange-

ments driving the interactions of HydF scaffold with the two other maturation

proteins. It has also been reported that the presence of GTP significantly affects the

EPR spectral properties of the HydF [4Fe4S] cluster [20], suggesting a commu-

nication between the GTP- and the iron–sulfur cluster-binding domains, where the

H-cluster precursor is probably finally assembled. This latter possibility would be

analogous to the case of the GTPase MnmE [22] or to the case of the nitrogenase Fe

protein [23–25].

Prompted by these experimental evidences, to investigate possible intrinsic

conformational changes induced by the nucleotide binding at the interface of the

GTPase domain with either the [4Fe4S] cluster-binding or the dimerization

domains, we have expressed in E. coli a recombinant HydF protein from T.

neapolitana including only the GTP-binding domain. Five single site-directed

mutants have been designed in which the native amino acids were substituted by
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cysteine residues and subsequently spin labeled with the nitroxide MTSSL. CW-

EPR was used to study the local mobility of the nitroxides at each site, to determine

the spin-labeling efficiency and choose the suitable positions for labeling of double

mutants to be investigated by pulse electron–electron double resonance (PELDOR)

spectroscopy. This spectroscopic method is known to be very useful for monitoring

distances and distance distributions between couples of spin labels, in the

nanometric scale [26–30].

2 Experimental

All chemicals were of the highest purity commercially available.

2.1 Cloning of HydFT.n. GTPase Domain

The sequence coding for the GTPase N-terminal domain (domain I, residues 1–185)

of the HydF protein from T. neapolitana (HydFT.n.I) was PCR amplified using as

template a vector containing the hydFT.n. gene, previously obtained in our laboratory

[18], and the following primers:

HydFT.n.I for, 50-CATATGAGACTGCCGGACGCCGGT-30 and

HydFT.n.I rev, 50-CTCGAGTTAAATCTCTTCATC-30.

These primers were designed to contain unique restriction sites allowing the

directional subcloning of the amplified sequence in frame with a 6His-tag sequence

at the 50 terminus in a pET-28b vector (from Novagen�) suitable for T7-driven

expression in E. coli. The sequence and reading frame were confirmed by DNA

sequencing (BMR Genomics, University of Padova). The pET-28b/hydFT.n.I plasmid

was used as template to introduce different mutations in the wild-type hydF coding

sequence (see below).

2.2 Heterologous Expression and Purification of HydFT.n. GTPase Domain

E. coli Rosetta (DE3) cells were transformed with the pET-28b/hydFT.n.I plasmid,

and positive clones were selected by antibiotic resistance. Transformed cells were

grown overnight in selective LB medium and then subcultured the following day in

fresh medium. The expression of the 6His-tagged HydFT.n.I proteins, either wild

type or mutant, was induced by adding 1 mM isopropyl-b-thiogalactopyranoside

(IPTG) in LB medium and incubating the cells at 30 �C overnight. The proteins

were purified starting from 1 L cultures. In brief, cells were harvested by

centrifugation, resuspended in lysis buffer (25 mM Tris–HCl pH 8, 200 mM KCl,

and protease inhibitors 1 lg/ml pepstatin A, 1 lg/ml leupeptin, 1 lg/ml antipain,

1 mM PMSF) and lysed by French press. The supernatant fractions were isolated

from cell debris by centrifugation and the proteins purified to homogeneity by

combining a nickel affinity chromatography (HIS-Select� Nickel Affinity Gel, from

Sigma-Aldrich) and a gel filtration chromatography using a Superose 12 10/300 GL

column (from GE Healthcare, Italy), equilibrated in lysis buffer. Each run was
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performed by injecting the appropriate sample volume at a flow rate of 0.75 ml/min

and monitoring the UV absorbance at 280 nm, by a fixed wavelength detector. To

estimate the molecular weight of the analyzed samples, the column was equilibrated

in the lysis buffer and calibrated with the standards such as thyroglobulin

(669,000 Da), ferritin (440,000 Da), catalase (232,000 Da), aldolase (158,000 Da),

bovine serum albumin (67,000 Da), ovalbumin (43,000 Da), and ribonuclease

(13,700 Da). For each purification, the eluted fractions were pooled together and

concentrated by centrifugal filters (Vivaspin� Centrifugal Concentrators, 10,000

MWCO, from Sartorius Stedim Biotech) to a volume suitable for EPR charac-

terization (see below), giving rise to a final concentration ranging from 800 lM to

3 mM, as determined with a Micro BCA Protein Assay Kit (from Thermo Scientific

Pierce Protein Research). Purified proteins were analyzed by 12 % SDS-PAGE.

2.3 Site-Directed Mutagenesis of HydFT.n.I

Site-directed mutagenesis of the hydFT.n. gene was performed with the Quick-

Change� II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (from Stratagene), using as template

pET-28b/hydFT.n.I recombinant plasmid. Oligonucleotides, listed in Table 1, were

designed according to the manufacturer’s guidelines and the mutant constructs

analyzed by DNA sequencing.

2.4 GTP Hydrolysis Assay

The purified recombinant wild-type HydFT.n.I protein was assayed for the ability to

hydrolyze GTP using the protocol optimized by Shepard and co-workers [20], with

slight modifications. In brief, the affinity-purified protein was incubated at a

Table 1 List of primers used in this study (with the modified bases underlined)

Primer name Primer sequence

C91S_for 50-TCTACAGGGCAGATTCTGGAATTCTCGTGAC-30

C91S_rev 50-GTCACGAGAATTCCAGAATCTGCCCTGTAGA-30

M26C_for 50-GTTGGAAAATCCTCTTTCTGCAACGCCTTAGTTGGTCAG-30

M26C_rev 50-CTGACCAACTAAGGCGTTGCAGAAAGAGGATTTTCCAAC-30

R84C_for 50-TGAGGGTAGAGAAGGCAAGGTGCGTGTTCTACAGGGCAGATTG-30

R84C_rev 50-CAATCTGCCCTGTAGAACACGCACCTTGCCTTCTCTACCCTCA-30

R88C_for 50-GGCAAGGAGGGTGTTCTACTGCGCAGATTGTGGAATTCTCG-30

R88C_rev 50-CGAGAATTCCACAATCTGCGCAGTAGAACACCCTCCTTGCC-30

A15C_for 50-GAAGATACATCGTTGTTTGCGGAAGAAGGAACGTTGG-30

A15C_rev 50-CCAACGTTCCTTCTTCCGCAAACAACGATGTATCTTC-30

T164C_for 50-GATTCGACGATATCGGGAAGTGCATCTCCGAAATTCTTCCGGG-30

T164C_rev 50-CCCGGAAGAATTTCGGAGATGCACTTCCCGATATCGTCGAATC-30

R88C0_for 50-GGCAAGGTGCGTGTTCTACTGCGCAGATTGTGGAATTCTCG-30

R88C0_rev 50-CGAGAATTCCACAATCTGCGCAGTAGAACACGCACCTTGCC 30
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concentration of 10 lM for 10 min at 30 �C in 20 mM Tris–HCl buffer, pH 8.0,

containing 200 mM KCl and 2 mM MgCl2 with different concentrations of GTP

(ranging from 125 lM to 2 mM). Aliquots with different concentrations of substrate

were collected and assayed for production of GDP. Assay aliquots were incubated at

95 �C for 3 min, centrifuged at 14,000 rpm at 4 �C in a benchtop microcentrifuge,

and the supernatants analyzed by reverse phase HPLC on a Synergi MAX-RP 80A

(150 9 4.6 mm, 4 lm, Phenomenex). The samples were eluted with an isocratic

mobile phase of 50 mM sodium phosphate buffer, pH 7.0, 10 mM tetrabutylam-

monium bromide, and 10 % CH3CN. The guanosine nucleotides were detected by

their absorbance at 254 nm. Under these conditions, GDP and GTP were eluted

after 8.1 and 18.6 min, respectively. Integration of peak areas (using software

Agilent Chemstation) of the samples taken at identical time points allowed the

quantification of the lmoles of GDP produced L-1 min-1, from which the ratio

between the kcat was finally determined.

2.5 CW-EPR Experiments

Samples for EPR (about 100 lM protein labeled with MTSSL spin label in lysis

buffer) were obtained by adding to the purified protein a fivefold molar excess of

MTSSL (dissolved in DMSO) and incubating the protein at 4 �C overnight in the

dark. Excess of non-ligated spin label was removed from the protein by several

cycles of dilution with the lysis buffer and concentration by centrifugal filters.

Twenty microliters of each sample with a protein concentration of about 150 lM,

were loaded into quartz capillaries with 0.6 mm ID and 0.8 mm OD. Non-

hydrolyzable GTP analogous (GTPcS, 50 mM) and 10 mM MgCl2 were added to

the samples and incubated 30 min at 37 �C before starting the EPR measurements.

EPR spectra were collected at room temperature (298 K) on an Elexsys E580

X-band spectrometer (Bruker) using a Super High Sensitivity cavity. The field

modulation frequency was set at 100 kHz, with a field modulation amplitude of

0.03 mT and a microwave power of 6.4 mW. Simulations of the CW-EPR spectra

were performed using the EasySpin function ‘‘chili’’ to obtain the correlation times

for the nitroxide in the different mutants [30]. Rotamers of the spin label in the

different mutated sites were evaluated, starting from the X-ray structure, using the

molecular modeling software MMM2013 [31].

2.6 PELDOR Experiments

Samples for PELDOR were concentrated and exchanged with deuterated buffer.

Deuterated glycerol (40 % w/v) was also added to the samples before freezing. The

final protein concentration was about 300 lM for all the samples. In the nucleotide-

binding experiments, 50 mM GTPcS and 10 mM MgCl2 were added to the samples

and incubated 30 min at 37 �C before freezing. Samples were loaded into quartz

capillaries with 2.0 mm ID and 3.0 mm OD. Pulsed EPR was performed with the

same EPR spectrometer equipped with a Bruker ER4118X-MS3 split-ring resonator

(microwave frequency 9.55 GHz) and an Oxford CF935 cryostat. The measure-

ments were done at a temperature of 50 K. For PELDOR experiments, a standard
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four-pulse sequence was applied; the microwave power was adjusted to obtain an

observer sequence of 16/32/32 ns and a pump pulse of 16 ns. The difference

between the pump (nitroxide) and observer (nitroxide) frequency was set to

70 MHz. A two-step phase cycle was applied for baseline correction while

deuterium nuclear modulations were suppressed using an eight-step s cycle from a

180 ns starting value with 56 ns increment steps. Data on each sample were

collected for about 15 h. Distance distributions were extracted from PELDOR traces

using DeerAnalysis2013 [32].

3 Results

As assessed in the Introduction, an active HydF GTPase domain is essential to

produce a functional [FeFe]-hydrogenase, both in vivo and in vitro [7, 17].

However, the role of GTP binding and/or hydrolysis in the H-cluster assembly is

still unknown. To explore the dynamic behavior required for the HydF

scaffold/carrier role in the [FeFe]-hydrogenase maturation, we obtained a

recombinant HydFT.n. protein including only its GTPase domain (domain I,

residues 1–185), i.e., HydFT.n.I, and analyzed, by EPR spectroscopy, several spin-

labeled mutants, where cysteine residues were introduced at proper sites by site-

directed mutagenesis. The selected sequence includes the five consensus motifs

shared by all NTPases and essential to bind and hydrolyze GTP (i.e., P-loop:

GRRNVGKS, and G2 to G4 loops: TTT, DTPG and NKID, respectively, where

the conserved amino acids are underlined), and a short extra stretch of residues

belonging to the loop between domains I and II has also been conserved in the

construct.

3.1 Heterologous Expression, Purification and Preliminary Biochemical

Characterization of Wild-Type HydFT.n.I

The recombinant protein HydFT.n.I was expressed in E. coli Rosetta (DE3) cells in

frame with a 6His-tag at the N terminus, as described in Sect. 2, and purified by

combining a NiNTA affinity and a gel filtration chromatography. As shown in Fig.

1, the isolated domain I can be indeed purified to homogeneity (lane 2) and as a

single monomeric species, as assessed by the gel filtration chromatogram (not

shown). The same elution profile has been obtained in the presence of GTPcS (not

shown) at the same concentration used for the following spectroscopic analysis (i.e.,

50 mM).

The capability of this protein to bind and hydrolyze GTP has been then evaluated,

as described in Sect. 2, and compared with activity of the full-length protein,

previously characterized in our laboratory. As reported in Table 2, the isolated

domain, obtained in a soluble form, keeps the capability of GTP hydrolysis.

According to the measurements, in the isolated domain, the catalytic rate constant

(kcat) increases about ten times when compared to that of the whole protein, which is

comparable to that reported before for the HydF proteins from T. maritima and C.
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acetobutilycum [9, 20]. The higher enzymatic activity of the isolated domain is

likely due to a higher accessibility of the active site.

3.2 Site-Directed Spin Label of HydFT.n.I

A close look at the HydF GTPase domain suggested several useful positions for

cysteine residues to be introduced and derivatized using thiol-specific spin labels.

The wild-type domain contains a single cysteine (i.e, C91), depicted in red in the

X-ray structure of the whole HydFT.n. protein shown in Fig. 2. Five additional sites

were chosen to introduce the cysteine residues to evaluate the potential effect of

GTP binding on the protein conformation, i.e., residues A15 and M26, close to the

GTP-binding site; residues R84 and R88, located at the interface of domain I and

III; and residue T164, which belongs to the terminal part of an a-helix connecting

domain I and II via a long loop. The positions of the five residues selected to

introduce new cysteines are highlighted in blue in Fig. 2, which also reports the

97.0

66.0

45.0

30.0

20.1

(kDa)

1 2Fig. 1 HydFT.n.I expression
and purification. Lane 1 affinity-
purified protein (20 ll); lane 2
protein purified by a
combination of affinity and size-
exclusion chromatography
(20 ll). 12 % SDS-PAGE,
Coomassie Brilliant Blue
staining

Table 2 Rate constant of GTP hydrolysis by HydF proteins from T. neapolitana

Protein [GTP] kcat (min-1)

HydFT.n. (full-length protein) 62 lM–2 mM 1.13 ± 0.08

HydFT.n.I (GTPase domain) 125 lM–1.5 mM 11.2 ± 0.6

[KCl] = 200 mM, [MgCl2] = 10 mM, T = 298 K
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cutting site in the long loop connecting domain I with domain II. To obtain single-

labeled species and evaluate the spin-labeling efficiency at each site, the native

cysteine C91 was first substituted by serine (C91S) in all the mutants.

The new recombinant mutant proteins were assayed for expression and solubility,

and were purified by the double chromatography approach described above (data

not shown).

Fig. 2 Structure of HydF protein (PDB code 3QQ5) showing the mutated residues in the single cysteine
mutants of the GTP domain (I). Green sticks correspond to residues involved in GTP binding

Table 3 Spin-labeling yield, as percentage of labeled protein, of the wild-type and mutant HydFT.n.I

proteins

Mutant Labeling yield (%)

WT (C91) 23

C15 40

C26 50

C84 40

C88 65

C164 46
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3.3 Spin Labeling of HydFT.n.I Wild-Type and Mutant Proteins and EPR

Analysis

The wild-type (containing C91) and the five mutant (A15C-C91S, M26C-C91S,

R84C-C91S, R88C-C91S, T164C-C91S) proteins were labeled using the spin label

MTSSL, as described in detail in Sect. 2. The labeling yield, calculated by spin

quantification of the EPR spectrum double integrals and comparison with those of

standard solutions of the free spin label MTSSL, is reported in Table 3.

In Fig. 3 the CW-EPR spectra of the single mutants, with the simulations and the

characteristic correlation times at each site, are reported. The mobility of the

nitroxides derived from simulations is in good qualitative agreement with

the distributions of rotamers calculated with the software MMM [31], starting

Fig. 3 Room temperature experimental X-band CW-EPR spectra (black) and simulations (red) of single-
labeled samples. Positions of the labels in the protein sequence are indicated together with the correlation
times derived from simulations. In the simulation of R88C-C91S and T164C-C91S, two components are
present in relative amounts of 0.75:1 and 0.37:1, respectively. Small amount of free spin label is present
in the C15 and C91 spectra (narrow peaks). Rotamers, calculated using the software MMM [31], are
shown as red/blue balls and sticks

cFig. 4 Left background-corrected PELDOR data for the M26C-R88C-C91S (a) and R88C-T164C- C91S
(b) spin-labeled samples in the absence (black, upper trace) and after the addition of 50 mM GTPcS
(black, bottom trace). Right Tikhonov-derived distance distributions for samples in the absence (blue) and
in the presence (red) of the nucleotide analogous. Double-labeling positions are indicated in the protein
structure
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from the crystallographic data, and displayed in Fig. 3. In fact, as expected,

nitroxides at positions R88, T164 and R84 possess high mobility, although an extra

contribution of a slower component is required to simulate the spectra of T164 and

R84, while those in the sites C91 and A15 are more buried and characterized by

slow motion. Unexpectedly, the most immobilized nitroxide, among the six selected

positions, is found at position 26, the correlation time derived from the simulation of

the EPR spectrum being very close to the estimated tumbling time of the protein in

solution (11 ns). On the basis of the rotamers calculated with the software MMM at

position 26, starting from the X-ray structure of the apoprotein, the nitroxide was

expected to show high mobility at this site. However, the residue 26 is located close

to a protein portion (residues 32–44) which was not resolved in the X-ray structure

and therefore was not included in the MMM calculations. This missing region in the

diffraction map was suggested to correspond to a flexible loop [18]. Therefore, it is

likely that in solution this loop is largely responsible for the immobilization of the

spin label at position 26.

Taken together, the EPR data indicate that the isolation of the GTPase domain,

from the rest of the HydF protein, does not alter the structure significantly.

In all the mutant and wild-type samples, the addition of 50 mM GTPcS did not change

the line shapes of the CW-EPR spectra (data not shown), indicating that the nitroxide

mobility of the spin labels does not undergo dramatic changes upon GTP binding.

On the basis of the labeling yield of single mutants, the more suitable positions

for a double labeling, necessary for PELDOR experiments, were chosen. The

Fig. 5 Cartoon representation of the HydF dimer. The two monomers are related by a twofold axis,
approximately parallel to the plane of the paper in the vertical direction. Cysteine side chain residues,
which are the putative ligand of the [4Fe4S] cluster of domain III, are in yellow; T164 side chain in
magenta, R88 side chain in blue and M26 side chain in red. The long loop connecting domain I and II is
colored in green
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proteins containing the cysteine at positions either C91 or C84 were discharged

because of the low labeling yield (C91) and tendency to dimerization (C84) (not

shown). Triple mutants (R88C-C91S-M26C and R88C-C91S-T164C) were pro-

duced, using as template for the mutagenesis the plasmid pET-28b/hydFT.n.I_C91S-

R88C, purified as described above, and, after reaction with the spin label MTSSL,

double spin-labeled samples were finally obtained.

The PELDOR traces of M26C-R88C-C91S and R88C-C91S-T164C mutants are

shown in Fig. 4. Tikhonov-derived distance distributions provide main values which

correspond, roughly, to those expected on the basis of the X-ray structure of the apo-

HydF protein (i.e., 1.9 and 2.1 nm, measured at the a-carbon atoms for M26-R88

and R88-T164 couples, respectively) [18]. When the GTP analogous was added to

the M26C-R88C-C91S sample (Fig. 4a), only very little differences at distances

larger than 3.3 nm were detected. On the other hand, the distance distribution

detected for R88C-C91S-T164C undergoes a higher effect upon GTPcS binding. In

fact a contribution centered at 4 nm appears, which was not present in the absence

of the nucleotide and, at the same time, the two main distance distributions (at about

2.0 and 3.0 nm) shift toward longer distances (2.5 and 3.2 nm).

4 Discussion

The N-terminal GTPase domain of HydF is essential to its role in [FeFe]-

hydrogenase maturation, since mutations in the Walker P-loop prevent the

formation of an active HydA in vitro [17]. It has been demonstrated that HydE

and HydG increase the rate of GTP hydrolysis by 50 % [20], suggesting a direct

interaction of HydF with the other accessory proteins, and a possible effect of the

binding of GTP in the dissociation of HydE and HydG from HydF [21]. Thus, the

GTP binding and/or hydrolysis might be responsible for structural changes in HydF

itself leading to a change in the interactions with HydG and/or HydE. With this

working hypothesis, we have started a structural study in solution to monitor the

intrinsic conformational changes of the isolated GTP-binding domain of HydF, by

EPR techniques. Indeed, as assessed above, the X-ray crystal structure of the apo-

HydFT.n. suffers the lack of the GTP nucleotide, thus hindering a clarification of its

binding effect on the protein structure.

The measurements of the GTPase activity and the analysis of the CW-EPR

spectra of five single-labeled mutants as well as of the wild-type domain carrying

the native cysteine C91 show that the isolated domain maintains the functional

characteristics and the general structure of the whole protein. Some diagnostic

positions for couples of spin labels have been designed to monitor, by PELDOR

spectroscopy, the conformational changes at the interface regions of domain I with

the other two domains of the whole HydF protein. The PELDOR results show that

the distance between residues 26 and 88, belonging to the protein region close to the

GTP-binding site and to the interface with domain III, respectively, remains

substantially unaffected upon binding of the nucleotide. Instead an effect is found

for the couple of spin labels at the 88 and 164 sites. In this case, the binding of the

nucleotide induces an average increase of the distance, although the main
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component centered at 3.0 nm is only slightly affected. Since the labeled position 88

is common to both double mutants under investigation, it is likely that the protein

rearrangement takes place mainly in the region close to T164, rather than to R88.

Interestingly, T164 belongs to an a-helix element connecting a loop close to the

GTP-binding site with a long protein loop (highlighted in green in Fig. 5) which

connects domain I with the dimerization domain (II).

As suggested by the crystal structure, the dimeric form of HydF (Fig. 5), which is

the prevalent state in solution, represents an open form of the protein with both the

[4Fe4S] cluster and the GTP-binding site fully accessible. It is plausible that the

open dimer interacts with the maturase partners in the extended conformation

revealed by the X-ray structure. As the PELDOR experiments suggest, the binding

of the nucleotide does not induce dramatic effects in the conformation within the

GTP domain, at the level of the diagnostic positions investigated in this work.

However, subtle changes are observed which may reflect large-scale effects in the

dimer conformation, as suggested by the involvement of residue T164 which is

close to the long loop connecting the GTPase with the dimerization domain.

5 Conclusions

The specific role of GTPase domain of HydF in the maturation process of HydA is

likely related to conformational changes of the protein upon ligation/hydrolysis of

the nucleotide. Using a non-hydrolyzable analogous of GTP, we have investigated

the effect due to the binding of the nucleotide in the truncated protein domain.

We found that the binding of the nucleotide does not induce large effects within

the GTP domain, at least at the level of the elements investigated in this work.

However, subtle changes are observed which may produce diffuse effects in the

supramolecular dimeric assembly of the whole HydF protein. It is worth noting that,

not only the binding but also the hydrolysis of GTP could facilitate structural

rearrangements and promote interactions also with HydA facilitating the transfer of

the 2Fe subcluster.

To obtain more significant data, further investigation will be carried out by

designing new site-directed mutants of residues belonging to the above mentioned

long loop and to the unstructured region reported in the X-ray structure (residues

32–44). Spin labeling of the GTPase domain in the whole protein will be also

performed.
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Abstract The catalytic site of [FeFe]-hydrogenase, the

‘‘H-cluster’’, composed by a [4Fe–4S] unit connected by a

cysteinyl residue to a [2Fe] center coordinated by three

CO, two CN- and a bridging dithiolate, is assembled in a

complex maturation pathway, at present not fully charac-

terized, involving three conserved proteins, HydG, HydE

and HydF. In this contribution we review our studies on

HydF, a protein which acts as scaffold and carrier for the

[2Fe] unit of the H-cluster. HydF is a complex enzyme

which contains one [4Fe–4S] cluster binding site, with

three conserved cysteine residues and a non-Cys ligand.

We have exploited EPR, HYSCORE and PELDOR spec-

troscopies to get insight into the structure and chemical role

of HydF. On the basis of the results we discuss the possi-

bility that the non-Cys ligated Fe atom of the [4Fe–4S]

cluster, is the site where the [2Fe] subcluster precursor is

anchored and finally processed to be delivered to the

hydrogenase (HydA). Our PELDOR experiments on the

isolated GTPase domain of HydF, have also suggested that

interactions with HydG and HydE proteins may be regu-

lated by the binding of the nucleotide.

Keywords HydF � Hydrogenase � EPR � HYSCORE �
PELDOR � [4Fe–4S] cluster

1 Introduction

[FeFe]-hydrogenases are enzymes occurring in several

bacteria and eukaryotes [1], which are able to catalyze the

reversible interconversion of protons to molecular hydro-

gen (H2), at an active site called H-cluster. The H-cluster,

composed by a [4Fe–4S] unit, connected by a cysteinyl

residue to a 2Fe center coordinated by three CO, two CN-

and a bridging dithiolate, is assembled in a complex mat-

uration pathway, at present not fully characterized,

involving three conserved proteins called HydG, HydE and

HydF [2].

HydE and HydG are enzymes belonging to the radical

SAM (S-adenosyl methionine) family [3, 4]. Both contain a

[4Fe–4S] cluster (at the N-terminus of the protein) with an

open binding site which can bind the SAM cofactor. HydE

and HydG chemically modify a H-cluster precursor, while

HydF is a GTPase with a suggested double role of scaffold,

on which the H-cluster precursor is synthesized and/or

modified, and carrier, to transfer this precursor to the

hydrogenase (HydA). Formation of the H-cluster within the

cell remains still unclear and only a partial knowledge of

the machinery driving its assembly in vivo is available.

Different mechanisms have been proposed on the basis of a

wide number of experiments. In vitro and/or cell-free

experiments using purified recombinant proteins led to a

two-step model (reviewed in [5, 6]), in which HydE and

HydG drive the chemical modifications of a H-cluster

precursor working on HydF as a scaffold protein and, in a

second step, HydF transfers this cluster to HydA, com-

pleting the maturation process [7–9]. This model has been
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further supported by independent experiments showing that

a H-cluster synthetic mimic can be loaded on a recombi-

nant HydF protein and then transferred to an apo-hydro-

genase, confirming the key role of this scaffold protein [10,

11]. However, a different model has been recently pro-

posed by Kuchenreuther et al. [12] who showed, in a

combined Fourier-transform infrared and electron-nuclear

double resonance spectroscopic work involving isotopic

labelling, that the iron, carbon monoxide, and cyanide

components of the H-cluster subsite in the active hydro-

genase HydA, all originate from a chemistry that occurs at

a [4Fe–4S] cubane center of HydG. A Fe(CO)2(CN) syn-

thon is formed as an integral part of the modified [4Fe–4S]

framework of HydG, as a Fe3S4Fe(CO)2(CN) cluster. The

authors suggest that two of these complex synthons may

assemble together with a dithiolate bridge to form the [2Fe]

subcluster. The mechanism allowing the final assembly and

the transfer of these moieties to apo-HydA (which contains

the [4Fe–4S] component of the H-cluster but not the [2Fe]

subsite) remains to be explained. Moreover, the specific

role of HydE and HydF is not clear in this frame, although

these proteins are known to have a function in the matu-

ration process both in vitro and in vivo, since Chlamy-

domonas reinhardtii recombinant mutant strains, lacking

single or combinations of maturases, are completely unable

to express an active [FeFe]-hydrogenase [2, 13].

HydF has been suggested to be the transferase that

shuttles the complete [2Fe] subcluster to the hydrogenase,

but the exact molecular mechanism driving this translo-

cation is still under investigation. HydF contains one [4Fe–

4S] cluster binding site, with three conserved cysteine

residues near the C-terminus, as well as a N-terminal

GTPase domain, whose specific function is unknown [14].

Both these domains turn out to be essential for a correct

HydA maturation [13]. Electron paramagnetic resonance

(EPR) spectroscopy has been widely employed to get

insights into structure and function of the maturation pro-

teins [3, 9, 13, 15–19]. In this paper we review the results

obtained in our group with this technique on the study of

HydF from Thermotoga neapolitana and Clostridium ace-

tobutilicum. The X-ray structure of HydF from T.

neapolitana, determined at 3 Å resolution, is the only

structure of an HydF protein available, although obtained

in the apo-form (PDB ID: 3QQ5) [20]. The protein

monomer present in the asymmetric unit of the crystal

comprises three domains: a GTP-binding domain, a

dimerization domain, and a metal cluster-binding domain,

all characterized by similar folding motifs. Two monomers

dimerize, giving rise to a stable dimer, held together

mainly by the formation of a continuous b-sheet compris-

ing eight b-strands from two monomers. Based on the

structural information available, we have designed several

mutants of the whole HydF protein as well as of its isolated

GTPase domain in order to get insight into the cluster

structure and protein function. In this short review we will

focus on the information derived from our EPR investi-

gation and discuss the spectroscopic data on the light of the

most recently proposed mechanisms of the [FeFe]-hydro-

genase maturation pathway.

2 Experimental

2.1 Heterologous Expression and Purification

of HydF Proteins

2.1.1 Full Length HydF and GTPase HydF Domain

from T. neapolitana (HydFT.n.)

The hydF gene (hydFT.n.) was isolated from purified

genomic DNA by PCR amplification and subcloned in

frame with a 6His-tag sequence at the N-terminus in a pET-

15b vector (from Novagen�) [17, 18]. Site-directed muta-

genesis of the hydF gene at selected sites was performed

with the QuickChange� II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit

(from Stratagene), using as template pET-15b/hydFT.n.

recombinant plasmid. Escherichia coli Rosetta (DE3) cells

were transformed with the obtained pET-15b/hydFT.n.

plasmids and positive clones were selected by antibiotic

resistance. The wild type and mutant 6His-tagged HydFT.n.

proteins were expressed in anaerobic conditions, using 1–2

L cultures, purified by affinity chromatography and gel

filtration, under anaerobic conditions. Briefly, cells were

harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in lysis buffer

(25 mM Tris–HCl pH 8, 200 mM KCl, and protease inhi-

bitors 1 lg/ml pepstatin A, 1 lg/ml leupeptin, 1 lg/ml

antipain, 1 mM PMSF) and lysed by French press. The

supernatant fractions were isolated from cell debris by

centrifugation and the proteins purified to homogeneity by

combining a nickel affinity chromatography (HIS-Select�

Nickel Affinity Gel, from Sigma-Aldrich) and a gel filtra-

tion chromatography using a Superose 12 10/300 GL col-

umn (from GE Healthcare, Italy), equilibrated in lysis

buffer. The proteins were finally concentrated to a final

concentration ranging from 100 to 300 lM. All purification

steps were performed under anaerobic conditions in a glove

box with O2-free solutions [20].

GTPase domain The sequence coding for the GTPase

N-terminal domain (domain I, residues 1 to 185) was PCR

amplified using as template the vector containing the

hydFT.n. gene and primers were designed to contain unique

restriction sites allowing the directional subcloning of the

amplified sequence in frame with a 6His-tag sequence at

the 50-terminus in a pET-28b vector (from Novagen�)

suitable for T7 driven expression in E. coli [21]. Site-di-

rected mutagenesis of the hydFT.n. gene at specific protein
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sites was performed using as template the pET-28b/

hydFT.n.I recombinant plasmid. E. coli Rosetta (DE3) cells

were transformed with the pET-28b/hydFT.n.I plasmid, and

positive clones were selected by antibiotic resistance. The

over-expressed proteins were purified in aerobiosis starting

from 1 L cultures, as described above. Samples were

concentrated giving rise to a final concentration ranging

from 800 lM to 3 mM.

2.1.2 HydF Proteins from Clostridium acetobutylicum

(HydFC.a.)

The pCDFDuet-1/hydFC.a. plasmid, carrying the HydF

coding sequence from C. acetobutylicum in frame with a

StrepII-tag at the 30 terminus, was kindly provided by M.

C. Posewitz (from the Department of Chemistry and Geo-

chemistry, Colorado School of Mine, Golden, Colorado).

The pCDFDuet-1/hydFC.a. recombinant plasmid was used

as template to introduce different mutations in the wild type

hydF coding sequence. E. coli Rosetta BL21(DE3) cells

were transformed with pCDFDuet-1/hydFC.a. recombinant

plasmid, and positive clones were selected by antibiotic

resistance [17]. Site-directed mutagenesis of the hydF genes

from C. acetobutilycum was performed with the

QuickChange� II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (from

Stratagene), using as template the pCDFDuet-1/hydFC.a.

plasmid. The StrepII-tagged HydFC.a. proteins, either wild

type or mutant, were expressed in anaerobic conditions and

purified by a StrepTactin affinity chromatography (IBA,

Göttingen, Germany), starting from 2 L cultures. For each

purification, the eluted fractions were pooled together and

concentrated by centrifugal filters (Vivaspin� Centrifugal

Concentrators, 10,000 MWCO, from Sartorius Stedim

Biotech) to a volume suitable for EPR giving rise to a final

concentration ranging from 50 to 250 lM. All purification

steps were performed under anaerobic conditions in a glove

box (MBRAUN MB 200B) with O2-free solutions. Purified

proteins were analyzed by 12 % SDS-PAGE and elec-

troblotted onto a poly(vinyldifluoridene) membrane. For

immunoblotting analysis, the membrane was probed with

an anti-StrepII-tag monoclonal antibody (from IBA,

Göttingen, Germany) and with a horseradish peroxidase-

conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG (from Kirkegaard & Perry

Laboratories). Labeled proteins were then visualized with

an ECL Western blotting detection kit (from Thermo Sci-

entific Pierce Protein Research).

2.2 EPR Spectroscopy

2.2.1 Full Length HydF Proteins

EPR tubes of as-isolated wild type and mutant of HydFT.n.

and HydFC.a. proteins were prepared in the anaerobic box

and frozen in liquid nitrogen. Reduced wild type and

mutant HydF samples were made by adding 20 mM

sodium dithionite. Low temperature continuous-wave EPR

(CW-EPR) spectra were recorded using a Bruker Elexsys

E580-X-band spectrometer equipped with a ER4102ST

cavity and a helium flow cryostat (ESR 900 Oxford Instru-

ments). Acquisition parameters were the following: tem-

perature = 10–50 K; microwave frequency = 9.38 GHz;

modulation = 1.0 mT, microwave power = 2.0 mW; time

constant = 163.84 ms; conversion time = 81.92 ms; num-

ber of data points = 4096 (scan range = 700 mT) or 1024

(scan range = 100 mT). Simulations of the CW-EPR

spectra, aimed to obtain the g-tensor principal components,

were performed using Easyspin routine in Matlab� [22];

g values were estimated by calibration with a strong-pitch

sample.

Hyperfine sublevel correlation spectroscopy (HYSCORE)

experiments were carried out at a temperature of 10 K, using

the same spectrometer equipped with a dielectric ring res-

onator (ER4118X-MD5) and a helium flow cryostat (Oxford

CF935). A conventional two-dimensional (2D) four-pulse

sequence (p/2-s-p/2-t1-p-t2-p/2-s-echo) was applied with a s
delay varied around 256 ns and a 8 ns detector gate, cen-

tered at the maximum of the echo signal. The nominal

duration of both the p/2 and p pulses was 16 ns. The echo

intensity was measured as a function of t1 and t2, incre-

mented in steps of 8 ns from the initial value of 20 ns.

HYSCORE data were collected as a 256 9 256 matrix at a

repetition rate of 1200 Hz. A 4-step phase cycling procedure

was used to remove unwanted echoes. Spectral processing

was performed using a home-written Matlab� routine. The

2D time domain data were corrected by a third-order poly-

nomial background in both dimensions. Traces were apo-

dized using a Hamming window function, zero-filled to

1024 points and Fourier transformed in both dimensions.

Frequency map was symmetrized before plotting as contour

plot in logarithmic scale of intensity.

2.2.2 GTPase Domain

Labelled samples were obtained by adding to the purified

HydFT.n. GTPase domain a fivefold molar excess of S-(1-

oxyl-2,2,5,5-tetramethyl-2,5-dihydro-1H-pyrrol-3-yl)methyl

methanesulfonothioate) (MTSSL), dissolved in DMSO, and

incubating the protein at 4 �C overnight in the dark. Samples

for pulsed electron–electron double resonance (PELDOR)

experiments were concentrated (300 lM) and exchanged

with deuterated buffer. Deuterated glycerol (40 % w/v) was

also added to the samples before freezing. In the nucleotide

binding experiments, 50 mM GTPcS and 10 mM MgCl2
were added to the samples and incubated for 30 min at

37 �C before freezing. Samples were loaded into quartz
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capillaries with 2.0 mm ID and 3.0 mm OD. PELDOR was

performed on the same spectrometer described above

equipped with a ER4118X-MS3 split-ring resonator (mi-

crowave frequency = 9.55 GHz) and helium flow cryostat

(Oxford CF935). Measurements were carried out at 50 K. A

standard four pulse sequence was applied; the microwave

power was adjusted to obtain an observer sequence of 16/32/

32 ns and a pump pulse of 16 ns. The difference between

the pump and observer frequency was set to 70 MHz. A

two-step phase cycle was applied for base-line correction

while deuterium nuclear modulations were suppressed using

an 8 step s cycle, from a 180 ns starting value with 56 ns

increment steps. Data on each sample were collected for

about 15 h. Distance distributions were extracted from

PELDOR traces by using DeerAnalysis2013 [23].

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 The [4Fe–4S] Cluster

The presence of a [4Fe–4S] cluster in HydF proteins, ini-

tially suggested by the presence of three conserved cysteine

residues as putative ligands of an iron–sulfur cluster in

different organisms, was confirmed by the observation of

almost axial EPR signals (S = �, g|| = 2.05 and

g\ = 1.90) following chemical reduction [9, 14–16].

These signals have microwave power and temperature

saturation properties characteristic of reduced [4Fe–4S]

centers. The role of this cluster was suggested to be

accessory to the assembly of a [2Fe] subcluster, since

HydF, isolated following heterologous co-expression with

HydE and HydG, revealed Fe–CO and Fe–CN vibrational

modes indicative of the ability of this protein to coordinate

an iron center which resembles the [2Fe] subcluster of

HydA [16]. When expressing HydF from C. aceto-

butylicum in the absence of HydE and HydG, Broderick

et al. identified two paramagnetic S = 1/2 species associ-

ated with photo-reduction of HydF [16]. One was assigned

to the [4Fe–4S]? cluster, and the second was assigned to a

[2Fe–2S]? cluster, suggested to be the [FeS] framework

onto which HydE and HydG synthesize the H-cluster

precursor. However, this assignment is still under discus-

sion since Fontecave et al. found that HydF from T. mar-

itima, when reduced with dithionite (DTH), coordinates

only a [4Fe–4S]? cluster while the [2Fe–2S]? cluster is not

present [14]. Moreover, Kuchenreuther et al. have shown,

in a cell free system, that as-isolated HydF, heterologously

expressed in a genetic background devoid of the HydE and

HydG proteins, already exhibits an EPR spectrum which in

the lineshape resembles the signal that Broderick et al.

characterized as the [2Fe–2S]? cluster [15]. The signal

disappears upon reduction with DTH, which indicates that

it cannot be due to a [2Fe–2S]? center. The conclusion

drawn was that HydF neither coordinates a [2Fe–2S]

cluster when anaerobically produced in the absence of

HydE and HydG, nor does supply an [FeS] cluster frame-

work onto which the H-cluster non protein ligands are

assembled. Kuchenreuther et al. suggest that the as-isolated

HydF paramagnetic species observed, which appears to be

the same signal assigned by Broderick et al. to a [2Fe–2S]?

cluster [16], represents instead either a protein-associated

radical or a [3Fe–4S]? cluster.

Afterwards, Kuchenreuther et al. [12] found that a

Fe(CO)2(CN) synthon is formed as an integral part of a

modified [4Fe–4S] framework (i.e. Fe3S4Fe(CO)2(CN)) of

HydG. This strongly indicates that the first step in the

assembly of the [2Fe]-subsite occurs on one of the two

[4Fe–4S] clusters of HydG. On the other hand, FTIR, EPR,

and EXAFS experiments on HydF from C. acetobutylicum,

which has been expressed in its native background with

HydE and HydG, demonstrate that a binuclear iron species

similar to the H-cluster is present also in fully ‘‘assembled’’

HydF [9, 26]. Thus it may be possible that a pre-synthe-

sized binuclear model of the [2Fe] cofactor is introduced

into HydF. According to this hypothesis, the [4Fe–4S]

cluster of HydF would coordinate the 2[Fe]H-precursor

before the transfer to HydA. Therefore, a detailed spec-

troscopic characterization of the [4Fe–4S] cluster of HydF

is important to get insight into the chemistry taking place at

that site.

All HydF proteins identified to date share an iron-sulfur

cluster-binding motif (CxHx46-53HCxxC) in the C-terminal

end [14], with three highly conserved cysteine residues

which are supposed to bind the FeS cluster. Indeed, site-

specific mutagenesis experiments on the HydF protein from

C. acetobutylicum confirmed that two of these conserved

cysteines, i.e. Cys 353 and Cys 356, are essential to drive

the assembly of a functional H-cluster [13]. On the basis of

the three-dimensional crystal structure of HydF from T.

neapolitana (PDB ID code 3QQ5) we described the

domain containing the three conserved cysteine residues

(i.e. Cys 302, Cys 353, Cys 356), which likely bind the FeS

cluster [20]. Close to these residues, we have identified the

position of the two conserved histidines (i.e. His 304 and

His 352) which may be part of the cluster coordination

sphere but their role is still controversial. In a work on the

HydF from T. maritima, HYSCORE experiments excluded

the presence of nitrogen atoms in the cluster coordination

sphere, ruling out the role of histidine residues as ligands

[14]. On the other hand, the same kind of experiments

performed on the HydF protein from C. acetobutylicum

showed the presence of nitrogen in the coordination of the

[4Fe–4S] cluster [24], leading Czech et al. to interpret the

HYSCORE data as due to a histidine ligation to the [4Fe–

4S] unit.
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In this panorama, we have used CW-EPR and

HYSCORE, combined with a site-specific mutagenesis

approach to investigate the role of cysteine and histidine

residues, from the CxHx46-53HCxxC consensus sequence,

as putative ligands of the [4Fe–4S] cluster of HydF pro-

teins from T. neapolitana and C. acetobutylicum, and their

influence on the characteristics of the cluster itself [17]. As

shown in Fig. 1, we found that the mutants HydFT.n.C302S,

HydFT.n.C353S and HydFT.n.C356S do not show the pres-

ence of an assembled [4Fe–4S] cluster, suggesting that

none of the three conserved cysteines can be replaced by an

isosteric serine residue. Instead, in both HydFT.n.H304A

and HydFT.n.H352A proteins an EPR signal has been

detected, although in the case of HydFT.n.H352A the signal

exhibited a shift of the principal g-values (1.840, 1.875,

2.055). These results indicate that while the three cysteines

of the cluster binding consensus sequence of HydF from T.

neapolitana are all essential for the assembly of a func-

tional [4Fe–4S] center, the two conserved histidines are not

decisive for metal coordination. Further investigation by

HYSCORE was performed to evaluate the potential his-

tidine ligation of the [4Fe–4S] cluster of HydFT.n [17]. The

spectra reported in Fig. 2a, collected in correspondence of

the gy = 1.90 field position, clearly show the presence of a

nitrogen ligand coupled to the spin system, in the (? -)

and (? ?) quadrants, in the low frequency region around

the Larmor frequency of the 14N nucleus. However, this

signal is likely due to the presence of imidazole used in the

column elution buffer since, if the sample is subjected to

gel filtration, to remove the excess of imidazole, the

spectral signatures of the nitrogen ligand disappear and

only the peaks around 15 MHz, due to the weak interac-

tions with surrounding protons, are clearly visible in the

(? ?) quadrant. Thus, the HYSCORE results show that a

His coordination is not present in the wild type HydFT.n.

protein and that the native fourth ligand can be easily

exchanged with imidazole, as previously found for the

HydF protein from T. maritima [14]. Different results were

obtained for HydF protein from C. acetobutylicum. In fact,

the HYSCORE experiments performed to evaluate the

ligation of the [4Fe–4S] cluster of HydFC.a.. reveal the

presence of a nitrogen atom coupled to the spin system in

the wild type protein as well as in the mutant HydFC.a.

H306A (Fig. 2b). The parameters of hyperfine and

a b

Fig. 1 a Cartoon tube representation of monomeric HydFT.n. (PDB

entry code: 3QQ5). The three recognized domains are highlighted in

different colours: GTPase domain in orange, dimerization domain in

olive green and [4Fe–4S] cluster binding domain in brown. Residues

of the iron-sulfur cluster-binding motif (CxHx46-53HCxxC) are

shown as sticks. b X-band EPR spectra of as-isolated HydFT.n. and

anaerobically reduced (20 mM sodium dithionite) wild type and

mutant HydFT.n. and HydFC.a. proteins. The inset shows the EPR

signal of the as-isolated sample of HydFT.n. in the g = 4 region where

nonspecifically bound Fe3? contributes. Colour code: as-isolated

HydFT.n. in orange, reduced HydFT.n. in black, reduced HydFC.a. in

brown. Experimental conditions are reported in the Sect. 2. The figure

has been created starting from the EPR spectra reported in [17]
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quadrupolar interactions (double-quantum frequencies,

dq = [±2.6; ±6.6 MHz]; hyperfine coupling constant,

a = 4.2 ± 0.2 MHz; quadrupolar term, K2(3 ? g2) =

0.71 MHz2), derived according to the formula reported in

Ref. [25], are in the range of those reported before for

histidine ligands of iron-sulfur clusters [26–28]. The

HydFC.a.H352A HYSCORE spectrum lacks all the cross

peaks due to strong N-coupling (Fig. 2b), clearly suggest-

ing that His 352 is the fourth ligand of the [4Fe–4S] cluster

in HydFC.a., differently from what observed in the HydFT.n.

protein. Interestingly, a [4Fe–4S] cluster can be assembled

also in the HydFC.a.H352A mutant protein, as supported by

the presence of the EPR signal of the reduced protein.

This evidence suggests that also in C. acetobutylicum the

His 352 residue, which coordinates the iron atom of the

[4Fe–4S] cluster in the native protein, can be at least par-

tially substituted, upon deletion, by another undefined

ligand. Moreover, very recently, Berggren et al. [19] have

shown that His-tag may be responsible for unnatural

coordination to the cluster in T. maritima. These authors

suggest that also preparation containing a Strep-tag II (an

eight amino acid oligopeptide featuring a histidine residue)

could give an adventitious histidinyl ligation. Thus, at

present it cannot be excluded that also the [4Fe–4S] cluster

of the wild type HydF from C. acetobutylicum presents, in

its native form, a non histidinyl fourth ligand.

Although the two histidines in the [4Fe–4S] binding

pocket are not necessary for binding the cubane cluster, at

least in T. neapolitana and T. maritima, we have proven

that they are essential for a correct maturation of HydA

a

b

Fig. 2 a X-Band HYSCORE spectra (14N region) of reduced wild-

type HydFT.n. before (left) and after (right) imidazole removal. b X-

Band HYSCORE spectra (14N region) of reduced wild-type and

mutant HydFC.a. proteins. Experimental conditions are described in

Sect. 2. Spectra are recorded at 10 K and at the field position

corresponding to the gy value (1.90). The figure has been created

starting from the spectra reported in [17]
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[17]. Indeed, all the introduced mutations, including those

not affecting the HydFC.a. EPR and HYSCORE spectra,

resulted in a severe impairment of the HydAC.a. activation

under anaerobic inducing conditions, as assessed by

hydrogen gas evolution activities measured in whole-cell

extracts. Thus, the two histidines are likely to play an

active role in the stabilization of the [2Fe] precursor in

HydF (e.g., through hydrogen bonding) [19].

In conclusion, taken all together, the reported results on

the HydF proteins from different microorganisms indicate

that only the three cysteines are strictly required for the

binding of the [4Fe–4S] cluster, whereas the fourth ligand

of the coordination sphere can vary depending on the

molecular environment created by local residues and/or

experimental conditions. In the experiments carried out in

both T. neapolitana and T. maritima, a [4Fe–4S] cluster-

imidazole complex is detectable in the presence of an

excess of imidazole, suggesting that the fourth metal

coordination site is easily accessible and readily

exchangeable. This may have important implications for

the synthesis of a complete H-cluster precursor. Non-cys-

teinyl ligation to a cubane-type FeS cluster is known to

occur in several enzymes and in each case the anomalous

cluster coordination has a functional significance [29]. An

accessible iron coordination site could be relevant in sub-

strate binding and transfer. According to this evidence, as

remarked before [19], HydF is able to bind a diiron syn-

thetic complex, mimicking the active site of HydA, via a

bridging cyanide ligand, and to eventually use it to activate

apo-HydA [10].

The [4Fe–4S] cluster coordination in HydF proteins is

evocative of the members of radical SAM superfamily

including HydG and HydE, in which three cysteine resi-

dues coordinate three of the four irons of the [4Fe–4S]

cluster at the active site of the enzyme, while the remaining

ligand to the fourth iron, in the absence of SAM, is likely a

small-molecule from the buffer and not a protein ligand

[30]. The coordination of this fourth iron makes it labile,

explaining why in many cases these proteins are found to

contain [3Fe–4S]? clusters in their as-isolated or air-ex-

posed states, as also observed for HydF (see Fig. 1, orange

trace). Upon reduction with a reducing agent, such as DTH

or photoreduced 5-deazariboflavin, the [3Fe–4S]? clusters

can usually be reconverted to the [4Fe–4S]? clusters, by

scavenging of adventitious iron or by cannibalization of a

fraction of the clusters [31]. Protein-bound [3Fe–4S]

clusters are generally derived from [Fe4S4(S-Cys)3L] cen-

ters with L = H2O/OH-, a side chain carboxylate, or some

other non-cysteinate ligand [32]. It has been suggested that,

under oxidizing conditions, the reaction [Fe4S4]3? ?
[Fe3S4]? ? Fe2? may occur, the removal of ferrous ion

being assisted by complexation with an exogenous ligand

[33].

To further investigate this crucial problem of the cluster

ligation characteristics, we focused on the iron-sulfur

cluster environment of HydF from T. neapolitana, by

analyzing the low temperature CW-EPR spectra of a series

of significant site-directed mutants (D310A, D337A,

E300A and Y380A), corresponding to residues which are

in close proximity to the [4Fe–4S] cluster binding site,

according to the crystal structure of apo-HydFT.n. [18].

These residues represent putative Fe cluster ligands.

HYSCORE spectra of the mutants were also detected and

compared to those of the wild type protein [18]. The results

are reported in Fig. 3. Comparison of the g principal values

of the mutants with those of the wild type shows that the

[4Fe–4S] cluster is only slightly affected by the substitu-

tion of Glu300, Asp310, Asp337 and Tyr380 with alanine,

meaning that the assembly of the cluster is not compro-

mised or altered by the removal of these residues. Thus, it

seems likely that either the residues are not directly

involved in the ligation of the [4Fe–4S] cluster or they can

be easily substituted by other residues. This is also con-

firmed by the analysis of the HYSCORE spectra in the

proton coupling frequency region. Three different protons

contributions have been recognized in the spectra of the

WT: (1) weakly coupled protons (hyperfine couplings

between 2.5 and 3.5 MHz) assigned to distant nuclei, likely

belonging to protein residues or backbone, located at long

distance from the cluster; (2) protons characterized by a

strong coupling (hyperfine couplings between 14 and

16 MHz) (ridges III) tentatively assigned to the b-cysteinyl

protons; (3) protons corresponding to ridges II, showing

isotropic hyperfine couplings with intermediate values

(7–9 MHz), which reflect a close distance to the spin car-

rying cluster. Since no significant changes of the hyperfine

interactions are found in the mutants compared to the wild

type, an involvement of the selected residues in either

direct bonding or specific interactions, such as H-bonding

of coordinated water, in close proximity of the FeS cluster,

can be excluded. Therefore, the most likely non-Cys ligand

of the cluster is an exogenous molecule such as a hydroxyl

or water. This is also in agreement with the observed easy

exchangeability of the fourth ligand. Further HYSCORE

experiments based on 2H2O exchange, to determine the

exchangeable protons, and H2
17O exchange, to eventually

measure the direct oxygen coordination to the iron, are in

progress in our laboratory to support this hypothesis.

3.2 The GTPase Domain

As suggested by Lubitz et al. [33], since in the living cell

the concentration of free cofactors is small, transferases are

needed to move a pre-assembled 2Fe-subcluster precursor

to HydA. The role of HydF is likely to be crucial at this
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stage. However, both the mechanisms of ligand transfer to

HydF and delivery of the 2Fe-subcluster precursor from

HydF to HydA are still unknown. At present, it is not clear

whether the CO and CN ligands are delivered as free to a

FeS cluster bound to HydF, or mononuclear Fe species

with bound ligands are delivered to HydF, or the whole 2Fe

subcluster is synthesized on HydG before being transferred

to HydF.

The GTPase activity of HydF is likely involved in the

interaction with HydE and HydG rather than with HydA. In

fact, Vallese et al. have shown that GTP addition to either

the HydF–HydE or HydF–HydG complexes results in an

increase in the rates of dissociation, suggesting that the

dissociation of HydE and HydG from HydF may be driven

by the GTPase activity of HydF [34]. It has also been

reported that the presence of GTP significantly affects the

a

c

b

Fig. 3 a Cartoon tube representation of the FeS cluster binding

domain of HydFT.n. (PDB entry code: 3QQ5). Putative residues

involved in the cluster binding are shown as sticks (colour code:

carbon in black, nitrogen in blue, oxygen in red, sulfur in yellow).

b Low temperature X-band EPR spectra of anaerobically reduced

(20 mM sodium dithionite) wild type and mutants of HydFT.n..

c HYSCORE spectra of reduced HydFT.n. proteins. A comparison

between wild type and mutant proteins is reported. Spectra are

recorded at 10 K, at the field position corresponding to the gy value

(1.90). Experimental conditions are described in Sect. 2. The figure is

based on the data reported in [18]
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EPR spectral properties of the HydF cluster, showing that a

communication between the GTP and the iron-sulfur

cluster binding domains of the protein may be present [16].

In order to investigate possible conformational changes

induced by the GTP binding in the N-terminal domain of

HydF, we have expressed in E. coli, a recombinant HydF

protein from T. neapolitana including only the GTP-bind-

ing domain [21]. The isolated domain I can be indeed

purified to homogeneity as a single monomeric species,

keeping its capability of GTP hydrolysis. Site-directed
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Fig. 4 Structure of HydFT.n. (PDB entry code: 3QQ5) showing the

mutated residues in the GTPase domain (a). Background-corrected

PELDOR traces for the M26C-R88C-C91S (b, c, d) and R88C-

T164C-C91S (e, f, g). Samples in the absence (black, b, e) and after

the addition (black, c, d) of 50 mM GTPcS. Tikhonov-derived

distance distributions (d, g) for samples in the absence (black) and in

the presence (red) of the nucleotide analogous. The figure has been

modified starting from [21]
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mutants have been designed for PELDOR measurements, in

which the native residues have been substituted by cysteines

and subsequently spin-labeled with the methanethiosulfonate

nitroxide. The wild type domain contains a single cysteine

(i.e. C91), buried in the protein core, which, as proven by

preliminary experiments, gives a low labeling yield. For this

reason, it was substituted by serine (C91S) while three other

sites were selected to introduce the cysteine residues in the

construction of double labeled species for PELDOR experi-

ments. They are the following: residue M26, close to the

GTP-binding site; residue R88, located at the interface of

domain I and III; residue T164, which belongs to the terminal

part of an a-helix connecting domain I and II via a long loop

(see Fig. 4). Triple mutants (R88C–C91S–M26C and R88C–

C91S–T164C) were produced and, after reaction with the spin

label MTSSL, double spin labeled samples were obtained.

The corresponding PELDOR spectra are shown in Fig. 4.

Tikhonov-derived distance distributions analysis of the

PELDOR traces for the M26C–R88C–C91S and R88C–

C91S–T164C mutants give main values which correspond,

roughly, to those expected on the basis of the a-carbon dis-

tances derived from the X-ray structure of the apo-HydF

protein (19 and 20 Å, respectively).

The PELDOR results show that the distance between

residues 26 and 88, belonging to the protein region close to

the GTP binding site and to the interface with the domain

III, remains substantially unaffected upon binding of the

nucleotide. An effect is found for the spin labels at the 88

and 164 sites. In this case, the binding of the nucleotide

induces an average, although small, increase of the distance

with a change also in the distance distribution. Interest-

ingly, T164 belongs to an a-helix element connecting a

loop close to the GTP binding site with a long protein loop

which connects domain I with the dimerization domain (II).

Although the nucleotide binding does not induce dramatic

effects on the conformation within the GTP domain, at the

level of the diagnostic positions investigated in our work,

the observed changes may reflect a diffuse effect in the

dimer conformation of HydF, which is the main form of the

whole protein in solution. This hypothesis needs to be

tested by performing spin-labeling experiments on the

GTPase domain of the full-length protein.

Our preliminary experiments show that the PELDOR

might be a powerful technique to investigate the mecha-

nism of the maturation process, at the level of the

nucleotide binding and/or hydrolysis. Design of new site-

directed mutants of residues belonging to the above men-

tioned long loop and to an unstructured region reported in

the X-ray structure (residues 32-44), together with spin-

labeling of the GTPase domain in the full-length protein,

will be performed to get a detailed map of the conforma-

tional changes.

4 Conclusions

HydF is a complex enzyme which contains one [4Fe–4S]

cluster binding site with three conserved cysteine residues

near the C-terminus and a N-terminal GTPase domain,

whose specific function is unknown. It has been increas-

ingly observed that, in many enzymes, the ligands of [4Fe–

4S] clusters can be other than Cys and that the presence of

the non-Cys ligands can strongly influence the physical

properties of the clusters in terms of reduction potential,

stability, and reactivity [35]. Therefore, it is likely that also

in HydF the non-Cys ligated Fe atom of the cluster, whose

ligand is easily exchangeable and variable depending on

the organism, as we have shown, carries out the relevant

chemistry.

HydF has been suggested to be the transferase that

shuttles the complete [2Fe] subcluster to the hydrogenase,

but the exact molecular mechanism driving this translo-

cation is still under investigation. It seems likely that the

[4Fe–4S] cluster of HydF is the site where the [2Fe] sub-

cluster precursor is anchored and finally processed to be

delivered to HydA. The dimeric form of HydF in solution

probably allows the interactions with HydG and HydE

proteins for the transfer of the synthons. These interactions

may be regulated by the GTPase domain of HydF, as

revealed by our preliminary PELDOR experiments. In

order to obtain more significant data in this regard, further

investigation is needed.
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Triplet-triplet energy transfer from chlorophylls to carotenoids is themechanismunderlying the photoprotective
role played by carotenoids in many light harvesting complexes, during photosynthesis. The peridinin–
chlorophyll-a protein (PCP) is awater-soluble light harvesting protein of the dinoflagellate Amphidinium carterae,
employing peridinin as the main carotenoid to fulfil this function.
The dipolar coupling of the triplet state of peridinin, populated under light excitation in isolated PCP, to the
MTSSL nitroxide, introduced in the protein by site-directedmutagenesis followed by spin labeling, has beenmea-
sured by Pulse ELectron-electron DOuble Resonance (PELDOR) spectroscopy. The triplet-nitroxide distance de-
rived by this kind of experiments, performed for the first time in a protein system, allowed the assignment of
the triplet state to a specific peridinin molecule belonging to the pigment cluster. The analysis strongly suggests
that this peridinin is the one in close contact with thewater ligand to the chlorophyll a, thus supporting previous
evidences based on ENDOR and time resolved-EPR.

© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.
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1. Introduction

Carotenoids (Car) are found in light-harvesting complexes and reac-
tion centers of natural photosystems where they act as both light-
harvesting pigments and photoprotective agents. Their role as antenna
pigments is fulfilled by absorbing light in the blue-green region,
where chlorophylls (Chl) and bacteriochlorophylls (BChl) absorbweak-
ly, and by delivering excitation energy to (B)Chl pigments. Moreover,
Car play an important photoprotective role under high light conditions,
by quenching (B)Chl triplet states via triplet-triplet energy transfer [1],
thus preventing the formation of singlet oxygen, a potentially harmful
oxidizing species.

Antenna complexes exhibit large structural and spectral variability,
depending on the photosynthetic organisms. Marine algae possess an
efficient light-harvesting systemoptimized for light-harvesting capacity
especially in the blue-green spectral region becausewater functions as a
filter of light in the red. Peridinin–chlorophyll-a proteins (PCP) are

water-soluble light harvesting proteins of dinoflagellates, which belong
to the group ofmarine eukaryotic algae and usually employ peridinin as
main pigment to perform the light-harvesting function. Most PCP forms
contain only peridinin and Chl a in a stoichiometric ratio of 4:1. The
crystal structure of the main form of PCP (MFPCP) from A. carterae has
been determined to a resolution of 2.0 Å, revealing a ship-like structure
with an outer shell composed of α-helices that shields the internally co-
ordinated pigments from the outer solvent [2]. This ship-like structure is
formed by two pseudo-identical subdomains, which have 58% identical
residues on the primary sequence level. Each of the two subdomains
harbours four peridinin molecules that are arranged around a central
Chl a (Fig. 1). The distances between peridinins within a single domain
range from 4 to 11 Å, and their conjugated regions are in van derWaals
contact (3.3–3.8 Å) with the tetrapyrrole ring of Chl a.

A reconstitution system has been established in which the isolated
pigments are refolded with the polypeptide of the amino-terminal
MFPCP domain (N-MFPCP) that is heterologously produced in E. coli
[3]. The crystal structure of refolded PCP (RFPCP) has been determined
to a resolution of 1.4 Å, and revealed that two identical N-MFPCP do-
mains assemble into a homo-dimer, that is virtually identical to the
structure of native MFPCP [4].

While most of the effort has been devoted to study singlet excitation
and migration within the protein, there are still open questions
concerning triplet-triplet energy transfer in PCP. The subject is highly
relevant since it is related to the photoprotective role played by Car in
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different light-harvesting systems. When MFPCP gets photo-excited,
the Chls a cannot transfer the excitation energy to other antenna
complexes and de-excitation mainly proceeds through either fluores-
cence or intersystem crossing with triplet formation. Triplet states are
also formed in vivo under excess light conditions. However, photo-
protective carotenoids prevent the formation of harmful singlet oxygen
by quenching these TChl triplet states. In the past, we have employed
time-resolved and pulse electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) tech-
niques to study the peridinin triplet state (TPer) through its magnetic
properties such as zero-field splitting (ZFS) parameters, electron spin
polarization (ESP) and time-evolution of the ESP [5]. The ESP, shown
by TPer in the time resolved EPR spectrum detected immediately after
the laser flash, is inherited from the Chl triplet (TChl) according to spin
angular momentum conservation taking place during triplet-triplet en-
ergy transfer [6–9], depending on the relative geometrical arrangement
of the donor-acceptor couple. The concept of spin angular momentum
conservation was exploited in the past to investigate the pathway of
triplet transfer in isolated MFPCP [5]. During the TChl a lifetime in
isolated PCP, a triplet state is formed on one of the circumferential
peridinins and decays through radiationless intersystem crossing with
a lifetime of about 10 μs [10]. Starting from the relative populations of
TChl sublevels and taking into account the relative positions among
Chls and peridinins, as determined by the X-ray structure of PCP [2],
the expected triplet state polarization of each of the peridinins in the
complex was calculated. Comparison with the experimental data
allowed suggesting that the chlorophyll-peridinin pair directly involved
in the triplet-triplet energy transfer process, coincideswith the onehav-
ing the shortest center-to-center distance (Chl601/602 and Per614/624
according to the nomenclature used in [2] and adopted in Fig. 1 [5]).

Further informationwere obtained by pulse EPR and electron nucle-
ar double resonance (ENDOR) spectroscopies combined with theoreti-
cal calculations, which provided details concerning the electronic
structure of the excited triplet state in PCP, strongly supporting the lo-
calization of the triplet state on one specific peridinin [11]. In the back-
bone of TPer614, a high spin density was found at the carbon atom
positionwhich is in close contact with thewater ligand to Chl a. This re-
sult suggested that the water ligand may work has a super-exchange
bridge in the triplet-triplet energy transfer [11–13].

Other groups applied time-resolved step-scan FTIR difference spec-
troscopy to investigate triplet formation in MFPCP from A. carterae
[14–16]. The spectral analysis of the 298 K FTIR spectra obtained from
MFPCP revealed two components with different decay kinetics, leading
to the conclusion that two different TPer are produced [14]. Moreover,
beside signals arising from TPer, also putative bands reflecting the pres-
ence of TChl awere identified implying that in PCP there is a significant
involvement of Chl a in triplet delocalization [14]. The fact that the time-
resolved FTIR difference spectra depend on the excitationwavelength of
the triggering laser flash suggested the hypothesis that TPer formation
can proceed via different pathways [14,16]. On the other hand step-
scan FTIR spectra recorded at 100 K indicated that, at low temperature,
just one Per conformer is involved in triplet formation [15]. Thus, while
the IR results, suggest a shared triplet state between Chl and Per, the
above mentioned data obtained by advanced EPR techniques point to-
wards a localization of the triplet state in Per614(624). These discrepan-
cies are still under discussion, although, Mezzetti and Spezia suggested
that some spectral features in the step-scan FTIR spectra from MFPCP
from A. carterae may be due to a photo-thermal effect caused by too
high laser power conditions [12,14,15].

In order to work towards clarification of the problem of triplet as-
signment and (de)localization in PCP, we have applied a new approach,
that is based on Pulse Electron-Electron Double Resonance (PELDOR)
measurements. PELDOR is a well-established technique for measuring
nanometer distances in spin-labeled systems [17–21]. Conventionally,
PELDOR is performed on proteins, measuring distances between couple
of nitroxide spin labels, introduced in the system by site directed spin
labeling. In a recent work, on a model system, we have shown that
PELDOR can be used also to measure distances between a photoexcited
triplet state and a nitroxide radical [22]. Due to the sensitivity acquired
from the spin polarization of the photoexcited triplet state spectrum the
method can be applied also in complex biological systems. Thus, in this
work we applied the technique for the first time in a protein system, to
measure the distance between the triplet populated under photoexcita-
tion in isolated PCP and a nitroxide suitably introduced in the protein by
site directed spin labeling.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Mutagenesis, protein expression, and purification

RFPCP has an additional Alanine residue at the amino-terminus (Ala-
0) compared to native N-MFPCP. This additional Alanine residue was
mutated to Cysteine using QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit
(Stratagene). The proteinswere expressed heterologously in Escherichia
coli JM109, purified and reconstituted with pigments, as previously de-
scribed [4]. However, the final size exclusion stepwas skipped, since the
purity of the reconstituted protein obtained from the anion exchange
step is sufficient for spectral analysis. For all experiments, RFPCP was
dissolved in 5 mM Tricine, 2 mM MgCl, pH 7.6. Prior labeling, the
functional availability of the thiol group was assessed using thiol-
biotinylation (Biotin-HPDP (Thermo Scientific)) of A0C–RFPC and sub-
sequent binding to Streptavidin agarose beads (Novagen).

2.2. Labeling

Labeling of A0C–RFPCP, used for EPR experiments, was obtained by
adding a fivefold molar excess of MTSSL (SIGMA, dissolved in DMSO)
to the purified protein at a homodimer concentration of 50 μM and in-
cubating the protein overnight in the dark at 4 °C. The sample was
then concentrated and exchanged five times with deuterated buffer
by centrifugal filters; this procedure was also useful to remove the ex-
cess of non-ligated spin label. The introduction of the nitroxide led to
an estimated yield N90% of doubly labeled dimers at the zero position
of each monomer. Oxygen was removed from the samples by flushing
argon in the EPR tube before freezing. Deuterated glycerol (60% v/v)

Fig. 1. Top: The pigment cluster structure of MFPCP from A. carterae (PDB: 1ppr) and
scheme of the molecular structure of peridinin showing the X,Y,Z directions of ZFS axes,
corresponding to the canonical field positions in the Field-swept ESE spectrum of the
triplet state. Bottom: Field-swept ESE spectra of spin labeled RFPCP A0C mutant in
frozen solution, detected in the dark (black) and 50 ns after laser flash (red). A =
absorption, E = emission. For experimental conditions see Material and Methods.
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was added before freezing. The final concentration of labeled protein
was 150 μM.

2.3. Pulse EPR and PELDOR measurements

Pulse EPR and PELDOR were performed on a Bruker Elexsys E580
pulse EPR spectrometer equipped with a Bruker ER4118X-MS3 split-
ring PELDOR resonator. Laser excitation at 532 nm (10 mJ per pulse
and repetition rate of 10 Hz) was provided by the second harmonic of
a Nd:YAG laser (Quantel Brilliant) in the optically transparent resonator.

Field-swept electron spin echo (ESE) spectra of the triplet state were
recorded using a 2-pulse (flash-DAF-π/2-τ-π-τ-echo) ESE sequence
with a DAF of 50 ns, between the laser flash and the first microwave
(MW) pulse. The π/2-pulse was of 16 ns and the delay τ was set at
200 ns.

Conventional PELDOR experiments tomeasure intra-dimer nitroxide-
nitroxide dipolar interaction (NO-NO PELDOR) were done at a tempera-
ture of 50 K. A standard four-pulse sequencewas applied; themicrowave
power was adjusted to obtain an observer sequence of 16/32/32 ns and a
pump pulse of 16 ns. The difference between the pump and observer
frequency was set to 70 MHz. Pump frequency, 9.21 GHz; observer fre-
quency, 9.28 GHz; center of the resonator (with the sample), 9.21 GHz.
A two-step phase cycle was applied for baseline correctionwhile deuteri-
um nuclear modulations were suppressed varying the tau value in an
eight-step cycle starting from a value of 180 ns and using a 56 ns step.

The PELDOR experiments under laser excitation to measure the di-
polar interaction between the nitroxide and photoexcited triplet state
(triplet-NO PELDOR), were performed at 20 K. The pulse sequence,
mentioned above, was preceded, in this case, by a laser pulse, with a
delay after the flash (DAF) of 50 ns. The difference between the pump
(nitroxide) and observer (peridinin triplet state) frequency was set to
500 MHz. Pump frequency, 9.21 GHz; observer frequency, 9.71 GHz;
center of the resonator (with the sample), 9.21 GHz. Datawere collected
for 24 h.

2.4. Spectral analysis

The crystallographic structure used for all the simulations is thehomo-
dimer of the RFPCP (PDB: 3IIS) that, compared to the native protein, has
an extra alanine residue at the N-ter of the sequence (0 position). The
structure of the spin labeled protein was created by using the program
MMM2013 (Multiscale Modelling of Macromolecular Systems) [23]
which allows also to calculate the set of possible rotamers of the spin
label, with the relative populations, within the protein. MMM2013 has
also been employed for the prediction of the nitroxide-nitroxide distance
distribution.

The simulations of the light-induced time domain triplet-NO PELDOR
traces were carried out by considering the dipolar interaction between
TPer on onemonomer (single excitations only, i.e. one triplet state excited
in a protein dimer) and each of the two symmetry related nitroxides of
the dimer, in a way that the final trace results as the sum of the two dipo-
lar interactions (neglecting multiple spins effect). All the nitroxide
rotamers, computed by MMM2013 were taken into account with their
proper weight. Simulations were performed with a home-written rou-
tine, implemented in MATLAB, based on the analytical form of the Echo
modulation in the four-pulse PELDOR experiment, for a weakly coupled
triplet-radical pair spin system, as derived by Di Valentin et al. and de-
scribed in detail elsewhere [24]. The simulation routine calculates the
dipolar frequency between the triplet state and the radical spin system
(and the corresponding time trace), taking into account the effects of
spin delocalization on the carotenoid moiety. The spin distribution of
the carotenoid triplet state used in the calculationswas that derived be-
fore by DFT and validated on the basis of the good agreement of the cal-
culated hyperfine couplings with the ones measured by ENDOR in PCP
[11]. The frequency of the dipolar interaction, depending on the
interspin distance and the angle between the interspin vector and the

direction of the external magnetic field B0, refers to each spin-bearing
atom of the molecule(s) carrying the triplet state. Concerning the
nitroxide radical, the unpaired electron is localized in the midpoint of
the N\\O bond of the nitroxide moiety.

Only the secular term of the dipole Hamiltonian was considered in
the condition that the difference of the Larmor frequencies of the two
spins ismuch larger than theweak dipolar coupling. The Heisenberg ex-
change coupling was neglected as our system involves localized spins
separated by r N 15 Å.

The input parameters needed for the calculations are:

(i) The structure of the spin labeled protein;
(ii) The spin density of the peridinin in its triplet state [25].

The PELDOR powder pattern is calculated by a uniform sampling of
the magnetic field orientations in the unit sphere. The set of angles θ
and φ for this average is taken from a spherical grid computed by the
EasySpin function sphgrid [26]. The full set of nitroxide rotamers, gener-
ated by MMM2013, has been considered in the simulation, summing
the simulated traces over the conformation distribution. The frequency
spectra were obtained by Fourier Transform of the calculated time do-
main traces, after apodization.

3. Results

The field-swept ESE spectra of the spin labeled A0C–RFPCP mutant
detected in the dark corresponds to a typical field-swept ESE nitroxide
spectrum, as expected because of the presence of the MTSSL spin
probe (Fig. 1).

The spectrum recorded immediately after the light pulse is com-
posed of two contributions: a) a component due to the TPer, character-
ized by a eaeaea spin polarization pattern and ZFS parameters |D | =
449.7 × 10−4 cm−1, |E | = 43.9 × 10−4 cm−1, in agreement with previ-
ously reported triplet-state EPR data on PCP proteins [5]; b) the
nitroxide component detected also in the dark spectrum (Fig. 1). The
TPer spin polarization pattern is inherited from TChl a donor during
triplet-triplet energy transfer, as extensively discussed in Ref. [5]. The
Z axis of the ZFS tensor corresponds to the long molecular direction of
peridinin, the X axis is along the C\\H bonds in the conjugated chain
and the Y axis is perpendicular to the conjugated XZ molecular plane
(scheme in Fig. 1) [11]. The magnetic field positions corresponding to
the canonical directions are indicated in the spectrum.

The time domain NO-NO PELDOR trace detected in the dark (after
background correction) and the corresponding dipolar frequency spec-
trum are shown in Fig. 2. Tikhonov-derived distance distribution,
obtained by DeerAnalysis2013 [27] provides a maximum peak at a dis-
tance of about 42 Å (Fig. 2B), which is in good agreement with the esti-
mated intra-dimer nitroxide-nitroxide distance, based on the crystal
structure of RFPCP (Fig. 2). Moreover, the distance distribution reflects
the large number of conformations predicted by the MMM simulation
[24], since the spin probe is characterized by a certain conformational
freedom due to the ligation at the N-ter of the protein. The distance
distribution predicted by MMM (see Supplementary information) is
in good general agreement with the experimental one reported in
Fig. 2B, although the latter results to be broader.

The triplet-NO PELDOR results obtained under photoexcitation are
shown in Fig. 3. In this kind of experiment the laser pulse populates
the TPer and the dipolar triplet-doublet interaction is then measured,
as modulation of the echo intensity generated by the observer pulse
sequence.

The four-pulse sequence is performed by applying the pumppulse at
the maximum of the nitroxide spectrum in order to optimize the pump
efficiency, while applying the observer sequence in correspondence to
the most intense emissive X canonical transition of the polarized TPer
spectrum. After removal of the background decay from the envelope
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modulation, the triplet-NO PELDOR time trace reveals clear dipolar
modulations. The background was subtracted using a exponential (3d)
background correction in DeerAnalysis2016 (the PELDOR traces before
and after different background corrections are reported in Fig. S2 of Sup-
plementary Data). In Fig. 3 the PELDOR trace reported is that resulting
from a background correction fitted in themore extended time interval
starting from 248 ns.

Fourier transformation of the signal provides the frequency spec-
trum. Although some orientation selection due to the broad triplet spec-
trum was expected, the frequency spectrum, seems to have a Pake
pattern shape. This likely derives from the fact that the measurements
were performed at the X canonical position of the triplet state, for
which the orientation selection is expected to be relatively small.

The DeerAnalysis software was developed for doublet-doublet
interacting spin systems assuming point dipole interactions. However,
the triplet-doublet interaction in the spin-labeled A0C–RFPCP system
comprises a delocalized spin density in the carotenoid triplet state.
Therefore, we have developed a novel program for the spectral analysis,
which is described in detail in Materials and methods. The theoretical
time traces and frequency spectra were calculated for each single
peridinin of the pigment cluster and compared to the experimental
ones. Although the signal to noise ratio of the experimental traces is
low, a satisfactory agreement is unambiguously found only for Per614
(Fig. 4).

4. Discussion

It is well known that in isolated PCP proteins, TChls populated by
photoexcitation via ISC, are quenched by peridinins with an efficiency
of ~100% [4]. Recently Z. Kvíčalová et al. [28] showed that TPer is formed
with the same intrinsic ~5 ns lifetime of TChl. A kinetic model indicated

that triplet–triplet transfer time is expected to be 0.1 ns or even faster in
this system, preventing any accumulation of TChl. This is in agreement
with the results reported in Fig. 1, showing the absence of features
due to TChl in the pulse EPR spectrum detected 50 ns after the laser
flash. As alreadymentioned, a differentmodel accordingwhich the pho-
toexcited triplet state is partially delocalized over the Chl a molecule
leading, to the mixing of TChl character in TPer, was proposed by
Alexandre et al. to interpret step-scan Fourier transform infrared spec-
troscopy data on PCP from A. carterae [14]. The effect was quantified
in terms of 25% and 40% contribution of Chl in triplet sharing, in
MFPCP and in the high salt form PCP (HSPCP) respectively [29]. HSPCP
is a minor component isolated from A. carterae, which is eluted from
an anion exchange column at high-salt concentration. This form pre-
sents 31% identity in amino acid sequence with MFPCP. It contains
only six peridinins and two Chl a molecules. It was found that HSPCP
and MFPCP share most of the properties relatively to the triplet forma-
tion pathway and to the triplet localization in specific peridinins [30].
The comparison of triplet ENDOR spectra of MFPCP and HSPCP did not
support the conclusion on a 25%/40% contribution of Chl in triplet shar-
ing in the two different proteins, since a decrease of all the measured
TPer hyperfine constants in HSPCP, as expected for a higher level of trip-
let sharing, was not observed [30]. Moreover, DFT calculations of the
electronic structure of the triplet states in PCP, ruled out the possibility
of a Per-Chl a delocalization because of the large difference in the triplet
state energy of the two pigments [11].

Since itwas suggested that the delocalization of the triplet on the Chl
moleculemay have a physiological important role in dragging the ener-
gy of the shared triplet below that of singlet oxygen,with a resultant de-
crease in the probability of production of singlet oxygen, we used
PELDOR spectroscopy to gain additional information. The experiments
allow measuring the distance between the photo-excited triplet state

Fig. 2.A)Background-subtractedNO-NOPELDOR trace of spin labeledRFPCPA0Cmutant detected in the dark at 50K (left, black), and dipolar spectrumafter Fourier transformation (right,
black), with a corresponding model-free Tikhonov fitting obtained by DeerAnalysis2013, with the regularization parameter α=100 (red). For experimental conditions see Material and
Methods. B) Distance distribution obtained by DeerAnalysis2013 and graphical representation of some representative MTSSL conformers MMM-generated using the crystal structure of
the protein.
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and a spin probe (nitroxide). This, together with crystallographic infor-
mation and data analysis may help to get insight into the nature of the
triplet state in PCP.

The position of the MTSSL spin label in the protein was chosen such
that distances between the nitroxide and each of the peridinin mole-
cules inside a protein monomer were sufficiently different from each
other to be discriminated in the experiment, and also fell in a distance
range (20–40 Å) that assures high sensitivity for PELDOR experiments.
Spin labeling of a Cysteine at the amino-terminus of A0C–RFPCP result-
ed in theoretical nitroxide-Per center-to-center mean distances of 20 Å,
23.4 Å, 27.5 Å and 30 Å for Per-614, Per-613, Per-611 and Per-612,
respectively.

Our NO-NO PELDOR experiments conducted in the dark show that
the refolded protein, adopts a dimeric structure in solution, in line
with the available crystal structural data of RFPCP. The direct compari-
son of the resolved X-ray structure of RFPCP and MFPCP showed that
they are identical in terms of pigment arrangement [4]. Thus, inter-
monomer distances were also expected to contribute to the triplet-NO
PELDOR traces. These interspin distances are expected to contribute to
the lower frequencies of the PELDOR spectrum and they resulted
more difficult to be estimated with high precision since the low signal
to noise ratio of the inverted echo limited the reliable detectionwindow

to 1.5 μs, a duration not sufficient to resolve distances in the order of
40 Å. However these signals affect the time traces and have to be includ-
ed in the calculations to reach a good agreement with the experimental
data.

The comparison of the experimental and calculated PELDOR traces
(Fig. 4) clearly indicates that only Per614(624) may be responsible for
the observed sharp initial drop of the PELDOR time trace, due to its
shortest intra-monomer distance (20 Å) to the nitroxide in the cluster.
It is interesting to note that the PELDOR results rule out a possible in-
volvement of Per612 in the triplet-triplet energy transfer pathway of
PCP. Per612 gives an expected polarization pattern of the time-
resolved EPR spectrum, which is very similar to that of Per614 [5]. Its
role in Chl triplet quenching was considered to be negligible before
only for analogy with HSPCP, where Per612 is missing [30].

The PELDOR results show a dominant localization of the triplet state
in Per614, since adding even small contribution fromother peridinins to
the calculated time traces reduces the agreement between theoretical
and experimental traces.

It is worth mentioning, that the PELDOR spectra derived from the
triplet-nitroxide interactions were calculated under the following as-
sumptions 1) single triplet excitation for protein dimer, 2) negligible ef-
fects deriving from multi spin interactions, 3) random distribution of

Fig. 3. Top: Center-to-center mean distances between each peridinin and the nitroxide labels in the dimer of the RFPCP A0C mutant, as calculated from the crystal structure remodelled
with the MMM-generated MTSSL conformers (represented by the grey clouds). Bottom: Pulse sequence for the 4-pulse triplet- NO PELDOR experiment recorded under photoexcitation,
and corresponding field-swept ESE spectrum showing the pump (nitroxide) and observer (triplet state) field positions. For experimental details see Material and methods. (A) PELDOR
trace after background removal and (B) Fourier transform of the time domain trace after background removal.
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peridinin-nitroxides distances for all conformerswith respect to themag-
neticfield direction. However these assumptions seemappropriate,when
applied to the system, for the following reasons. (1) The laser excitation
power is maintained lower than the saturation level of the signal,
(2) the small number of triplet-doublet dipolar interactions (two) within
the dimeric protein is expected to limit the presence of possible artefacts
present inmulti-spin systems, and (3) the nitroxides may assume a large
number of conformations, as shown by the number of MMM predicted

rotamers. In this respect, it is worth noting that, taking into account the
orientation selection in the calculated spectra, the agreementwith exper-
imental data did not improve for any of the four peridinins (not shown).

Due to the extended molecular structure, the spin density distribu-
tion of the triplet state along the conjugated chain of the peridinin
was taken into account. Neglecting this factor in the calculations gave
a worse fitting of the experimental data. This is the reason why a
home-written program was used for the calculation of the PELDOR

Fig. 4. Comparison of background-corrected experimental (black) and calculated (coloured) PELDOR time traces, and their corresponding Fourier transformed frequency spectra, for the
triplet state localized on Per611 (magenta), Per612 (green), Per613 (blue) and Per614 (red) respectively. The calculations were performed as described in Materials and methods.
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traces, instead of the commonly used DeerAnalysis software [27]. Actu-
ally, we observed that, the effect of introducing the spin distribution in
the dipolar interaction calculation introduces some different combina-
tion of the oscillations at the different frequencies in the PELDOR traces.

Compared to the calculated ones, the experimental traces show less
defined modulations. This is likely due not only to the low signal to
noise ratio, but also to the restricted range of nitroxide conformations
used for the calculations, as revealed by the comparison between the
NO-NO PELDOR and the MMM calculated distance distribution (see
Fig. S1 in Supplementary Data).

Calculationswere performed also by considering a 25%–40%Chl trip-
let sharing. An influence in the calculated PELDOR traces appeared espe-
cially when assuming a high Chl contribution, (see Supplementary data,
Fig. S3). The largest influence is found for Per611/612/613 while for
Per614, due to the similar center to center distance of Per and Chl to
the nitroxide, the PELDOR time trace is less affected, at least in the
time interval spanned by our experiments. However, it appears that in-
cluding in the calculations a 25–40% of Chl participation to the triplet
delocalization decreases the agreement with the experimental time
traces, in particular in the time region of the shoulder around 2.6 μs. It
is worth noting that subtraction of different backgrounds to the detect-
ed PELDOR traces while does not influence the assignment to Per614,
leads on the other hand to even worse agreements of the experimental
traces with those calculated by considering the Car/Chl sharing of the
triplet (results are reported in Figs. S3 and S4 of Supplementary Data).
In summary, although the low signal to noise ratio and the restricted
time window of the detected traces of the present triplet-NO PELDOR
experiments do not allow to rule out thepresence of small contributions
of Chl to triplet sharing in PCP, it has been demonstrated that the meth-
od is suitable to address this kind of questions.

5. Conclusions

In this work we exploited, for the first time in a protein system, the
potentiality of PELDOR spectroscopy formeasuring distances between a
photoexcited triplet state and a nitroxide spin label inserted into the
protein. The results corroborate our previous assessment based on
time resolved EPR, pulse ENDOR and ESEEM experiments, of the central
role of Per614(624) in the mechanism of chlorophyll triplet quenching
in PCP proteins. As pointed out before, Per 614(624) possesses unique
features among all the peridinins bound to the protein, namely the
shortest center to center distance to the Chl molecule and an interfacial
water molecule acting as a bridge in triplet-triplet energy transfer.
Thus, Per614 has to be considered the most active carotenoid in the
photoprotection process taking place in the Peridinin Chlorophyll Pro-
tein complex of A. carterae.

As a final remark, it is worth noting that the PELDOR method suc-
cessfully applied here to measure the distance between the peridinin
triplet state and a nitroxide inserted into the protein at suitable position,
will open the unique possibility to identify the specific Car and/or Chl
pigments involved in the triplet state formation and quenching in
other light harvesting complexes of known atomic structure. This is an
important starting point to find out the structural and electronic strate-
gies adopted by the different light harvesting complexes for reaching an
efficient mechanism of TChl deactivation.
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The GTPase domain of [FeFe]-hydrogenase maturation protein HydF is a molecular switch. 

GTP binding triggers conformational changes detected by SDSL-EPR. 
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Abstract  

[FeFe]-hydrogenases catalyse the reduction of protons to hydrogen at a complex 2Fe[4Fe4S] center 

called H-cluster. The assembly of this active site is a multistep process involving three proteins, 

HydE, HydF and HydG. According to the current models, HydF has the key double role of scaffold, 

upon which the final H-cluster precursor is assembled, and carrier to transfer it to the target 

hydrogenase. The X-ray structure of HydF indicates that the protein is a homodimer with both 

monomers carrying two functional domains: a C-terminal FeS cluster-binding domain, where the 

precursor is assembled, and a N-terminal GTPase domain, whose exact contribution to cluster 

biogenesis and hydrogenase activation is still elusive. We previously obtained several hints 

suggesting that the binding of GTP to HydF could be involved in the interactions of this scaffold 

protein with the other maturases and with the hydrogenase itself. In this work, by means of site 

directed spin labeling coupled to EPR/PELDOR spectroscopy, we explored the conformational 

changes induced in a recombinant HydF protein by GTP binding, and provide the first clue that the 

HydF GTPase domain could be involved in the H-cluster assembly working as a molecular switch 

similarly to other known small GTPases.    
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Introduction 

Biohydrogen production, one of the most promising frontiers in the field of renewable energies, is 

achieved in nature by several prokaryotic and eukaryotic microorganisms through a general class of 

evolutionarily unrelated metalloenzymes called hydrogenases. Among them, [FeFe]- and [NiFe]-

hydrogenases are the most widespread [1]. These proteins have different distribution, catalytic 

properties and molecular architectures, but they are both able to reversibly reduce protons to H2 by 

means of metal clusters with some key similarities, including the coordination to the polypeptide 

chain through four conserved cysteine residues and the presence of iron-bound CO and CN- ligands 

[2]. In the case of [FeFe]-hydrogenases, the active site (referred to as the H-cluster) is particularly 

complex since it is composed of a [4Fe4S] cubane linked via a cysteine bridge to a 2Fe subcluster 

comprising the CO and CN- molecules and an additional dithiomethylamine ligand [3-5]. This 2Fe 

subcluster needs a specific set of maturation proteins to be first assembled in the active form and then 

inserted into the target functional [FeFe]-hydrogenase. Three conserved proteins are involved in its 

biosynthesis and delivery, i.e. HydE, HydF and HydG, discovered in the unicellular green alga 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii and then found in all microorganisms containing a [FeFe]-hydrogenase 

[6]. Both HydE and HydG are radical S-adenosylmethionine (SAM) proteins whereas HydF is a 

GTPase carrying a [4Fe4S] cluster binding motif [6]. The 3D crystal structures of all these maturases 

have been solved [7-10], and several in vitro and cell-free experiments using purified recombinant 

proteins have been performed to understand their functions, allowing to propose a two-steps model 

that describes a H-cluster biosynthetic pathway in which a 2Fe precursor is assembled and chemically 

modified on a scaffold protein prior to the transfer to the apo-hydrogenase (as reviewed in [11, 12]). 

Several independent experiments indicated that HydE and HydG would be responsible for the 

dithiomethylamine and CO/CN- biosynthesis respectively [9-17], and that the double key role of 

scaffold and carrier of the H-cluster precursor is played by HydF [18-21]. Although many unresolved 

questions remain, the most supported model consists in the building of the synthon Fe(CO)2CN by 

HydG, with two synthons needed to synthesize a [2Fe]H subcluster [16]. From the other side, a 

synthetic [2Fe] precursor was loaded into HydF to finally yield the active hydrogenase (HydA) [22], 

suggesting a key role of HydF in the last steps of the H-cluster maturation and delivery. As a scaffold 

protein, HydF must efficiently interact with the two maturation partners (i.e. HydE and HydG), and 

with the target apo-hydrogenase itself, keeping them in close proximity in order to get a functional 

unit able to follow the ordered biosynthetic pathway described in the proposed two-step model. 

Several functional insights have been gained from the 3D structure of the apo-HydF (i.e. devoid of 

both GTP and FeS cluster), as well as from several spectroscopic analyses of the FeS cluster carrying 

protein in solution. HydF is a dimer in which each monomer is composed of three distinct domains, 
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two with the consensus sequences for the binding of GTP (domain I) and of a [4Fe4S] cluster (domain 

III) [8]; the third domain (domain II) allows two monomers to associate through a large surface, 

giving rise to a stable, left-handed helical shaped dimer with an open and accessible surface enabling 

it to interact with potential partners [8]. The [4Fe4S] cluster coordination sphere of HydF has been 

thoroughly investigated by spectroscopic analysis of the protein in solution [19, 23-29], which 

provided several clues on how the H-cluster precursor is kept in-site by the scaffold during 

biosynthesis and chemical modifications by HydE and HydG; however, the exact mechanism by 

which the mature precursor is transferred from the scaffold to the hydrogenase has not been clarified. 

A further unresolved issue is the specific role of the HydF GTPase moiety, which is essential for the 

[FeFe]-hydrogenase maturation and activation [30]. We found that the binding of GTP to HydF 

induces the dissociation of HydE and HydG from the scaffold [31], suggesting that the GTPase 

domain could be involved in a dynamic network of interactions with the other maturases. 

Interestingly, the crystal structure of the apo-HydF protein showed the existence of flexible loops in 

this domain, which could undergo structural rearrangements upon GTP binding [8]. This could in 

turn have an impact on the capability of the holo-protein to interact with HydE and HydG in the 

maturation machinery, and to drive the proper delivery of the H-cluster precursor to the target 

hydrogenase.  

In a previous work, we investigated the intrinsic conformational changes triggered in HydF upon GTP 

binding using a recombinant form comprising only the HydF domain I. Nitroxide spin labeled 

cysteine residues were introduced at diagnostic positions in different elements of the protein 

secondary structure, with the aim of monitoring large rearrangement of the structure [32]. Combining 

CW-EPR (electron paramagnetic resonance) and PELDOR (pulse electron-electron double 

resonance) spectroscopic analysis, either in the absence or in the presence of GTP, we monitored the 

local mobility of the spin label at the selected sites and the distance between couples of labels, 

respectively. We found that the binding of the nucleotide to the isolated HydF GTPase domain does 

not induce large conformational effects, at least at the level of the positions investigated. Instead, 

small changes in the distance between spin labels were observed, suggesting diffuse rearrangements 

upon GTP binding at the level of these structural elements [32].  

Since the presence of the other two domains may be important in producing structural constrains in 

HydF, by directing and/or amplifying the conformational changes induced at the GTP binding sites, 

in the present work we used CW-EPR and PELDOR analysis by mapping the GTP-induced 

conformational changes along the entire HydF protein. We provide the first hint that the HydF 

GTPase domain functions as a molecular switch, similarly to other small GTPases [33-34] containing 
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the GTP-sensitive switch regions 1 (sw1) and 2 (sw2). Strikingly, we recognized sw1 and sw2 regions 

in the HydF GTPase domain and showed that, upon GTP binding, the protein undergoes 

conformational changes which are likely instrumental in promoting HydF activity in the maturation 

process of hydrogenases [35-36]. 

 

Results  

Design of recombinant mutants of HydF GTPase domain by in silico analysis 

An active HydF GTPase domain is essential to produce a functional [FeFe]-hydrogenase, both in vivo 

and in vitro [6, 30]. Sequence analysis indicated that the HydF GTPase domain contains the consensus 

motifs shared by all NTPases and essential to bind and hydrolyze GTP, i.e. the P-loop: (GRRNVGKS) 

and G2 to G4 loops (TTT, DTPG and NKID) [6, 30]. However, the role of GTP binding and/or 

hydrolysis in the H-cluster assembly is still elusive. By structural analysis, we found a similarity of 

the HydF folding with that of small GTPases, which are well-established regulators of several cellular 

functions, such as FeoB, MnmE, RbgA and TrmE. These GTPases alternate between GDP-bound and 

GTP-bound forms, differing by the conformations of the so-called switch 1 (sw1) and switch 2 (sw2) 

regions, and of other, more protein dependent, structural elements [33, 34, 37] (see Figure 1, panel 

A, where FeoB is taken as an example of the two different forms). In the HydF GTPase domain, we 

recognized the regions corresponding to putative sw1 and sw2, together with the GTPases consensus 

motifs (Figure ,1 panels A and B). Moreover, as expected based on previous experimental evidences 

indicating that the HydF GTPase activity is increased in the presence of K+ [19], the region of HydF 

nucleotide-binding G1 motif (…GRRNVGKSSFMNALV...) contains two asparagine residues, 

namely Asn19 and Asn27, which are highly conserved in the K+ activated G-proteins [37], as 

indicated by a detail of the multiple sequence alignment reported in panel C of Figure 1 (see 

Supplementary Fig. S1 for the complete alignment). In all reported structures of the K+ activated 

GTPases, the first conserved asparagine is a ligand to the potassium ion, which is also coordinated 

by three oxygen atoms from the GTP nucleotide and two backbone carbonyl groups from the sw1 

region.  

In order to coordinate K+, sw1 must adopt a particular structure in which its ‘K-loop’ lies directly 

over the nucleotide binding site. The GTP-bound sw1 conformation is a unique feature of the cation 

dependent GTPases. Moreover, in K+-activated GTPases the second conserved asparagine residue 

forms hydrogen-bonds with the backbone of sw1, and contributes in positioning it in the proper 

conformation. Interestingly, the putative sw1 of the HydF GTPase domain was not resolved in the X-
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ray structure of the apo-protein [8], likely due to the high flexibility of this loop, which in the 

mentioned homologous proteins undergoes large conformational rearrangement upon GTP binding. 

Since the structure of HydF in the presence of either GTP or GDP is not yet available, the hypothesis 

of a structural analogy of its sw1 with those of other K+-activated GTPase guided our experimental 

design aimed to detect possible rearrangements upon nucleotide binding. Panel A of Figure 1 reports 

the details of the mentioned structural elements of the HydF GTPase, together with the apo- and 

[K+/Mg2+/GDPAlX4]-structures of the GTPase domain of FeoB, taken as reference structure of a K+-

activated GTPase. Notably that the putative sw1 region of HydF (residues 31-46) is mostly missing, 

since it was unresolved in the X-ray structure [8], while the two conserved asparagines are 

highlighted. 

As reported above, sw2 is another common protein region of the GTPases, which usually undergoes 

structural modification upon nucleotide binding/hydrolysis. This part is well resolved in the HydF X-

ray structure and corresponds to a long loop ending with an α-helix (Figure 1, panel A). A similar 

sw2 motif was found in FeoB, as clearly seen in the structural comparison. In K+-activated GTPases, 

the structure of sw2 and its rearrangement vary in a much more protein-dependent way with respect 

to sw1 [37]. Thus, it is difficult to foresee the conformational change of this protein region upon GTP 

binding/hydrolysis. The same consideration holds for other protein segments, which may be involved 

in the specific interaction with other proteins or domains in relation to the protein function. 

Although all the predicted cation-dependent GTPases from various superfamilies (TEES, Obg-HflX, 

and YqeH-like) are involved in ribosome biogenesis, exceptions are reported. For instance, FeoB is 

a membrane protein that imports Fe2+ [38] and MnmE modifies tRNA [39]. Thus, HydF may 

represent an additional K+-activated GTPase with a new, no-ribosome function. 

We obtained a first hint of a structural change induced by GTP in HydF from the circular dichroism 

spectra of a recombinant HydF protein expressed in Escherichia coli (see below), as shown in Figure 

2. The GTP binding induces a change of the secondary structure of the protein corresponding to a few 

percent decrease of ellipticity. 

Heterologous expression, purification and site-directed spin-labeling (SDSL) of HydF proteins.  

To get insight into the specific regions undergoing the conformational changes suggested by the CD 

results, we made use of SDSL combined with EPR spectroscopy. This technique requires the 

introduction of a unique spin label that reports on localized regions of a protein [40]. All native 

cysteines must be eliminated in order to obtain a protein carrying a single cysteine introduced in the 

position of interest. This cysteine is then chemically modified with a sulfhydryl-specific EPR probe. 
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To this end, a recombinant HydF protein was expressed in E. coli in frame with a 6His-tag at the N-

terminus, as described in details in the Methods section, and purified by combining a NiNTA affinity 

and a gel filtration chromatography. Due to the presence of cysteine residues in wild type HydF at 

site 91 (GTPase domain I) and sites 302, 353 and 356 (FeS cluster binding domain III), we first 

substituted these native cysteines with serines by means of site-specific mutagenesis, in order to 

obtain a cysteine-less pseudo-wild type mutant protein. Only in one case C356 was maintained and 

spin labeled itself (see below). It should be note that the removal of the cysteines in the domain III, 

where a [4Fe4S] cluster is bound to the holo-protein, precludes the cluster assembly; however, since 

the GTPase domain is not directly affected by the absence of the FeS cluster, the analysis of the 

cysteine-less mutants are meaningful. Moreover, the effect of the GTP binding in the CD spectrum 

of the cysteine-less mutant was the same as that of the recombinant WT protein. 

The spin labeling positions were selected based on the in silico analysis described above, to explore 

possible rearrangements of: 1) the switch regions (sw1: S35C, S38C, T44C; sw2: V71C); 2) the 

interface region between the GTPase domain and the catalytic domain (R88C, A89C, D340C, 

L341C); 3) the catalytic domain (C356); 4) the helix connecting the GTPase domain with the long 

loop leading to the dimerization domain (T164C); 5) the long loop itself (I175C); 6) the dimerization 

domain (V261C). Figure 3 reports the HydF structure with all these residues highlighted except for 

residues S35, S38 and T44, which belong to the unresolved loop in the X-ray structure. All single 

mutants were labeled using the spin label MTSSL. In some cases, 3-maleimido-proxyl (5-MSL), 

having a higher steric hindrance, was also used. The labeling yields, calculated by spin quantification 

of the EPR spectrum double integrals and comparison with those of standard solutions of the free spin 

labels are reported in Supplementary table S1.  

All the spin labeled mutants showed changes of the CD spectrum upon GTP binding, indicating that 

the introduction of the spin label was not altering the capability of the protein to adopt the nucleotide-

induced structural changes. 

CW-EPR spectroscopy.  

The combination of site-directed spin labeling (SDSL) and electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) 

is a well-established method to determine protein dynamics and conformations [40, 41]. Following 

protein site-directed cysteine mutagenesis, a nitroxide spin label binds to the mutated Cys residue and 

reports on local dynamics, conformational dynamics of protein domains, and possibly, global protein 

motion. The lineshape of the EPR spectrum of a spin label reflects its mobility and is therefore 

sensitive to conformational changes. Highly mobile spin labels, as those on the surface of a protein, 
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have a characteristic narrow spectrum with three sharp peaks, whereas the reduction in mobility, due 

to intramolecular constrains, leads to the broadening of the spectrum and/or the appearance of an 

additional peak in the low field region [42]. We recorded the EPR spectra of purified HydF proteins 

individually spin-labeled with MTSSL at the 12 different positions mentioned above, and looked for 

mobility changes upon GTP addition (Figure 4). In the majority of the explored sites, the spin probe 

exhibited multiple motional states, indicating that either the side chains of the probes may have 

different motional states and/or the protein backbone may assume different conformations. Notable 

effects upon GTP binding were detected at position 38, belonging to sw1, 71, belonging the sw2, 88, 

corresponding to the terminal part of sw2 and to the interface region of GTPase doman with the 

catalytic domain. In some cases, conformational changes were better evidenced by using 3-

maleimido-proxyl (5-MSL) (Figure 5). While 5-MSL is rigidly attached to the protein, providing 

information on the rotation of whole structural elements of the labeled protein, MTSSL is bound by 

a more flexible linkage and describes better the local environment of the target residue in the protein 

structure. It can be seen that two dynamic components are present in the EPR spectrum of 5-MSL 

labeled protein at position 38, while in the corresponding MTSSL labeled protein three components 

are contributing to the spectrum. The differences are even more pronounced if glycerol is added to 

the buffer solution (50% v/v) to increase the viscosity of the medium and thus lengthen the correlation 

time of the motions. The changes induced by GTP binding lead to a redistribution of the different 

components. Also in the case of position 71, 5-MSL is more affected by the nucleotide binding 

compared to MTSSL.  

Minor, but still detectable, mobility changes were observed at positions 35 and 44 (sw1), 340 

(catalytic domain, region facing residue 88), 164 (α-helix of GTPase domain close to the loop 

connecting the dimerization domain), and 175 (belonging to the long loop connecting the 

dimerization domain). Also for these positions, the effects were dependent on different conditions 

such as spin label structure and/or addition of glycerol (Figure 5).  

Finally, very little or no effects were detected at position 341 (catalytic domain, region facing residue 

88), 356 (catalytic domain, position corresponding to [4Fe4S] cluster binding in the functional 

protein), and 261 (dimerization domain). 

To better characterize the role played by the nucleotides in determining the conformation of HydF, 

the effects of GDP, GDP-AlF4 (a transition-state analogue) and GTPγS (a non-hydrolysable GTP 

analogue) were also explored. The results are shown in Figure 6 for the MTSSL spin labeled R88C 

mutant, which was the one showing the clearest mobility change upon GTP binding. No spectral 

changes were observed upon addition of GDP and GDP-AlF4, while GTPγS induced the same effect 
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as GTP (note that in the presence of GTPγS the spectrum showed a high fraction of free spin label, 

due to the release of MTSSL by reaction of the spin labeled protein with GTPγS itself).   

As expected, the conformational changes were reversible once the GTP was hydrolysed and left the 

protein binding site. Interestingly, the relaxation to the initial state was very slow compared to the 

kinetics of hydrolysis. Indeed, while the hydrolysis of the nucleotide occurs in minutes [19, 31], 

detection of the EPR spectrum at different delay times after the GTP addition showed that only after 

several hours the spectrum returned to the lineshape preceding the nucleotide addition (see Figure 7).  

A reported above, the HydF GTPase domain contains the conserved residues of K+-activated GTPase. 

Accordingly, it was previously reported that potassium largely increases the hydrolysis rate [19]. 

Thus, we performed the EPR experiment on R88C also in a buffer solution without K+. The analysis 

of these spectra indicates that the absence of K+ does not preclude the conformational change induced 

by GTP addition, however the extent of the change is reduced (Supplementary Fig. S2). 

PELDOR 

Since HydF adopts a dimeric structure [8], with the aim to map possible large conformational changes 

induced by the GTP binding at the level of this dimeric structure, we also performed Pulse   Electron 

DOuble Resonance (PELDOR, also known as DEER) experiments [43]. It is well known that this 

pulse EPR technique, based on the measure of dipole-dipole interaction between unpaired electron 

spins, has become the most widely used method for measuring distances between electron spins in 

(bio)macromolecules. The V261C HydF mutant was chosen to perform intra-dimer distance 

measurements because, based on the X-ray structure, the expected distance between spin labels 

belonging to the two moieties composing the dimer is 3.5 nm, which is in the suitable range of reliable 

distances measured by PELDOR. Moreover, according to the X-ray structure, residue 261 is located 

in a portion of the dimerization domain, that does not interfere with the folding of the β-sheet forming 

the dimeric structure of HydF, thus representing a good choice to detect conformational changes 

induced by GTP at the level of the dimer structure.  

The spectra of samples frozen in the absence of GTP and immediately after its addition are reported 

in Figure 8, together with the data analysis. The very good signal to noise ratio allowed us to obtain 

a reliable measure of the effects. Tikhonov-derived distance distributions provided main values, that 

correspond, roughly, to those expected on the basis of the X-ray structure of the apo-HydF protein 

(3.5 nm), confirming the dimer structure of the protein in solution. When GTP was added, some 

differences were detected. The distance distribution showed that about 25% of the shortest distance 

(at 2.8 nm) is converted into the longer (3.0 nm) in the presence of GTP. This is a clear indication of 

a rearrangement occurring in a protein region far from the nucleotide binding site. It does not 
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correspond to a dramatic reassembly of the dimer, however the protein region around V216 clearly 

“feels” the switch triggered by the GTPase domain. We also performed the PELDOR experiments in 

a double spin labeled mutant (V261C-T164C) having an expected intra-monomer distance of 4.5 nm 

and estimated inter-monomer distances (261-164 and 164-164) 6.2 and 7.0 nm, respectively. The 

spectra, reported in Figure 8, show also in this case emerging differences when GTP was added. 

Although quantitative analysis of multispin systems (four spins in this double labeled mutant) is quite 

complicated [44], it seems clear that such differences are present not only in the region corresponding 

to the 261-261 distance, as for the single labeled mutant V261C, but also at the level of the other 

inter- and intra- monomer distances. Validation of the distance analysis performed with 

DeerAnalysis2015 is reported in Supplementary Fig. S3. 

Discussion 

The sequence homology of the HydF GTPase domain with those of proteins belonging to the K+ 

activated GTPase family is a strong indication of its possible role as a molecular switch. The 

suggested double function of HydF as scaffold and carrier of the 2Fe unit of the [FeFe]-hydrogenase 

(HydA) H-cluster precursor may be facilitated by conformational changes of the protein during the 

cycle of interaction with HydG, HydE and/or HydA. Shepard and coworkers previously showed that 

the HydF-dependent GTP hydrolysis in vitro increases in the presence of HydE or HydG [19], 

suggesting the existence of a HydF GTPase domain function/structure relationship driving the 

interactions of this scaffold with the other two maturases. More recently, Vallese et al. showed, based 

on Surface Plasmon Resonance experiments performed by injecting the nucleotide during the step of 

HydE and HydG dissociation from HydF, that the binding of GTP increases the dissociation rate [31]. 

This could be related to the maturation mechanism by which the displacement of an interaction 

partner from the scaffold occurs, allowing subsequent association of a different protein. Thus, it seems 

likely that a conformational switch due to the GTP binding to HydF is responsible for a fast release 

of the other two maturases.  

With the aim to prove the occurrence of conformational changes of HydF upon GTP binding, we first 

used CD spectroscopy. The addition of GTP induced a clear change of the secondary structure, 

reflected in the CD spectrum. However, the technique is not very sensitive to the rearrangement of 

unstructured regions, such as loops or random portions of the protein. Therefore, to get further insight 

into the protein regions undergoing structural rearrangement, we used SDSL EPR spectroscopy, 

which, with the introduction of a unique spin label at specific sites, reports on localized regions of a 

protein. If the nucleotide binding induces some changes in the protein structure, the lineshape of the 

EPR spectrum of a spin label is expected to change, when the probe is located at a site involved 
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in/close to the rearrangement. A highly mobile spin label on the surface of a protein has a 

characteristic narrow spectrum with sharp peaks, whereas the reduction in its mobility due to 

intramolecular constrains or “trapping” in a protein-protein interaction interface is reflected in the 

broadening of the spectrum.  

To provide adequate coverage of the protein structure analysis by EPR, we expressed and purified 12 

cysteine single mutants, modified them with spin labels and compared their EPR spectra taken before 

and after GTP addition. In this way, we were able to obtain information concerning different protein 

regions. Most of the changes detected in the EPR spectra of HydF are not as dramatic as one would 

expect for a large protein reassembly and reshaping. The 12 positions probed by our experiments, 

however, are indicative of structural changes taking place at different extent depending on the protein 

region.  

Significant effects are found at the level of putative sw1 and sw2, in particular at positions 38 and 71. 

Looking at the sw1 structural analogies common to all the known K+ dependent GTPases, it seems 

likely that in HydF, after GTP addition, residue 38 could become very close to the K+ binding region, 

starting from an extended loop far from this site. This would be consistent with the observed reduced 

mobility of the backbone, as revealed by the 5-MSL spin label. The MTSSL spin probe at the same 

positions has a more complicated behaviour, described by three components. The most immobilized 

component undergoes a reduction in intensity as well as the most mobile, while the intermediate 

regime component gains intensity. This suggests that MTSSL, having higher flexibility compared to 

the 5-MSL, may adopt different local conformations. Since both spin probes reveal a redistribution 

of the components of the EPR spectrum upon GTP binding, a significant structural change leading to 

many local effects is clearly taking place. Residues 35 and 44, which are very close to 38, undergo 

similar changes in terms of redistribution of components, although less pronounced. A clear structural 

rearrangement is detected at position 71, in the putative sw2 region, which, according to the X-ray 

structure, adopts a loop conformation in the apo-form of the protein. The EPR results indicate an 

immobilization of this residue upon GTP binding. Taken together, all the effects relative to residues 

35, 44, 38 and 71 strongly corroborate the hypothesis of a molecular switch role for the GTPase 

domain of HydF. 

As observed for other GTPases, the conformational changes may extend to additional portions of the 

molecular structure, more protein dependent, which could be relevant for specific protein-protein 

interactions and/or protein-ligand assembly [37 and refs therein]. Since HydF interacts with 

HydE/HydG and is believed to act as a scaffold for the assembly and delivery of the 2Fe unit of the 

H-cluster, it is well possible that the GTP binding either produces some effects in regions of the 
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protein involved in the interaction with the other maturation proteins or induces modification in the 

catalytic domain of HydF, where the cluster precursor is bound and processed. In this respect, the 

extended change on spin mobility measured by EPR at the position 88 is very interesting, since this 

residue is located at the interface between the GTPase domain and the catalytic domain. The increase 

of mobility detected at this site after GTP addition may be related to a larger separation of the two 

domains induced by the nucleotide binding. A confirmation of this interfacial change is also proven 

by the effect experienced by the spin probe at site 340 belonging to the catalytic domain and facing 

residue 88. The effect at site 88 was not observed in our previous work on isolated GTPase domain 

[32], because the spin probe was completely exposed to the solvent due to the absence of domain III.  

The structure and length of the sw2 region are more heterogeneous in the GTPases compared to those 

of sw1. The conformational change in sw2 upon nucleotide binding differs among distinct GTPases, 

ranging from small rearrangements, such as in Ras [45], to a major reorientation of helix a2, as in EF-

Tu [46]. Interestingly, in NFeoBLp, sw2 includes a long loop region (10 –14 residues) and a helix 

(a2). The unique location of a2 between the nucleotide-binding site and the GDI domain of NFeoBLp 

suggested for this helix a function of relay element transmitting the signal induced by nucleotide 

binding to the GDI and transmembrane domains [47]. In this way, nucleotide binding to the G domain 

in FeoB regulates ferrous iron uptake across the membrane. The 3D structure of HydF indicates that 

sw2 contains a long loop constituted by 14 residues followed also by a helix (a2). R88 is located at 

the base of a2, facing domain III. Thus, an effect similar to that observed in FeoB proteins could take 

place in HydF with the conformational change of sw2 upon nucleotide binding transmitted to the 

catalytic domain via a2, as suggested by the change in mobility experienced by the spin probe at site 

340. In this respect, it is worth noting that the EPR spectrum of HydF [4Fe4S] cluster was found to 

be sensitive to GTP [19]. We did not observe changes in the spin label mobility at position 356 where 

a Cys ligand of the [4Fe4S] cluster is present in the wild type protein, however the lack of the cluster 

in the recombinant mutant protein may alter the response of the spin label at this site due to the 

absence of structural constrains imposed by the cluster itself in the holo-protein. 

HydF is characterized by a dimerization domain, which is directly connected to the GTPase domain 

through a long loop (see Figure 2). Similar long loops connecting different domains and undergoing 

structural rearrangements upon nucleotide binding are found, for instance, in the K+-dependent 

GTPases MnmE and TrmE [48,49]. To explore the response of the loop to the GTP binding in HydF, 

we considered the spin label at position 175. Interestingly, we found that the spin label bound at this 

site, although far away from the GTP binding site, undergoes a detectable change in the mobility upon 

nucleotide binding. We also monitored the possible effects in the dimerization domain by SDSL at 

site 261 and measuring the 261-261 inter-monomer distance by PELDOR. Clear effects were found 
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on the order of few Å displacement upon GTP binding, showing that the changes occurring in the 

GTPase domain are felt by distant residues belonging to the dimerization domain as well. The effects 

induced on the dimer structure were further confirmed by the PELDOR analysis of the double mutant 

T164-V261.  

Proteins acting as GTPase switches show conformational changes, induced by a cycle of GTP 

hydrolysis, with different mechanisms. Changes in protein forms can be promoted either by GDP 

binding or by GTP binding/hydrolysis [34]. Thus, it was of primary importance to investigate the 

effects of the different nucleotides. The addition of GDP and GDP-AlF4 to the protein did not produce 

any observable effect in the EPR spectra, while GTPγS induced the same effect as GTP, strengthening 

the hypothesis that the trigger of the conformational change is given by the binding of the nucleotide 

rather than by its hydrolysis. Thus, as common for many other GTPases, the conformation of HydF 

in the presence of GDP is the same as that of the apo-protein. From the time evolution of the EPR 

spectra after the addition of GTP, we found that the return to the apo-conformation is very slow 

compared to the kinetic of hydrolysis of GTP. This inertia could be due to the absence of some cellular 

effector in our in vitro experiments compared to the in vivo conditions, as observed for a number of 

GTPases needing effectors to perform the GTP/GDP cycle [34], but could even be functional to 

generate a rest time for the switch, allowing other steps of the maturation process to take place. This 

would fit with the previously proposed stepwise model of the H-cluster assembly on the HydF 

scaffold [11, 12]. 

Functional and sequence analysis clearly indicate that HydF is a K+ activated GTPase [19]. Our EPR 

experiments show that the absence of K+ does not preclude the conformational change induced by 

GTP binding, however its presence favours the switch of the structure. According to the known 

structures of the K+ activated GTPases, the cation contributes to the coordination of the sw1 upon 

nucleotide binding, thus the observed effect in HydF is in agreement with the rearrangement of sw1 

and with the contribution to the stabilization of the switched conformation. 

Most of the sites investigated by SDSL EPR reveal the presence of more than one conformation, both 

in the apo- and in the GTP-bound state. We never observed a complete conversion of the EPR 

spectrum from one form to another, even in large excess of either GTP or GTPγS. For instance, in the 

case of R88C the change in the lineshape of the EPR spectrum induced by GTP can be assigned to a 

30% population shift between the two components needed for the simulation of the spectra 

(Supplementary Fig. S4 and table S2). This is in agreement with the results we obtained from 

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) experiments (reported in Supplementary Fig. S5 and table 

S3), showing that only 60% of the wild type recombinant HydF is able to bind GTP. There are 

different possible explanations for this experimental evidence: a) a percentage of protein is in a 
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misfolded conformation, therefore only a certain amount of protein is sensitive to the nucleotide 

binding; b) HydF is always present in an equilibrium of different conformations and the GTP binding 

just shifts the equilibrium among different forms. The presence of some unknown effectors in vivo, 

might restrict the conformational space of the protein generating a limited number of conformations 

compared to the in vitro conditions adopted in this work. In this respect, it is interesting to note that 

in cell-free experiments an addition of cellular extract is always necessary to allow the [FeFe]-

hydrogenase maturation process to take place [50]. Although it is difficult at this stage to discriminate 

between the a) and b) possibilities, the main result remains, showing that the GTPase domain of HydF 

may undergo conformational changes upon GTP binding. The presence of a correct cluster assembly 

and/or the interaction with other unknown effectors/maturases may well enhance the differences 

between energies of the conformations that we have detected shifting the equilibrium between 

different forms, which are however intrinsically determined by the nucleotide binding. EPR 

experiments will be performed in the near future by using unnatural aminoacids carrying a spin label 

to avoid the substitution of native cysteine residues and allow refolding of the protein in the presence 

of the [4F-4S] cluster in the catalytic domain, with the aim of studying the influence of the cluster 

presence on the conformational equilibrium shift induced by GTP. 

Conclusions 

In the present work, we recognized for the first time the analogies of HydF with the K+ 

dependent GTPases, in terms of sw1 and sw2 regions and conserved Asn, and established that the 

GTPase domain is a switch undergoing significant structural modifications upon GTP binding, as in 

other members of the same family. Thus, HydF represents a K+ activated GTPase with a new function. 

The effects monitored at different protein sites, by using SDSL-EPR techniques, showed that the 

structural changes upon GTP binding are diffuse, and indicate that not only the GTPase domain but 

the whole protein undergoes conformational rearrangements. This is in agreement with previous data 

suggesting that GTP alters the EPR signal of the reduced [4Fe4S] cluster of HydF, and facilitates the 

dissociation of HydE and HydG from HydF. The interaction areas between the two maturation 

proteins and HydF are not known, however they likely involve extended protein regions not only sw1 

and 2. Thus, the diffuse conformational changes detected in HydF upon GTP binding may well be 

functional to a variation of interaction with the other maturases. Experiments to measure these effects 

in the HydF-HydG and HydF-HydE spin labeled complexes will help to confirm this hypothesis.  

As a final remark, it is worth noting that a GTP-dependent step in the maturation process is 

found also in [NiFe]-hydrogenases. The maturase HypB is a metal-binding GTPase involved in this 

step [55], which is essential for hydrogenase maturation/activation. Size exclusion chromatography 
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and cross-linking studies demonstrated that the binding of GTP triggers the dimerization of HypB. 

The HypB GTP-dependent dimerization facilitates nickel delivery to hydrogenase by loading nickel 

to the metal-binding site at the dimeric interface. Thus, a GTPase-dependent molecular switch may 

be a common strategy adopted by the different hydrogenases in the assembly of their complex metal 

active sites. 

 

Methods  

Heterologous expression and purification of HydF proteins 

The Thermotoga neapolitana hydF gene was isolated from purified genomic DNA by PCR 

amplification and subcloned in frame with a 6His-tag sequence at the N-terminus in a pET-15b vector 

(from Novagen®), as described in [8]. Site-directed mutagenesis of the hydF at selected sites was 

performed with the QuickChange® II Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (from Agilent Technologies), 

using as template pET-15b/hydF recombinant plasmid and the couples of primers listed in 

Supplementary (table S4). The sequence of each mutant hydF gene was confirmed by DNA 

sequencing (at GATC Biotech, Germany). E. coli Rosetta (DE3) cells were transformed with the 

obtained plasmids and positive clones selected by antibiotic resistance. The expression of the wild 

type and mutant 6His-tagged HydF proteins was induced by adding 1 mM isopropyl-β-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) in LB medium and incubating the cells at 30 °C overnight. Proteins 

were purified starting from 0,5 to 1 L cultures and combining affinity chromatography and gel 

filtration. Briefly, cells were harvested by centrifugation, resuspended in lysis buffer (25 mM Tris-

HCl pH 8.0, 200 mM KCl supplemented with protease inhibitors 1µg/ml pepstatin A, 1 µg/ml 

leupeptin, 1 µg/ml antipain, 1 mM PMSF) and lysed by French press. The supernatant fractions were 

isolated from cell debris by centrifugation and the proteins purified to homogeneity by a nickel 

affinity chromatography (HIS-Select® Nickel Affinity Gel, from Sigma-Aldrich) and a gel filtration 

chromatography using a Superdex 200 GL 10 300 column (from GE Healthcare), equilibrated in a 

buffer containing 25 mM Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 200 mM KCl, and 1 mM MgCl2 (final buffer). To estimate 

the molecular weight of the analyzed samples, the column was equilibrated in the same buffer and 

calibrated with the standards thyroglobulin (669 KDa), ferritin (440 KDa), β-amylase (200 KDa), 

bovine serum albumin (67 KDa), carbonic anhydrase (29 KDa) and cytochrome c (12 KDa). The 

eluted fractions containing the HydF dimer were finally pooled together and concentrated by 

centrifugal filters (Amicon Ultra Centrifugal Filter, 10000 NMWL, from Merck Millipore) to a 

volume suitable for spectroscopic analysis (see below), giving rise to a final concentration up to 600 
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µM, as determined spectroscopically using ε280nm = 26360 M−1cm−1. Purified proteins were analyzed 

by 12% SDS-PAGE. 

Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC)  

ITC measurements were carried out at 25 °C on a MicroCal OMEGA ultrasensitive titration 

calorimeter. The titrant and sample solutions were made from the same stock buffer solution (25 mM 

Tris-HCl pH 8.0, 200 mM KCl, and 1 mM MgCl2), and both solutions were thoroughly degassed 

before each titration. The solution (75 µM wild type HydF protein) in the cell was stirred at 200 rpm 

to ensure rapid mixing. Typically, 7 µL of titrant (500 mM either GTP or GTPγS) were delivered 

every 10 s with an adequate interval (4 min) between injections to allow complete equilibration. 

Titrations continued until no further complex formation following addition of excess titrant was 

detected. A background titration, consisting of identical titrant solution and buffer solution in the 

sample cell, was subtracted to account for heat of dilution. The data were collected automatically and 

then analyzed by the Windows-based Origin software package supplied by MicroCal. A one-site 

binding model was used. 

Circular Dichroism (CD)  

CD measurements were performed with a Jasco J-810 spectropolarimeter. Far-UV CD spectra were 

collected using cells of 0.1 cm path-length. Data were acquired at a scan speed of 20 nm/min and at 

least three scans were averaged. Proteins were used at a concentration of 5 µM (0.2 mg/ml), in a 0.5 

mM Tris-HCl buffer, pH 8.0, containing 4 mM KCl and 20 µM MgCl2. Measurements in the presence 

of GTP were performed in the same samples analyzed in the absence of the nucleotide, adding 1 µL 

of GTP to a final concentration of 250 µM in 400 µL of total volume. Experiments were performed 

at 25 °C using a thermostated Jasco PTC-423 Peltier Cell Holder connected to a Jasco PTC-423S 

Peltier Controller. 

CW-EPR 

Samples for EPR labeled with either MTSSL or 5-MSL were obtained by adding to the purified 

protein (at a concentration of about 150 µM) a fivefold molar excess of spin label, either MTSSL or 

3-maleimido-proxyl (5-MSL), dissolved in DMSO and ethanol respectively, and incubating the 

protein at 4 °C overnight in the dark. Excess of non-ligated spin label was removed from the protein 

by several cycles of dilution with final buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 200 mM KCl and 1mM 

MgCl2), and concentration by centrifugal filters. Twenty microliters of each sample, with a protein 

concentration of about 600 µM (in 25 mM Tris-HCl, pH 8.0, 200 mM KCl, and 1 mM MgCl2) were 
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loaded into quartz capillaries with 0.6 mm ID and 0.84 mm OD. In GTP binding experiments, GTP 

(up to 10 mM) was added to the samples and EPR measurements were performed immediately after 

the addition. EPR spectra were collected at room temperature (298 K) on an Elexsys E580-X-band 

spectrometer (Bruker) using a Super High Sensitivity Probehead cavity. The field modulation 

frequency was set at 100 kHz, with a field-modulation amplitude of 0.5 G and the microwave power 

6.4 mW. Time constant was set at 40.96 ns and conversion time at 81.92 ms; data collection was 

carried out acquiring 1024 points. The center of the field was set to 351 mT and the sweep width to 

10 mT. Simulations of the CW-EPR spectra were performed using a program based on the stochastic 

Liouville equation and adopting the MOMD model as standard for spin-labeled proteins [51]. The 

overall rotational correlation time of the HydF dimer was estimated using the program by Zerbetto et 

al. [52]. Details are reported in Supplementary information. 

Pulse ELectron  DOuble resonance (PELDOR) 

Samples were exchanged with deuterated buffer. Deuterated glycerol (33% v/v) was also added to 

the samples before freezing. The final protein concentration was about 150 µM for all the samples. 

In the nucleotide binding experiments, GTP was added to a 10 mM final concentration. All the 

samples, loaded into quartz capillaries with 1.1 mm ID and 1.6 mm OD, were quickly frozen. Q-band 

pulse EPR experiments were performed with the same EPR spectrometer used for CW-EPR (Elexsys 

E580) equipped with a Bruker EN 5107D2 resonator (microwave frequency = 33.86 GHz) and an 

Oxford CF935 cryostat. The measurements were performed at a temperature of 50 K. A standard four 

pulse sequence was applied; the microwave power was adjusted to obtain an observer sequence of 

28/56/56 ns and a pump pulse of 56 ns. The difference between the pump and observer frequency 

was set to 80 MHz. A two-step phase cycle was applied for base-line correction, while deuterium 

nuclear modulations were suppressed using an 8 step τ cycle from a 180 ns starting value with 56 ns 

increment steps. Data on each sample were collected for about 15 hours. Distance distributions were 

extracted from PELDOR traces by using DeerAnalysis2015 [53].  

 

 

 

Figure Legends 

 

Figure 1  

Structural features of the GTPase domain of HydF (Panel a, left. PDB ID: 3QQ5) and of the G-

domain of Streptococcus thermophilus FeoB in the apo form (Panel a, middle. PDB ID: 3LX5) and 
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in the holo-form binding GDP_AlF4 (Panel a, right. PDB ID: 3LX8). The magnesium atom that binds 

at the active site is shown as a green sphere, and the potassium atom as a violet sphere. The 

GDP_AlF4 ligand is not shown. GTP binding residues (orange), sw1 (yellow) sw2 (green), conserved 

Asn (cyan) are highlighted. The colour code is adopted from ref. [37] and maintained in the displayed 

structure. Note that in the structure of the GTPase domain of HydF sw1 is almost completely 

unresolved and consequently not displayed. 

Panel b: aminoacid sequence of HydF GTPase domain, with positions of G1-G4 (orange), sw1 

(yellow) and sw2 (green) indicated. G5 (orange) corresponds to the less conserved G domain motif, 

that usually participates in recognition of the guanine base. Asparagine residues highly conserved in 

K+ activated small GTPases are marked in cyan. Secondary structure elements are also indicated. 

Panel c: Detail of the multiple sequence alignment (MSA) of HydF, FeoB, RbgA, MnmE and TrmE 

GTPase domains, generated by Clustal Omega algoritm. An * indicates positions which have a single, 

fully conserved residue, a : indicates conservation between groups of strongly similar properties and 

a . indicates conservation between groups of weakly similar properties. The complete MSA is 

reported in Supplementary Fig. S1. G1 motif and conserved asparagine residues are highlighted with 

black and cyan bold characters, respectively. 

 

Figure 2 

Far-UV CD spectrum of HydF taken before (blue) and immediately after (red) addition of GTP. 

 

Figure 3 

Cartoon representation of HydF monomer structure (PDB ID: 3QQ5). The GTP-binding domain 

is coloured in white, the dimerization domain in light blue and the cluster-binding domain in cyan. 

The P-loop is highlighted in orange, the terminal parts of sw 1 in yellow and sw 2 in green. The 

residues that have been mutated and labeled are indicated in the structure. Positions S35, S38 and 

T44 are not highlighted, as they were not resolved in the crystallographic structure. 

 

Figure 4  
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CW-EPR spectra of the 12 investigated mutants of HydF labeled with MTSSL, taken before 

(blue) and immediately after (red) addition of GTP. For each mutant, an enlargement of the low-field 

region is shown. Spectra are taken at room temperature 

 

Figure 5  

CW-EPR spectra of some HydF mutants labeled with either MTSSL (50% v/v glycerol) or 5-

MTS (in the presence or in the absence of 50% v/v glycerol) taken before (blue) and immediately 

after (red) addition of GTP. For each mutant, an enlargement of the low-field region is shown. Spectra 

are taken at room temperature 

 

Figure 6  

Effects of different nucleotides binding on the CW-EPR spectrum of labeled R88C: absence of 

nucleotides (blue), in the presence of non-hydrolysable GTP analogue (brown), GTP (red), GDP 

(magenta) and GDP-AlFx (violet), a transition-state analogue. 

 

Figure 7 

Curves of the relaxation to the initial state following addition of GTP (t = 0 h), detected as change 

of the EPR signal of spin label at site 88, at the field positions indicated by arrows in the inset. The 

dots represent respectively the percentage of recovery of the broader spectral component (grey dots) 

and of decay of the narrower spectral component (black). The kinetics were normalized relative to 

the spectrum at t = 0 h and that in the absence of GTP. In the inset, the zoom of the EPR spectra (red 

t = 0 h; blue t = 5.5 h) with the positions used to obtain the kinetics shown by arrows. 

 

 

Figure 8 

PELDOR of spin labeled V261C and V26C-T164C with HydF dimer structure representation 

Panel a) Cartoon representation of HydF dimer structure with the indication of the distance between 

the residues V261 (left) and between residues V261 (blue) and T164 (black) (right). 
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Panel b) PELDOR data of mutant V261C (left) and V26C-T164C (right), in the absence (blue) and 

in the presence (red) of GTP before (upper panels) and after (middle panels) background correction, 

Tikhonov-derived distance distributions in the absence (blue) and in the presence (red) of the 

nucleotide, are shown in the bottom panels.  
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